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Abstract 

 Coal-fired power plants represent the majority share of fossil fuel based electricity 

generation facilities. Due to their numerous negative environmental impacts, however, they are 

targeted for reduction and eventual replacement. Algal biomass is a promising third generation 

biofuel that could reduce coal usage through co-firing in the near future and possibly replace coal 

in the more distant future. Unlike another popular co-combustion biomass, woody biomass, little 

is known about direct algae firing and co-firing. As a result, a solid fuel combustor is created and 

instrumented with the intent of burning pelleted mixtures of pine, macroalgae, and coal in order 

to determine algae’s properties as a direct firing and co-firing fuel. In keeping with this vision, a 

normalization study is conducted using various mixtures of pine and algae, finding that 

increasing algae content yielded higher exhaust temperatures with more nitrogen oxides and 

sulfur oxides emissions than pine. Emissions of carbon dioxide are reduced with increasing algae 

content, however. A normalization study is also proposed using coal-biomass fuel blends, but 

technical issues required that a separate accelerant study be made. It is found that 10 mL of 

petroleum distillate added to the fuel just before attempting ignition greatly improved the 

combustion characteristics of the coal-containing pellets. However, increased air flow rates from 

the biomass mixtures are also required to begin shifting the coal-containing mixture to thorough 

and complete combustion. The adjustments to the air flow rates provided to the burner prompted 

further modifications of the setup and the experimental procedures to ensure the safety and 

sustainability of the experimentation. An optimization study is also begun, yielding a simple but 

accurate mass burned calculator that can be used to augment and improve further experiments. 

Tangent to this optimization study is a flow validation study which ultimately failed in its 

intended goal of validating the Alicat reported air flow rates. Despite its difficulties, however, 
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this study provided significant insight regarding the sizing and design of the pipe diameters and 

lengths employed in a Pitot-tube based system. 
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° - degree (angle) 
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%H – percent composition of hydrogen (by weight) 

%mass – percent by mass 

%Misc – percent composition of inorganics, trace elements, and other materials (by weight) 

%N – percent composition of nitrogen (by weight) 

%O – percent composition of oxygen (by weight) 

%vol - percent by volume 

%wt - percent by weight 

𝑎 – moles of nitrogen in one mole of fuel (mol) 

𝐴𝐶  – cross-sectional area of the pipe at the Pitot tube measuring point (ft2) 

𝐴𝐶,𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑡 – Equivalent cross-sectional area of air flow at the Pitot tube measuring point (ft2) 

atm – atmosphere (pressure unit) 

𝑏 – moles of CO2 produced via stoichiometric combustion of one mole of fuel (mol) 

𝐶𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 - mass per volume content of CO2 adjusted for ambient conditions at time = 1 sec (gm 

of species 𝑖 per m3 of exhaust mixture) 

𝐶CO2
 – mass per volume content of CO2 at time = 1 sec (gm of CO2 per m3 of exhaust mixture) 
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𝐶CO2,𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 - mass per volume content of CO2 due to compressed air flow-through at time = 1 

sec (gm of species 𝑖 per m3 of exhaust mixture) 

𝐶𝑖,𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 - mass per volume content of species 𝑖 adjusted for ambient conditions (gm of species 

𝑖 per m3 of exhaust mixture) 

𝐶𝑖,𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 - mass per volume content of species 𝑖 due to compressed air flow-through at data 

point 𝑗 (gm of species 𝑖 per m3 of exhaust mixture) 

𝐶𝑖- mass per volume content of species 𝑖 at data point 𝑗 (gm of species 𝑖 per m3 of exhaust 

mixture) 

𝑐 - moles of H2O produced via stoichiometric combustion of one mole of fuel (mol) 

cm3 m-3 - cubic centimeters per cubic meters (alternate form of ppm for gaseous emissions) 

C – carbon 

CH – methylidyne radical 

CHON – Carbon Hydrogen Oxygen and Nitrogen 

CO - carbon monoxide 

CO2 - carbon dioxide 

𝐷 – diameter of the pipe at the Pitot tube measurement point (ft) 

DAQ – Data Acquisition unit 

DIN - Deutsches Institut für Normung (German Institute for Standardization) 

𝑑 – moles of N2 produced via stoichiometric combustion of one mole of fuel (mol) 

EHS – Environmental Health and Safety 

EIA - Energy information Administration 

𝑓 – mole fraction of reacting air in a combustion reaction (-) 

ft - feet 
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ft2 – square feet 

ft3 – cubic feet 

ft min-1 – feet per minute 

ft3 min-1 – cubic feet per minute 

FTIR - Fourier Infrared Spectroscopy unit 

𝑔 – mole fraction of atmospheric air reacted in a lean-regime combustion reaction (-) 

GHG - greenhouse gas 

gm – grams 

gm mol-1 – grams per mole 

H2O – water vapor 

HCN – hydrogen cyanide 

HHV – Higher Heating Value 

𝐻𝑣 – heat of vaporization of water (kJ kg-1) 

ℎ̅𝑓,CO2

0  - molar heat of formation of gaseous CO2 (kJ kmol-1) 

ℎ̅𝑓,𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙
0  - molar heat of formation of the fuel (kJ kmol-1) 

ℎ𝑓,𝑖
0̅̅ ̅̅  - molar heat of formation of species 𝑖 (kJ kmol-1) 

ℎ̅𝑓,H2O𝑔

0  - molar heat of formation of water vapor (kJ kmol-1) 

ℎ̅𝑓,O2

0  - molar heat of formation of gaseous molecular oxygen (kJ kmol-1) 

ℎ̅𝑓,N2

0  - molar heat of formation of gaseous molecular nitrogen (kJ kmol-1) 

𝑖 - current emission species of interest 

𝑗 – current time step of interest (sec) 

J kmol-1 K-1 - Joules per mole-Kelvin 

𝑘 - current data point of interest in Appendix C 
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K - Kelvin 

kg - kilograms 

kg kmol-1 - kilograms per kilo-mole 

kg m-3 - kilograms per cubic meter 

kg s-1 - kilograms per second 

kJ kg-1 – kilo-Joules per kilogram 

kJ mol-1 – kilo-Joules per mole 

kJ kmol-1 - kilo-Joules per kilo-mole 

kmol – kilo-moles 

kPa - kilo-Pascal 

KU – University of Kansas 

kWh – kilowatt-hours 

L - Liter 

LCOE - levelized cost of electricity ($/MWhr) 

LED – Light Emitting Diode 

LHV – Lower Heating Value (kJ kg-1) 

Lpm - liters per minute 

𝑚𝑏𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑑 – mass of fuel burned during a test in appendix C(kg) 

𝑚C – mass of carbon emitted as a product of combustion during an individual test (gm) 

𝑚C – mass of carbon in combustion reaction (Appendix C) (kg) 

𝑚H - mass of hydrogen in combustion reaction (Appendix C) (kg) 

𝑚N - mass of nitrogen in combustion reaction (Appendix C) (kg) 

𝑚O - mass of oxygen in combustion reaction (Appendix C) (kg) 
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𝑚C from CO2
 – mass of carbon emitted as CO2 in an individual test (gm) 

𝑚CO2,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 – mass of CO2 emitted during an individual test (gm) 

𝑚𝑓 – mass of fuel burned during an individual test (gm) 

𝑚𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 - average mass of fuel in a fuel basket during a single test (gm) 

𝑚𝑖 – mass of species 𝑖 emitted (gm) 

�̇�𝑎𝑖𝑟 – mass flow rate of air through combustor (gm s-1) 

�̇�CO2
 – mass flowrate of CO2 at time = 1 s (gm s-1) 

�̇�𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 – mass flow rate of fuel during combustion (kg s-1) 

�̇�𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙,𝑘 - mass flow rate of fuel during combustion at time point 𝑘 (kg s-1) 

�̇�𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙,𝑘+1 - mass flow rate of fuel during combustion at time point 𝑘 + 1 (kg s-1) 

𝑚H2O,𝑜𝑢𝑡 – mass of water produced through combustion (gm) 

�̇�𝑖 - mass flow rate of species 𝑖 (gm s-1) 

�̇�𝑖,𝑗 - mass flow rate of species 𝑖 at data point 𝑗 (gm s-1) 

�̇�𝑖,𝑗+1 - mass flow rate of species 𝑖 one data point past data point 𝑗 (gm s-1) 

𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑟 - molar mass of air (kg mol-1) 

𝑀C – molar mass of carbon (kg kmol-1) 

𝑀CO2
 – molar mass of CO2 (kg kmol-1) 

𝑀𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 – molar mass of fuel (kg kmol-1) 

𝑀H – molar mass of hydrogen (kg kmol-1) 

𝑀𝑖 - molar mass of species 𝑖 (kg mol-1) 

𝑀𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒- molar mass of the total exhaust mixture (kg mol-1) 

𝑀N – molar mass of nitrogen (kg kmol-1) 
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𝑀O – molar mass of oxygen (kg kmol-1) 

m - mass of gas (kg) 

m2 – square meters 

m3 - cubic meters 

m3 s-1 - cubic meters per second 

min – minutes 

MJ kg-1 – mega-Joules per kilogram 

mL - milliliters 

mm - millimeter 

MWhr - megawatt-hour 

𝑛 - number of moles of a gas in Eq. (8) (kmol) 

𝑛𝑓 – number of moles of fuel (-) 

𝑛�̅� – mole fraction of species 𝑖 

�̇�𝑎𝑖𝑟 – molar flow rate of air through the combustor (mol s-1) 

�̇�𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 - molar flow rate of fuel during combustion (mol s-1) 

NH3 – ammonia 

N2 – molecular nitrogen 

N2O – Nitrous Oxide 

NI – National instruments 

NO – Nitric Oxide 

NO2 – Nitrogen dioxide 

NOx - nitrogen oxides 

NPT – Nominal Pipe Threaded 
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O2 - molecular oxygen 

OH - hydroxyl 

𝑃 - gas pressure (Pa) 

𝑃 – Products of combustion reaction (Appendix C) 

𝑃𝑑 – dynamic pressure of the air flow across the Pitot tube (Pa) 

𝑃𝑠 – static flow pressure of the air flow across the Pitot tube (Pa) 

𝑃𝑔𝑎𝑠 – air pressure from outlet of Alicat flow controller (psia) 

Pa – Pascals 

PM – particulate matter 

PPE – Personal Protective Equipment 

ppm - parts per million 

ppm (w) – parts per million weight basis 

ppm s-1 – part per million per second 

psi - pounds per square inch 

psia - pounds per square inch, absolute 

psig – pounds per square inch, gauge 

PVC – polyvinyl chloride 

𝑄𝐻𝑉 - molar heating value of the combusted fuel (kJ mol-1) 

𝑄𝐻𝐻𝑉 – higher heating value of the fuel (kJ kg-1) 

𝑄𝐿𝐻𝑉,𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 – lower heating value of the fuel (kJ kg-1) 

𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 – total energy released through combustion of fuel during a single test (kJ) 

𝑅 – reactants of combustion reaction (Appendix C) 

�̅� - universal gas constant (J kmol-1 K-1) 
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s – seconds 

Sch – Schedule (system of standardized pipe wall thicknesses) 

sec - seconds 

sLpm - standard liters per minute 

SOx - sulfur oxides 

STP - Standard Temperature and Pressure 

𝑡 – time (sec) 

𝑇 - gas temperature (K) 

𝑇𝑔𝑎𝑠 – air temperature from Alicat flow controller (K) 

THC – Total Hydrocarbons 

𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 – maximum time point (sec) 

US – United States 

USB – Universal Serial Bus 

𝑉 - gas volume (m3) 

𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 – flow velocity of the Alicat air flow as measured by a Pitot-static tube  (m s-1) 

𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤,𝐼𝑚𝑝 - flow velocity of the Alicat air flow as measured by a Pitot-static tube (ft min-1) 

�̇�𝑎𝑖𝑟 - volume flow rate of air (Lpm or m3 s-1) 

�̇�𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝐼𝑚𝑝. – actual flow air from Alicat flow controller (ft3 min-1) 

�̇�𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝐿𝑝𝑚 - actual flow rate of air from Alicat flow controller for Eq. (17) (Lpm) 

�̇�𝐿𝑝𝑚 - actual flow rate of air from Alicat flow controller  (Lpm) 

�̇�𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 – volume flow rate of air provided by the Alicat, as measured by the Pitot tube (ft3 

min-1) 

�̇�𝑠𝐿𝑝𝑚 - normalized air flow rate (sLpm) 
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VDC – Voltage (Direct Current) 

𝑤C – weight fraction of carbon in an emission species 

WC – inches Water Column 

𝑥 – moles of carbon per moles of a fuel (mol) 

𝑥𝑖 – mole fraction of species 𝑖 from Appendix C (-) 

xCO - mole fraction of CO produced via a lean combustion reaction (-) 

xCO2
 – mole fraction of CO2 produced via a lean combustion reaction (-) 

xH2O - mole fraction of H2O produced via a lean combustion reaction (-) 

𝑥N2
 - mole fraction of N2 produced via a lean combustion reaction (-) 

𝑥NO - mole fraction of NO produced via a lean combustion reaction (-) 

𝑥N2O - mole fraction of N2O produced via a lean combustion reaction (-) 

𝑥NO2
 - mole fraction of NO2 produced via a lean combustion reaction (-) 

𝑥O2
 - mole fraction of O2 produced via a lean combustion reaction (-) 

𝑥THC - mole fraction of THC produced via a lean combustion reaction (-) 

𝑋𝑎𝑖𝑟,O2
 – mole fraction of O2 in air (-) 

𝑋𝑎𝑖𝑟,N2
 – mole fraction N2 in air (-) 

𝑋C – mole fraction of carbon (-) 

𝑋H – mole fraction of hydrogen (-) 

𝑋𝑖 – Mole fraction of species 𝑖 (-) 

𝑋N – mole fraction of nitrogen (-) 

𝑋N2
 – Mole fraction of molecular nitrogen (-) 

𝑋𝑂 – mole fraction of oxygen (-) 

𝑦 – moles of hydrogen per moles of a fuel (mol) 
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𝑦𝑎𝑙𝑔𝑎𝑒 – total algae mass in mixture (gm) 

𝑦𝑎𝑠ℎ,𝑎𝑙𝑔𝑎𝑒 - ash mass fraction in algae (-) 

𝑦𝑎𝑠ℎ,𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 – total estimated ash mass in the fuel mixture (gm) 

𝑦𝑎𝑠ℎ,𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑒 – ash mass fraction in pine (-) 

𝑦𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑒 – total mass of pine in a mixture (gm) 

𝑦C in CO2
 – weight fraction of carbon in CO2 (-) 

𝑌CO2
 – mass fraction of CO2 (-) 

𝑌𝑖 - mass fraction of species 𝑖 (-) 

𝑧 – moles of oxygen per moles of a fuel (mol) 

∆𝑡 – change in time between successive data points (sec) 

𝜋 – pi, or the ratio between a circle’s diameter and circumference 

𝜌 - density of a gas (kg m-3) 

𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟 – density of air (gm m-3) 

𝜌mixture – density of the exhaust mixture (kg m-3) 

𝜑CO2
 – volume fraction of CO2 (-) 

𝜑𝑖 - volume fraction of species 𝑖 (-) 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 

 

 The United States (US) consumed an average of 11107.64 Megawatt-hours (MWhr) of 

electricity per day in 2016 [1]. Furthermore, recent predictions by the Energy Information 

Agency (EIA) indicate that annual energy consumption of the US will likely increase, potentially 

by as much as 12% in 2018 [1, 2]. Roughly 65% of the electricity produced per day during 2016 

in the US is generated through fossil fuels sources (specifically petroleum, natural gas, and coal) 

with 30.5% of the total consumption attributed to coal sources [1, 2]. However, these traditional 

sources of energy are expected to become environmentally unfeasible to extract and use by the 

year 2050 [3-6]. Additionally, there are many concerns regarding the numerous harmful 

emissions produced by fossil fuels, especially in large scale power generation applications. 

 Coal powered energy generation is of particular interest in this regard because of its 

relatively large share among electric power sources and its respectively severe environmental 

impacts as compared to other fuel sources, including other fossil fuels [7-13]. The environmental 

concerns of using coal for power generation are well founded. Compared to other hydrocarbon-

based fuels, coal tends to be rich in sulfur, silicates, and many heavy elements; e.g., mercury and 

arsenic [8, 10]. When burned, sulfur will produce sulfur oxides (SOx), known greenhouse gases 

(GHGs), while contributing significantly to acid rain formation [14, 15]. Mercury, arsenic, 

uranium, and other heavy metal emissions from coal fueled boilers can additionally seep into soil 

and leach into nearby crops or water supplies, subsequently poisoning local ecosystems and 

human populations over extended periods if not controlled [8-12]. Coal ash must also be 

captured and properly treated, as radioactive minerals (namely thorium and uranium), several 

heavy elements, and multiple carcinogens tend to concentrate in the ash during combustion [9, 

11]. Even coal mining provides a lengthy list of adverse environmental and health problems from 
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river and soil pollution and acidification to Coalworker’s pneumoconiosis, also commonly 

known as Black Lung [7, 8]. 

 Each of these issues presents compelling arguments for coal’s eventual replacement. 

Contemporary arguments against coal usage, however, more prominently cite the large amount 

of carbon emissions formed by coal combustion as a primary concern. Like the sulfur in coal, 

carbon is normally emitted as an oxide, chiefly as carbon dioxide (CO2), with carbon monoxide 

(CO) and hydrocarbon emissions possible in regions with lower oxygen concentrations. Both are 

emitted in great amounts during the combustion of any fossil fuel, but coal is a particularly 

prolific producer. Carbon monoxide is a colorless and odorless gas capable of causing 

asphyxiation in large enough concentrations. While less directly harmful to people, CO2 is the 

largest contributor to global warming by virtue of the volume produced annually [14]. In 

specific, CO2 emissions generated through the usage of fossil fuel combustion has been linked to 

a 0.66°C increase in Earth’s average air temperature from 1900 to 2005 with a total temperature 

rise of 2°C predicted by 2050 without significant changes in energy sourcing [16]. This rise in 

temperature and its subsequent effects on the world’s varied environments has led to significant 

efforts in industrialized nations to reduce and eventually eliminate fossil fuel usage in all energy 

sectors. 

 Thus, significant public attention has been given to renewable sources of energy. Among 

these, solar, wind, and hydroelectric initially appear to be the most attractive. However, each of 

these non-combustion energy sources has significant technical, logistic, or economic drawbacks 

[17-21]. Solar thermal power plants, for example, possess significantly higher levelized cost of 

electricity (LCOE) compared to other methods. This LCOE is a metric of the total cost per unit 

of energy for a fuel type. As a levelized (or alternatively, normalized) metric, LCOE attempts to 
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account for the cost of fuel, plant construction, subsidies, and other factors in order to accurately 

represent the total cost of electricity generation for a particular energy source. EIA predicted the 

LCOE of several electric plant types for 2022 (accounting for new plants with the most modern 

technology to be built for every plant type), calculating an average cost of 184.4 $/MWhr for 

solar thermal plants as compared to 52.2 $/MWhr for onshore wind power, 66.2 $/MWhr for 

hydroelectric energy, and a best case of 123.2 $/MWhr for coal plants with 90% carbon 

sequestration systems [22]. Additionally, solar, hydroelectric, and wind power sources can only 

produce significant amounts of electricity under certain conditions. Solar energy is obviously 

limited to producing electricity during daytime with clear, cloudless skies, making 

implementation of solar facilities in more extreme latitudes difficult. Solar thermal facilities 

additionally generate peak power during midday, long before peak demand occurs in the evening 

[20]. Wind energy has similar problems to solar in that peak electricity generation hours often do 

not coincide with peak demand hours [21]. Additionally, wind powered electrical generators are 

only efficient and effective in regions with suitable conditions [17, 21]. Hydroelectric power is 

also severely limited in terms of suitable locations as it requires flowing water to generate power. 

Installations of some hydroelectric facilities also have significant effects on the geography of the 

surroundings and the water flow downstream of the facilities, often with negative consequences 

[18, 19]. 

 As a result, even when discussing a limited subset of renewable energy, the need for 

multiple sources of renewable energy is apparent. The three discussed sources would have 

difficulty replacing current fossil fuel power generation alone; hence, additional sources of 

renewable energy are needed. Preferably, these sources would also be closer in price to current 

fossil fuel supplies and use similar systems and technology as the fossil fuel plants. In this area, 
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solid biomass has been significantly considered as a potential substitute for coal in power 

generation facilities [5]. Biomass is renewable since it is made from biological feedstocks that 

can be continuously grown or produced [23, 24]. Additionally, since these biological sources 

affix carbon dioxide from the air to form the carbon based portions of their structures, biomasses 

are considered carbon neutral [24-26]. Thus, there is theoretically no cap on biomass supplies 

and biomass combustion will effectively not increase the concentration of carbon-based GHGs in 

the atmosphere. These advantages may mean total replacement of coal in solid fuel electrical 

power plants with biomass by 2050 [27-29]. However, currently and for the immediate future, 

only a portion of the coal (typically 15% but never more than 20% by thermal energy) used in 

solid fuel boilers will be replaced by biomass in a co-combustion set up due to economic and 

technical constraints [25, 26, 30].  

Usage of biomass as a substitute for coal in contemporary power plants is limited in part 

because of the reduced availability of biomass, but also because of some performance issues 

related to biomass’s general composition [24-26]. Biomass tends to have a higher moisture 

content than coal, effectively reducing its available heating value [24, 26]. Additionally, biomass 

has a proclivity toward higher ash content and greater alkaline content as compared to coal [24, 

30]. Thus, the ash production of biomass combustion is usually similar to low grade coal, and the 

high alkaline content of the ash leads to ash melting [24]. Combined other trace elements 

commonly found in biomass, these depositions can lead to increased corrosion and other 

reliability issues in boiler systems that co-fire biomass and coal contrasted to those that burned 

purely coal, if proper measures are not taken [24, 30]. Despite this limitation, woody biomass is 

currently popular in Europe and the US for co-combustion with coal since it is readily available 

and relatively easy to store and process as compared to other biomass sources. Moreover, it can 
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often be added directly to a coal fuel stream for straight co-combustion; hence, simplifying the 

modifications necessary for industrial implementation [24-26, 31, 32]. However, the amount of 

woody biomass needed to replace fossil fuel power generation in its entirety is such that the 

world’s forests would be depleted within nine years since biomass requires time to grow and 

replenish exploited populations [33, 34]. Thus, additional or replacement sources of solid 

biofuels are needed to effectively reduce the amount of coal utilized in the power generation 

industry. 

 Woody biomass is considered to be a second generation biofuel [35-37]. First generation 

biofuels are generally defined as liquid fuels derived from a crop plant source and are made up 

primarily of ethanol, biodiesels, and plant-derived oils [36, 37]. The most widely used fuels of 

this generation include corn-derived ethanol and biodiesels made from potential food crops. 

Thus, even though first generation fuel sources have typically comparable performance to 

traditional fossil fuel sources, they are significantly disadvantaged by their inherent fuel versus 

food competition [35, 36]. Additionally, these fuels are not easily adapted to the solid fuel based 

systems employed in coal fired power plants or in any solid fuel application due to their liquid 

nature. 

 Second generation biofuels (which include woody biomasses despite having been used all 

around the globe for centuries as a heating source) are a more physically diverse group of fuels 

than the first generation [36, 37]. The hallmark of this generation of biofuels is their source. 

Second generation biofuels are produced from agricultural and certain industrial wastes, as well 

as lignocellulosic sources [35-39]. In this manner, second generation biofuels avoid the primary 

downside of their first generation cousins, the food versus fuel conflict, by using resources that 

are inedible by humans and by farm animals. Additionally, waste-derived second generation 
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fuels reduce landfill and other waste build up by burning these materials; thereby, reducing the 

solid volume of the waste significantly [38, 39]. This positive interaction has led to the continued 

investigation of second generation biofuel sources as a method to simultaneously reduce 

significant and logistically demanding sources of waste while also replacing portions of fossil 

fuel demands [38, 39]. The most pressing negative issue for second generation fuels is their 

availability, namely, that they are dependent on the size of the industry supplying the waste or 

lignocellulosic material. Woody biomass is additionally limited for energy generation since it 

competes with or relies on pulp, lumber, and domestic heating industries for usage, although 

many plants do utilize waste fragments from these industries instead of raw feedstock [26, 31, 

32, 40]. 

 Third generation biofuels attempt to expand upon the success of second generation fuels 

(namely the avoidance of the fuel versus food competition) while also circumventing the 

dependency that these fuels have on other industries. For these reasons, third generation biofuel 

research focuses largely on algal biofuels [41, 42]. While a multibillion dollar industry relies on 

algae for food, cosmetics, and medicines in northeastern Asia, algae (macroalgae in particular) 

are significantly underutilized in the US [36, 43, 44]. Thus, there are no industries competing 

with the energy industry for algae utilization. Additionally, algae do not require arable land in 

order to develop, growing instead in any sufficiently sized and non-polluted water source [36, 

45, 46]. However, this water source does not need to be potable, further removing algae from 

food versus fuel competition. Furthermore, algae’s aquatic nature allows it to be grown in 

densely packed, three dimensional “clouds” that increase algae’s effective biomass yield by up to 

30% over terrestrial biomasses [46]. These features combined make algae an attractive option for 
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renewable fuel investigation, but there are several downsides that have prevented algae’s 

immediate implementation in industry. 

 First and foremost of these downsides is algae’s composition. All algae is rich in 

nitrogen, inorganics, and sulfur as compared to most terrestrial biomasses [46]. In addition, algae 

tends towards higher ash and silicate content contrasted to woody biomass [46]. Where woody 

biomasses typically have ash contents (by % weight) of 0.5% to 2%, macroalgae species 

regularly have ash contents above 3.5% and up to 46% [46]. As an aquatic plant species, algae 

also possesses an innately higher moisture content versus terrestrial biomasses. This makes it 

more difficult to store, process, and, combined with algae’s high ash content, reduces its heating 

value significantly as compared to drier fuel sources (such as woody biomasses and coal) [36, 

46]. Thus, there are concerns that algae will not have the energy content that can effectively 

replace woody biomass or coal in power generation. Moreover, there are apprehensions that the 

emissions generated by algal combustion will cause its usage in industry to produce undesired 

emissions outside of federally mandated levels.  

In particular, the abundance of fuel-bound nitrogen and sulfur in some species of algae 

may predispose it toward producing potentially prohibitive amounts of nitrogen oxides (NOx) 

and SOx. Nitrogen oxides are highly regulated in the US as they are potent greenhouse gases 

while also being key precursors to smog and acid rain formation [14]. Sulfur oxides are 

dangerous asphyxiates and are associated with acid rain that destroys plant life and alters the pH 

levels of local water sources, as described previously. Thus, the potential of algae to form greater 

levels of these emissions is a significant concern that must be addressed and investigated. 

However, little examination into the co-firing of algal biomass in air has been previously 
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reported, creating a gap in knowledge that needs to be filled before discussion can be furthered 

[36, 43, 45, 46]. Specifically, macroalgae co-firing is underrepresented in literature [46]. 

Thus, a custom solid fuel combustor is designed and fabricated at the University of 

Kansas for comparing solid macroalgae to woody biomass (i.e., pine) as a fuel source, followed 

by further comparisons between coal/pine and coal/algae mixtures. The combustor itself is 

shown in Fig. 1 and can be broken into three main segments for easier description. The first is 

the control and sensor systems, which also includes the air flow inlet. This section includes 11 

type-K thermocouples and sampling probes for an AVL Fourier Transform Spectroscopy (FTIR) 

unit and an AVL Smoke Meter. The final piece of instrumentation is an Alicat MCR-500sLpm 

mass flow controller that both regulates and reports the air flow to the combustor’s fuel bed. The  

 

 

Figure 1 The fixed bed solid fuel combustor and flow controller without its wire harness. 
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flow controller can be seen near the bottom of Fig. 1 where it rests on the combustor base and 

connects into the bottom of the combustor. Data are collected from the instruments by multiple 

LabVIEW programs created in-house along with AVL’s own Smoke Meter collection and 

control software. The LabVIEW program responsible for collecting thermocouple and flow 

meter data also controls the flow rate supplied by the Alicat flow controller via a National 

Instruments NI-9265 control module in a NI CompactDAQ chassis. AVL’s own proprietary 

software is responsible for controlling the FTIR collection and cleaning routines. The air flow is 

supplied to the flow controller by a 95 psi compressed air line from the building’s compressed air 

supply system and is sent into the next major section of the burner via a series of threaded pipe 

connections, as seen in Fig. 1. These connections include a globe value for completely choking 

flow in the event of an emergency, and also a tee that connects the compressed air line to a 

second gate valve and a tank of compressed CO2. During an emergency in which stopping 

combustion is required, the air flow is first cut off with the first globe valve. Then, the CO2 tank 

is tapped and its connecting globe valve is opened, allowing CO2 to flow into the combustor, 

starving combustion reactions of oxygen and stifling the oxidation event. 

These combustion reactions occur in the fuel bed, which is constructed of Type 304 

stainless steel. The fuel bed forms the top half of the second major section of the combustor: the 

combustor base. Air from the flow control enters the base at the plenum. A rectangular box made 

of mild carbon steel, the plenum is a space for the turbulent, relatively high pressure flow from 

the Alicat flow meter to normalize at a pressure closer to atmospheric conditions before reaching 

the combustion bed. The plenum also includes integral threaded bolts that fit though matching 

holes drilled into the base of the combustion bed, allowing ishers and nuts to secure the bed to 

the rest of the base. Other features of the base include a plate on the bottom of the plenum to 
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hold the flow controller off the ground and a wire mesh separator between the plenum and the 

fuel bed to prevent ash and other small material from falling into the plenum chamber. As 

previously stated, combustion occurs in the fuel bed, and the hot gases produced by this process 

are carried upward by the air flow into the final section: the combustor tube. 

Fabricated from type 304 stainless steel, the combustor tube prevents potentially harmful 

combustion emissions from leaking into the test cell before being siphoned off by the cell’s 

exhaust system. This tube also provides several compression fitting mounting points for the 

thermocouples and AVL sampling probes mentioned previously. The combustor tube rests in 

grooves machined into the base plate of the fuel bed and is secured by a glow plug, which 

threads into a nut welded on the side of the fuel bed. The nut is concentric with a drilled hole, 

allowing the glow plug to penetrate into the fuel bed and double as the ignition source of the 

combustor. A layered mesh cap is secured to the top of the combustor tube to prevent hot sparks 

and embers from being carried into the exhaust system where they may be able to ignite the 

system’s liner. The combustor setup and the experimental procedures used with the setup are 

described in further detail in later sections of this work. In particular, copies of the official 

experimental procedure documents are included in Appendix A. 

Initial experiments involving the solid fuel combustor revealed potential inaccuracies in 

the Alicat flow controller and its associated control software. Thus, as described in Chapter 2, a 

Pitot tube flow validation set up is constructed and utilized to measure the flow from the Alicat 

flow controller. This setup begins with the Alicat flow controller threaded into a series of 

gradually widening tubes. At the end of these tubes is a Dwyer Model 160-8 Pitot-static tube, 

which connects with a Dwyer Series 477 manometer. The manometer reads the differential flow 

pressure produced by the flow controller, and further calculations allow conversion of this 
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pressure reading to a volumetric flow rate. Comparison between the calculated manometer flow 

rates and the Alicat reported flow rates is located in Chapter 2. 

At this point, the instrumentation and procedures of the combustor allow for the accurate 

collection of a multiple gaseous emission species in addition to particulates, exhaust 

temperatures, and flow measurements. In Chapter 3, these various measurements are used first to 

normalize the combustion rates between a pure white pine fuel mixture and two mixtures of 

white pine and algae. This analysis involves using multiple carbon emission measurements and 

MATLAB programs to calculate the total combustion times and total energy release during the 

combustion of the pelletized fuel mixture. The peaks of the total carbon curves, as well as the 

combustion times and the energy released, are compared to establish the air flow rates necessary 

to normalize the pine/algae fuel mixtures to a baseline pure pine test. From there, normalized 

emissions data for similar pine and algae blends are then used to compare the combustion 

characteristics and emissions produced by the pine and macroalgae used. Conclusions regarding 

the combustion characteristics and products of algae as compared to pine are then presented. 

Chapter 4 repeats the analysis process, elucidated and exemplified in Chapter 3, using 

coal and biomass mixtures instead of pure pine and pine/algae fuels. Pine and coal are 

significantly different both chemically and physically. As can be seen in Chapter 3, these 

differences dramatically influence the combustion properties of the pelleted fuels. Thus, it is 

important that tests with coal/pine and coal/algae mixtures be conducted to uncover the 

influences of coal’s physical and chemical. However, during early phases of the normalization 

process for coal fuel blends, it is discovered that the glow plug ignition system used in the 

experimental setup is insufficient to reliably achieve light-off. Thus, an additional study is 

conducted to determine the amount of accelerant needed to reliably achieve the start of 
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combustion. After the accelerant study results are presented at the end of Chapter 4, just before 

concluding remarks.  

 Finally, Chapter 5 presents a summary of the results found in Chapter 2 through Chapter 

4 in addition to conclusions drawn from these results. These points are not made in detail (that is 

left to the more detailed descriptions in the individual chapters) but rather serves as a relatively 

brief, high-level summary of the major information and talking points presented earlier in the 

thesis. This chapter additionally includes planned and suggested paths for future investigation 

into algal biomass co-combustion and related topics. 
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Chapter 2 - Analysis procedure for co-combustion optimization and air flow rate validation 

study 

 

2.1 Abstract 

 Combustion optimization is a process often performed in order to improve the 

completeness of a particular fuel’s combustion in a given set up. Thus, it is desirable to 

determine a method to optimize the combustion of the numerous fuel blends proposed for testing 

in the solid fuel combustor setup so that each blend can be compared under its most ideal 

conditions. To that end, a method based on measuring the mass burned during a combustion test 

is proposed as a first step in an optimization procedure for the solid fuel combustor. Initial 

difficulties in creating the model for this process prompts an additional flow rate validation study 

for the Alicat flow controller. This study utilizes the proven combination of a Pitot-static tube 

and manometer setup but also presents its own technical difficulties. In the end, the issues 

surrounding the mass burned calculator are resolved, resulting in a simple and fast method of 

accurate mass burned estimation, regardless of the fuel blend used. The technical problems of the 

flow validation setup prohibited accurate results from being obtained with the setup itself. 

However, the Alicat reported flow rates are found to be accurate utilizing an alternate method 

that did not depend on the flow validation setup. Although the validation set up proved 

ultimately unable to accurate measure the flow from the Alicat flow meter, its design, 

construction, and modification resulted in a significant amount of knowledge regarding the 

implementation of Pitot-style tubes in flow validation capacities is learned. 

 

2.2 Introduction 

 Optimization is a nebulous term, defined by Merriam-Webster as “an act, process, or 

methodology of making something (such as a design, system, or decision) as fully perfect, 
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functional, or effective as possible or as the mathematical procedures (such as finding the 

maximum of a function) involved in this [process]” [47]. Thus, it is important to determine what 

effectiveness means for a design or process, and what criteria can be used to determine the level 

of effectiveness. For solid fuel combustion, the effectiveness of this system is determined 

primarily by the completeness of combustion; i.e., the amount of fuel reacted to form 

stoichiometric products [48-50]. In specific, having a greater level of complete combustion 

typically results in a larger energy release and higher overall efficiencies [48-50]. In comparison 

to optimization, normalized combustion of the various biomass and coal/biomass fuel mixtures, 

as seen in Chapters 3 and 4, is useful in comparing the combustion characteristics of each 

mixture. However, it is equally important that each mixture’s combustion should also be 

optimized in order to determine its best possible performance and the practicality of achieving 

this performance. 

 The optimization tests presented in this Chapter can be performed using the same 

experimental set up as the normalization tests in Chapters 3 and 4. The combustor used in these 

tests is a fixed bed design (as described in detail in Chapter 1 and 3) made largely from 304 

stainless steel and mild carbon steel with attachment points for an air flow controller, several 

thermocouples, an AVL Smoke Meter probe, and an AVL Fourier Transform Infrared 

Spectroscopy (FTIR) probe. Since the optimization definition for solid fuel combustion relies on 

a known chemical Equation formulation, it is logical that an optimization process can be formed 

around this chemical expression along with the fuel composition data collected from high 

temperature combustion studies and the emissions data measured by the FTIR during combustion 

tests. In practice, this concept proved to be initially difficult to implement. These difficulties are 

revealed later to simply be calculation errors made early in the model that significantly affected 
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the final result. The original hypothesis, however, is that there are errors in the control and 

reporting systems of the Alicat air flow controller that caused the reported flow rates to be 

incorrect. 

 Because of this, a flow rate validation study is proposed. It are noted that flow rate 

validation is still a good practice, particularly in a system as dependent on oxygen content and 

mixing as the combustion set up. This validation study involved the construction of a new 

experimental setup that would connect directly to the Alicat flow controller. Air from the 

controller would enter this setup, a series of in-line tubes with expanding diameters plus adapters 

to fit them together, into a Pitot-static tube. Pitot-static tubes have been used for decades to 

measure the flow rate in ducts and similar systems via the pressure difference between flow 

kinetic pressure and flow static pressure [51-53]. Additionally, Pitot-tubes are relatively simple 

to use, requiring only proper alignment and an appropriate manometer to function [51-53].  

 Hence, the focus of this Chapter involves presenting the logic, methods, and results of 

both the attempted optimization study and the flow validation study while extrapolating 

conclusions from these results. First, the logic and methods used in the attempted optimization 

inquiry are presented in detail followed by the experimental setup and procedure used for the 

flow validation analysis. Afterwards, the results of the optimization study are presented and 

discussed, with emphasis on why the results are seen as inaccurate. The results of the flow 

validation study are then presented and discussed before the major points of this Chapter are 

summarized and future work is described. 

 

2.3 Methods 

2.3.1 Combustion Optimization 
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The optimization process begins with the emission data gathered from the AVL FTIR. These data are in 

terms of parts per million (ppm) with the exception of molecular oxygen (O2), which is in volume 

percentage (%vol). Both ppm and %vol (in the case of the FTIR’s data collections) are variants of volume 

fractions, with ppm being Equivalent to cm3 m-3 and %vol simply being the volume fraction multiplied by 

one hundred. Thus, both types of emission data are first converted to volume fractions via Eqs (1) and (2) 

for ppm and %vol measurements, respectively: 

𝜑𝑖 =  ppm𝑖 (
m3

(102)3cm3)  =  
cm3

m3 (
m3

(102)3cm3) =
m3 of species 𝑖

m3 of mixture
 (1) 

𝜑𝑖 =  
%vol

100
       (2) 

where 𝜑𝑖 is the volume fraction (which will be considered to be in terms m3 of emission species per m3 of 

the total mixture) of emission species 𝑖. Because all of the emission species can be considered ideal gases, 

these volume fractions can then be directly converted to mole fractions (kmol of species 𝑖 per kmol of 

total mixture) with a conversion factor of one. The mass fraction of these species can then be found 

through these mole fractions via: 

    𝑌𝑖 =  𝜑𝑖
𝑀𝑖

𝑀𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒
      (3) 

with 𝑌𝑖 representing the mass fraction of species 𝑖 in kg of species 𝑖 per kg of mixture, 𝑀𝑖 is the molar 

mass of species 𝑖 in kg kmol-1, and 𝑀𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 is the molar mass of the total mixture in kg kmol-1. The 

value of 𝑀𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 changes at each time point since it depends on the instantaneous composition of the 

mixture: 

    𝑀𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 =  ∑ 𝑋𝑖𝑀𝑖      (4) 

where 𝑋𝑖 is the mole fraction of species 𝑖 and 𝑀𝑖 is the molar mass of species 𝑖 in kg kmol-1. In order to 

use Eq. (4) accurately requires that the mole fraction of molecular nitrogen be known at each data point. 

This value is not directly measured by the FTIR but can be calculated through the unity condition for the 

sum of mole fractions in a mixture: 

    ∑ 𝑋𝑖 = 1       (5) 
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Solving Eq. (5) for the mole fraction of N2 yields: 

    𝑋N2
= 1 − ∑ 𝑋𝑖≠N2

      (6) 

where 𝑋𝑖≠N2
 represent mole fractions for emission species that are not N2, in kg kmol-1. Solving Eq. (4) at 

each time step allows for Eq. (3) to be solved for the mass fraction of each emission species at every time 

point. 

Combining the mass fraction of a species with the density of the overall mixture produces a mass 

content per volume of mixture via: 

    𝐶𝑖 =  𝑌𝑖𝜌       (7) 

with 𝐶𝑖 as the content of species 𝑖 (in kg of species 𝑖 per m3 of total mixture) and 𝜌 representing the 

density of the mixture at the FTIR sample line temperature and pressure. For reference, the FTIR 

sampling lines are kept at a steady temperature of 191°C and pressure of 86 kPa. Gas density is found 

using the ideal gas law, normally written as: 

    𝑃𝑉 = 𝑛�̅�𝑇       (8) 

where 𝑃 is the FTIR sample line gas pressure in Pa, 𝑉 is the gas volume in m3, 𝑛 is the number of moles 

of gas present in kmol, �̅� is the universal gas constant in J kmol-1K-1, and T is the FTIR sample line gas 

temperature in K. The volume is then written in terms of mass and density: 

    𝑉 =  
𝑚

𝜌
        (9) 

so that Eq. (9) can be substituted into Eq. (8), and the resulting equation rearranged to form: 

    𝑃 = 𝜌
𝑛�̅�𝑇

𝑚
       (10) 

Since neither the mass nor the moles of any of the emission species are known at this step, it is convenient 

to combine them into a molar mass term, 𝑀 (in terms of kg kmol-1), which can be readily found or 

determined for any of the exhaust stream components. Substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (10) and isolating the 

density term finds: 

    𝜌 =  
𝑃𝑀𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒

�̅�𝑇
       (11) 
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which allows the density of the mixture to be found. These densities are then used in Eq. (7) to solve for 

the mass per volume content of each species in the overall mixture at each time step. 

 Before further conversions are made on the mass per volume content of each species, these values 

should first be adjusted to account for the content due the compressed atmospheric air flow from the 

Alicat flow controller. This baseline content for each species is calculated as the arithmetic mean of the 

first thirty-five data points for that species: 

    𝐶𝑖,𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 =  
∑ 𝐶𝑖,𝑗

35
𝑗=1

35
      (12) 

where 𝑗 is an integer denoting the data point being reference at the current step in the summation and 𝐶𝑖,𝑗 

is the instantaneous mass per volume of emission species 𝑖 at data point 𝑗. The first thirty-five data points 

are used for this estimate since they occur while the glow plug is still heating the fuel. Thus, the content 

measurements at these times are entirely due to compressed air flowing through the combustor. Note that 

if the result of Eq. (12) is negative, it is replaced with a baseline value of 0 kg m-3. Adjusted contents for 

all emission species at all times are then calculated by subtracting corresponding 𝐶𝑖,𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 from the 

calculated total content at every time point. Before continuing, the adjusted content values are checked for 

negative values similar to the baseline values mentioned. Any negative values are replaced with zeros 

during this step. 

 With the content of every species determined via Eq. (7), the next step is to convert this 

measurement to a mass flow rate of each species. To accomplish this, the volumetric flow rate of the 

overall exhaust mixture is required. As a simplification, it is assumed that the volume flow rate of the 

combustion products is significantly less than the volume flow rate of the air provided by the Alicat flow 

meter. Thus, the exhaust volume flow rate can be approximated by the air flow rate provided by the 

Alicat. The mass flow rate of each emission species can then be calculated via: 

    �̇�𝑖 =  𝐶𝑖,𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑�̇�𝑎𝑖𝑟      (13) 

where �̇�𝑖 is the mass flow rate of emission species 𝑖 in kg s-1, 𝐶𝑖,𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 is the adjusted content value for 

species 𝑖 in kg m-3, and �̇�𝑎𝑖𝑟 is the volume flow rate of air supplied by the Alicat flow controller in m3 s-1. 
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The air volume flow rate must be converted from the standard liters per minute (sLpm) unit reported by 

the Alicat flow controller. This flow rate description normalizes the actual flow rate from the controller to 

standard temperature and pressure (STP) conditions using the expression: 

    �̇�𝑠𝐿𝑝𝑚 =  �̇�𝐿𝑝𝑚 (
294.26 𝐾

𝑇𝑔𝑎𝑠
) (

𝑃𝑔𝑎𝑠

14.696 𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑎
)    (14) 

with the sLpm measurement represented by �̇�𝑠𝐿𝑝𝑚, the actual liters per minute (Lpm) measurement given 

by �̇�𝐿𝑝𝑚, and 𝑇𝑔𝑎𝑠 and 𝑃𝑔𝑎𝑠 representing the flow temperature in K and flow pressure in psia, 

respectively. 

 Thus, by rewriting Eq. (14) as: 

    �̇�𝐿𝑝𝑚 =  �̇�𝑠𝐿𝑝𝑚 (
𝑇𝑔𝑎𝑠

294.26 𝐾
) (

14.696 𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑎

𝑃𝑔𝑎𝑠
)    (15) 

the actual volume flow rate of air in Lpm can be determined at any time step. Since the air flow rate is 

held constant during individual tests, all �̇� variables can be treated as constants during this calculation 

procedure. The Lpm flow rate can be converted into the needed m3 s-1 flow rate via the conversion: 

    �̇�𝑎𝑖𝑟 =  �̇�𝐿𝑝𝑚 (
103 m3

1 L
) (

1 min

60 s
)     (16) 

Solving Eq. (16) for the steady air flow rate and Eq. (7) for every emission species’ content at every time 

point then allows for Eq. (13) to be solved for the mass flow rate due to fuel combustion of every species 

at every time point.  

From this point, the total mass emission of each species can be found by integrating the mass 

flow rates over all time points. Since the emissions data are presented as individual data points and not a 

single Equation, this integration can be estimated using the trapezoidal rule: 

    𝑚𝑖 =  ∫ �̇�𝑖𝑑𝑡
𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥

0
 ≅  ∑

1

2
(�̇�𝑖,𝑛 + �̇�𝑖,𝑛+1)∆𝑡

𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥−1
𝑛=0   (17) 

where 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the final data point time in seconds, �̇�𝑖 is the adjusted mass flow rate of species 𝑖, 𝑛 is the 

current time step, �̇�𝑖,𝑛 and �̇�𝑖,𝑛+1 are the adjusted mass flow rates for species 𝑖 at the current and former 

time step, respectively, and ∆𝑡 is the size of the time step in seconds. The result of Eq. (17) is then the 

total mass emission of species 𝑖, 𝑚𝑖, in kg which is converted into grams. 
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 Once the total mass emission of all emission species are found, the weight fractions of carbon for 

each of the carbon containing emission species can be applied to the results from Eq. (17). This 

determines the amount of carbon emitted as a result of combustion. Using the fuel mass fraction 

composition data found in Chapter 3, the total carbon mass emission is then used to calculate the total 

mass of fuel burned via: 

    𝑚𝑓 =  
𝑚C

𝑤C,𝑓
       (18) 

where 𝑚𝑓 is the mass of fuel burned in gm, 𝑤C,𝑓 is the fuel’s carbon mass fraction, and 𝑚C is the mass of 

carbon emitted in gm as determined from the preceding process. Note that a sample calculation for the 

entire process outlined in this section can be found in Appendix B. The result of Eq. (18) is expected to be 

less than the measured total mass of the fuel placed in the combustion bed, as some of this mass is 

expected to be converted to ash or other particulates which would not be measured by the FTIR. The 

original results of this study produced 𝑚𝑓 results that are inaccurate. Eventually, the error in logic causing 

the inaccuracies is uncovered, resulting in the findings discussed in the Results section. 

 Originally, however, it is reasoned that the most likely source of major error is the Alicat flow 

controller. The other major piece of measuring equipment, the FTIR, is a proven suite of instrumentation 

that had been in use for years and is properly calibrated before all. Therefore, if one of the inputs to the 

fuel burned model are incorrect, it is most likely the Alicat. Thus, a flow validation study is proposed to 

manually ascertain and check several parameters leaving the Alicat flow meter. Several potential errors in 

the assumptions regarding the flow temperature and pressure are found and corrected, improving the 

accuracy of the results. Not all discrepancies in the model’s results are eliminated after the corrections, 

although the remaining discrepancies are less significant in terms of magnitude. Additionally, it is not 

possible to eliminate all sources of error in this model. In particular, the trapezoidal estimation process for 

the mass flow rate integral, although necessary for the model to function, is not exact. Thus, the value of 

this integral will never be completely accurate and so neither will the model’s final result.  
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Additionally, despite the FTIR is not perfectly accurate, despite the numerous procedures and systems in 

place to prevent statistically significant inaccuracies. This is best visualized by noting the negative 

emission measurement values recorded in a data file from the FTIR emissions program. Logically, either 

an emission species will be present (producing a positive number in the measurement) or it will be absent, 

recording a zero value for that measurement. Thus, a negative emission value is logically impossible. 

Even if such negative values are removed from data sets before an analysis, the influence of the 

inaccuracies that produced them cannot be entirely removed. Despite these issues, the results of the final 

study show that the model is still relatively accurate and certainly useful even if its inaccuracies cannot be 

fully corrected. 

 

2.3.2 Flow Rate Validation 

 The flow rate validation experimental set up is pictured in Fig. 2. It consists primarily of 

the Alicat MCR-500sLpm flow controller and several PVC pipes that increase in diameter from  

¾” Schedule 40 near the flow controller to 3” Schedule 40 at the opposite end. The ¾” PVC is 

 

 

Figure 2 The flow rate validation experimental set up with the Alicat flow meter and 

Dwyer manometer attached. 
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connected to the Alicat via a threaded ¾ in Nominal Pipe Thread (NPT) steel pipe nipple of the 

same size, and PVC adapters are used to connect the individual pipes sections as they increase in 

diameter. The adapters and pipe sections are secured to each other with hot melt adhesive and the 

connections are further covered with pipe sealing tape to ensure that no air flow escapes via a 

gap in the connections. The end of the 3” diameter section is covered by a Plexiglas plate that  

 

Figure 3 The Plexiglas restrictor plate attached to the end of the flow validation set up. 

 

 

Figure 4 Clear plastic tubing attached to a tee. The top two tubes attach to the static and 

total pressure ports of the Pitot-static tube while the bottom tube sends this combined 

reading to the Dwyer manometer. 
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has five ¼” diameter holes punched in it, as seen in Fig. 3. This plate acts a flow choke, 

providing back pressure to the set up to increase the measurability of the flow, since it is found 

that there is too little pressure to produce results without the plate. 

The pipe section attached to the top of the 3” pipe section is designed to hold a Dwyer 

Model 160-8 5/16” Pitot-static tube in position and properly aligned at an insertion point 1.5” 

upstream of the Plexiglas plate in the 3” pipe section. Dynamic and static pressure ports in the 

Pitot-static tube connect to a Dwyer Series 477 1 in WC manometer. Note that Pitot-static tubes 

normally connect with the dynamic flow pressure port going to the high pressure side of a 

manometer while the static flow pressure port goes to the low pressure side of the manometer. 

However, as seen in Figs. 2 and 4, the current design sends the flow from the two Pitot tube ports 

to a tee before the combined flow is sent to the high pressure side of the manometer while the 

low pressure port of the manometer remains open to the atmosphere. The back pressure in the set 

up is over 14.696 psia (1 atm), but tee style connection allows the manometer to read the 

pressure difference in psig. This setup therefore averts the need for a manometer with a 400 in 

WC range or greater, which would be far more expensive than the 1 in WC manometer. 

The Alicat flow controller is set up and controlled in largely the same manner as during 

the normalization studies. A National Instruments CompactDAQ chassis still holds the NI 9625 

control module that interfaces with the flow controller. Commands from the in-house LabVIEW 

program used during combustion tests to control and monitor the Alicat are relayed to the DAQ 

and into the flow controller via a USB connection from the DAQ to a laptop loaded with the 

LabVIEW program. The major differences from the combustion tests are that the thermocouples 

are not used in this study, so their readings in the LabVIEW program are ignored, and the Alicat 
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itself connects to the PVC pipes as described above rather than feeding into metal piping to the 

plenum as described for combustion testing in Chapter 1. 

The flow validation procedure begins by first connecting the various components of the 

set up together, as described above and as shown in Fig. 1. The 12VDC power supply that 

powers the CompactDAQ and the power supply for the Alicat flow controller are then powered 

on by connecting a surge protector protecting both supplies to a wall outlet in the test cell. A 

laptop loaded with the LabVIEW control program is also activated and the LabVIEW program 

started. The 1 in WC manometer is then turned on and zeroed to ensure accurate readings. The 

LabVIEW program is used to turn the flow controller on and send through a moderate amount of 

flow (100 to 150 sLpm). At this time, the setup is scrutinized for leaks along the length of the 

tube by listening for sounds other than air flowing through the restrictor plate and by placing a 

hand near each seam in the piping to feel for escaping air. If leaks are found, they are patched 

with pipe sealing tape or a similar material. Once the setup is no longer leaking, the flow is 

stopped and the manometer is re-zeroed.  

Next, the LabVIEW program is used to adjust the flow setting on the Alicat from 50 

sLpm to 350 sLpm in increments of 20 sLpm. At each setting, roughly 8 seconds is allowed to 

pass for the Alicat to adjust to the setting and for the manometer to reach a steady reading. That 

reading is then recorded, and the Alicat flow setting adjusted to the next desired mark through 

the LabVIEW control program. Once values for 50 sLpm through 350 sLpm have been recorded, 

the Alicat is set to 0 sLpm flow and the manometer is re-zeroed. The described flow rate sweep 

is then repeated two more times (re-zeroing the manometer between these sweeps) so that every 

flow setting from 50 sLpm to 350 sLpm has three associated manometer readings. 
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The manometer readings are then averaged for each flow setting using an arithmetic 

mean. This averaged pressure differential will function as a single reading for the calculations 

needed to compare the measured volumetric flow rate from the Pitot-static tube to the set flow 

rate from the Alicat controller. Reported sLpm flow rates form the Alicat flow controller are 

converted into Lpm readings using Eq. (13) above and then to ft3 min-1 readings using: 

   �̇�𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝐼𝑚𝑝. =  �̇�𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝐿𝑝𝑚 (
0.0353147 ft3

L
)   (19) 

In Eq. (19), �̇�𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝐼𝑚𝑝. is the volumetric flow rate set on the Alicat controller in ft3 min-1, and 

�̇�𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝐿𝑝𝑚 is the Lpm flow rate of the Alicat as found using Eq. (15). 

 The Pitot tube and manometer setup outputs the pressure differential between the flow 

static and dynamic pressures in kPa. This pressure differential is then converted into a flow 

velocity using: 

    𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 =  √
2(𝑃𝑑−𝑃𝑠)

𝜌
      (20) 

where 𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 is the air flow velocity in m s-1, 𝑃𝑑 is the dynamic pressure in Pa, 𝑃𝑠 is the static 

pressure in Pa, and 𝜌 is the density of the air in kg m-3. Similar to the set flow rate, the result of 

Eq. (20) are converted to ft min-1 for easier calculations in future steps and for easier comparison. 

This conversion is simply: 

    𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤,𝐼𝑚𝑝 =  𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 ×
3.28084 ft

m
×

60 s

min
   (21) 

resulting in 𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤,𝐼𝑚𝑝, or the flow velocity in terms of ft min-1. 

 Determining the volumetric air flow rate as measured by the Pitot-static tube requires that 

the cross-sectional area of the setup at the point of measurement is known. The Pitot-static tube 

is set in a 3” Schedule 40 pipe with a circular cross-section, making its cross-sectional area: 

    𝐴𝐶 =  𝜋 (
𝐷

2
)

2

       (22) 
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where 𝐴𝐶  is the cross-sectional area in ft2 and 𝐷 is the diameter of the pipe in ft. With the cross-

sectional area known through Eq. (22), the air flow rate as measured by the Pitot tube is 

therefore: 

    �̇�𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 =  𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤,𝐼𝑚𝑝𝐴𝐶     (23) 

with �̇�𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 representing the measured volumetric flow rate in ft3 min-1. For further clarity, a 

sample calculation is provided in Appendix B using the air flow rate procedure described above. 

 The results of Eq. (19) and Eq. (23) are compared to each other and are roughly equal 

(accounting for relatively small differences due to rounding error and instrument calibration) if 

all pieces of the set up are functioning correctly. For reasons that will be elucidated upon in the 

Results section, the desired equality between Eqs. (19) and (23) is not achieved in the final 

results. Instead, the final results yielded measured volume flow rates that are several times larger 

than the set volume flow rates. Differences as large as those found in these results indicate that 

the entire system is not modeled correctly, as opposed to smaller errors which would have been 

indicative of the suspected errors in the flow meter. For this extra analysis, the cross-sectional 

area of the air flow is assumed to be smaller than the cross-sectional area of the piping at the 

measuring point. Eq. (23) can be rewritten as: 

    𝐴𝐶,𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑡 =
�̇�𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝐼𝑚𝑝.

𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤,𝐼𝑚𝑝
      (24) 

where 𝐴𝐶,𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑡 is the Equivalent cross-sectional area of the flow at the measuring point in 

ft2. The result of Eq. (24) is compared to the calculated cross-sectional are of the piping at the 

measuring point and to the estimated cross-sectional area of the Alicat’s outlet (0.05134 ft2 and 

0.0024 ft2, respectively). Conclusions regarding the set up and the air flow within are made from 

these comparisons in the Results section. 
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2.4 Results 

2.4.1 Combustion Optimization 

 The primary results of the mass fuel burned calculations are given in Table 1 along with 

the average fuel mass of each fuel blend added to the fuel bed for a test). Comparing the results 

of similar fuel mixtures under different air flow rates has shown that the mass of fuel burned 

tends to increase with increasing air flow rate. Since it is expected that a higher air flow rate (and 

therefore oxygen flow rate) to the combustor fuel bed will improve the completeness and rate of 

combustion, this result makes logical sense. Additionally, it is seen in Table 1 that increasing 

algae content also increases the final fuel mass burned for the normalized tests. This is also 

consistent with real world effects since the mass of fuel in a fuel basket increases with increasing 

algae content (as seen in Table 1) due to algae’s increased density and its enhanced binding 

effects over pure pine mixtures. 

Comparing the total mass of fuel burned to the total fuel mass in Table 1 shows that the 

results of the above study are likely accurate to the real world as well. Starting with the pure pine 

fuel mixture, its estimated fuel burned mass is 0.2 gm less than the total fuel mass. Compared to 

pine’s ash content range of 0.5% to 2.5% by mass (or 0.1 to 0.5 gm for an average 100% pine 

test basket), found in Table 2, the deficit between the mass burned estimation and the total fuel 

mass estimation for the pine test falls well within the expected range assuming complete 

combustion of non-ash materials. Table 2 additionally provides the approximate ash mass ranges 

for the all of the biomass fuel blends. The approximation procedures for the pine/algae mixture’s 

ash contents as well as for converting from a %wt to a gm basis are both provided in Appendix 

B. 
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Table 1 Estimated mass burned and average fuel mass for multiple biomass fuel blends. 

Fuel 

Mixture 

100% pine 90%/10% pine/algae 75%/25% pine/algae 

Average 

Fuel Mass 

[gm] 

20.5 23.5 27.5 

Air Flow 

Rate [sLpm] 

70 

(normalized) 
70 

67 

(normalized) 
70 

82 

(normalized) 

Estimated 

Mass 

Burned [gm] 

20.3 23.8 22.5 15.8 26.3 

 

 

Table 2 Estimated ash content and ash mass ranges for each fuel blend assuming a sample 

weighing the average fuel mass from Table 1 [46]. 

Fuel Mixture 100% pine 90%/10% pine/algae 75%/25% pine/algae 

Estimated ash 

content [%wt] 

0.5-2.5% 0.8-6.9% 1.3-13.4% 

Estimated ash mass 

[gm] 

0.1-0.5 0.2-1.6 0.4-3.7 

 

The comparisons between the ash estimations and the mass burned estimations for the 

two pine/algae blends at normalized air flow rates further reinforces the validity of the model, as 

the deficit between average basket masses and the mass burned estimations fall within the 

expected ash mass ranges for both tests. Results for the non-normalized pine/algae tests, 

however, both fall outside the expected range. For the 75%/25% test under 70 sLpm of air flow, 

the estimated mass burned is 11.7 gm less than the average fuel mass, over twice the theoretical 

maximum of deficit of 3.7 gm from Table 2. It is theorized, however, that a 70 sLpm air flow 

rate does not provide a high enough rate of O2 to the bed to facilitate complete combustion over 

the entire fuel basket. This conclusion is drawn from the results of the normalization study 
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mentioned before, and will be explained in detail in Chapter 3. However, if complete combustion 

cannot be sustained across the entire basket, then it is highly likely that unburned fuel material 

would remain beneath layers of relatively inert partial combustion products, lowering the mass 

burned to below optimal conditions. 

For 90%/10% mixtures under normalized flow, however, the mass burned estimate is 

actually greater than the average fuel mass by 0.3 gm, as seen in Table 1. It is possible that the 

particular test used for this estimation had a higher than average fuel mass, since a total fuel mass 

of 24 gm to around 25 gm would have projected ash masses consistent with the estimated mass 

burned figure. Another possible source of error is in the total mixture volume flow rate 

estimation. As elucidated prior, this value is estimated as being equal to the volume flow rate of 

air provided by the Alicat flow controller. This assumption may overestimate the volume flow 

rate of the exhaust during lean combustion, which would decrease the model’s accuracy at flow 

rates above the normalized (or non-optimal) air flow rate. It should also be re-emphasized here 

that the trapezoid approximation used in the model and the FTIR itself have unavoidable 

inaccuracies as well which could contribute to this seemingly overly large mass burned figure. 

For normalized combustion, however, the mass burned estimation model can be regarded 

as accurate for the purposes of locating air flow rates for optimal combustion. The discrepancies 

caused by flowing too much or too little air to the combustion bed (as compared to the projected 

ash masses for each test) can be used to aid in locating these flow rates as well. It are noted that a 

second model will be presented as part of Chapter 3 which can additionally function as a mass 

burned estimation model. The process used for this model allows for further and more detailed 

analysis, but is more difficult to do in situ during a combustion test. Additionally, its estimate of 

mass burned appears to be less accurate than the previously described model. Thus, the model 
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presented in this Chapter functions well as an estimation tool to analyze test results in situ and 

make immediate adjustments on subsequent tests. This not only allows more accurate 

optimization and flow rate adjustment estimates quickening the optimization process 

significantly.  

 

2.4.2 Flow Rate Validation 

 The results of the initial flow rate test are given in Table 4, while the results of the final 

study are given in Table 5. Note that both tables include the equivalent flow cross-section 

calculations found using Eq. (24). Table 3 provides a sampling of sLpm flow rate settings and 

the resulting pressure and temperature readings reported by the Alicat alongside the Alicat 

reported volume flow rate for the sLpm setting and the calculated volume flow rate for that sLpm 

flow rate and the provided pressure and temperature. The calculations in Table 3 utilize Eq. (15) 

to determine the volume flow rate from the set sLpm flow rate and the Alicat reported flow 

pressure and temperature. 

Table 3 Flow data as reported by the Alicat MCR-500 flow controller at several sLpm set 

flow rates. The calculated volume column uses the reported pressure and temperature with 

Eq. (15). 

 Alicat open to atmosphere Alicat connected to validation setup 

Set 

Flow 

Rate 

[sLpm

] 

Alicat 

Volum

e Flow 

Rate 

[Lpm] 

Alicat 

Flow 

Pressur

e [psia] 

Alicat Flow 

Temperatur

e 

[°C] 

Calculate

d Volume 

Flow Rate 

[Lpm] 

Alicat 

Volum

e Flow 

Rate 

[Lpm] 

Alicat 

Flow 

Pressur

e [psia] 

Alicat Flow 

Temperatur

e 

[°C] 

Calculate

d Volume 

Flow Rate 

[Lpm] 

50 
52.1 14.15 24.27 52.5 52.1 14.15 24.32 52.5 

100 
104.4 14.14 24.41 105.1 104.5 14.15 24.32 105.0 

150 
156.1 14.14 24.41 157.6 155.0 14.15 24.32 157.5 

200 
207.1 14.15 24.33 210.0 208.0 14.21 24.32 209.1 

250 
259.0 14.15 24.33 262.5 258.0 14.24 24.32 260.8 
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300 
310.0 14.18 24.31 314.3 308.0 14.30 24.32 311.7 

 

 In Table 3, comparing the reported and calculated flow rates shows good agreement 

between the reported volume flow rate and the flow rate calculated with the exit conditions. The 

volume flow rate calculated with the inlet pressure is much greater than the reported flow rate 

and is thus apparently inaccurate. Since the exit conditions are similar to the ambient 

atmospheric conditions, it is appropriate to use these values in the estimates calculated in Tables 

4 and 5. From Table 4, it is important to note that the 3” diameter pipe section during this test is 

roughly 1 ft longer than in the final design. Less material is used to seal the connections in this 

iteration as well, the effects of which can be seen by examining the flow rates calculated from 

the manometer readings. Specifically, the changes in the Pitot tube measured volume flow rates 

between sLpm set points are smaller than changes in the sLpm settings and less than the  

Alicat reported flow rates.  

An excellent example of this trend is found from the 330 sLpm set point to the 350 sLpm 

set point in Table 4. There, the sLpm setting’s magnitude changes by roughly 6.1% (from 330 

sLpm) with the Alicat reported volume flow rate also increasing by roughly 6.1%. The Pitot-tube 

measured flow rate only increases by 0.9% between the two points, however. This reduction in 

measured volume flow rate indicates that there are leaks along the length of the piping, allowing 

air to escape before reaching the Pitot-static tube and therefore reducing the measured flow 

pressure and volumetric flow rate. 

Between the test represented by Table 4 and the final test represented in Table 5, further 

hot melt adhesive and pipe sealing tape are used to eliminate the remaining leaks in the set up 

and the length of the 3” pipe section is reduced by approximately 1 ft to its final length. 

Shortening the 3” pipe section is consistent with advice given by a subject matter expert  
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Table 4 Set flow rates and results from the first flow validation test. The flow pressure is 

assumed to be similar to ambient conditions in the test cell (14.15 psia and 24.3 °C). 

Alicat Set 

Flow Rate 

[sLpm] 

Measured 

Flow 

Pressure 

[kPa] 

Alicat 

Volume 

Rate 

[ft3 min-1] 

Measured 

Volume 

Flow Rate 

[ft3 min-1] 

Estimated 

Cross-

section Area 

[ft2] 

50 0.01067 1.85 43.68 0.002179 

70 0.01733 2.60 55.68 0.002393 

90 0.02267 3.34 63.67 0.002690 

110 0.02933 4.08 72.43 0.002891 

130 0.03633 4.82 80.61 0.003069 

150 0.04167 5.56 86.33 0.003307 

170 0.05033 6.30 94.88 0.003410 

190 0.05600 7.04 100.08 0.003613 

210 0.06300 7.79 106.15 0.003765 

230 0.07000 8.53 111.89 0.003912 

250 0.07833 9.27 118.37 0.004020 

270 0.08433 10.01 122.82 0.004184 

290 0.09100 10.75 127.58 0.004327 

310 0.09567 11.49 130.81 0.004511 

330 0.1060 12.23 137.69 0.004562 

350 0.1080 12.98 138.98 0.004793 
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Table 5 Set flow rates and results from the second flow validation test. The flow pressure is 

assumed to be similar to ambient conditions in the test cell (14.15 psia and 24.3 °C). 

Alicat Set 

Flow Rate 

[sLpm] 

Measured 

Flow 

Pressure 

[kPa] 

Alicat 

Volume 

Rate 

[ft3 min-1] 

Measured 

Volume 

Flow Rate 

[ft3 min-1] 

Estimated 

Cross-section 

Area  

[ft2] 

50 0.02400 1.85 65.52 0.001453 

70 0.04733 2.60 92.01 0.001448 

90 0.07733 3.34 117.61 0.001457 

110 0.1167 4.08 144.45 0.001449 

130 0.1610 4.82 169.69 0.001458 

150 0.2160 5.56 196.55 0.001453 

170 0.2800 6.30 223.79 0.001446 

190 0.3473 7.04 249.24 0.001451 

210 0.4260 7.79 276.03 0.001448 

230 0.5133 8.53 303.01 0.001445 

250 0.6060 9.27 329.22 0.001445 

270 0.7040 10.01 354.85 0.001448 

290 0.8123 10.75 381.17 0.001448 

310 0.9203 11.49 405.72 0.001454 

330 1.0373 12.23 430.74 0.001458 

350 1.1673 12.98 456.93 0.001458 
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regarding method of improving the accuracy and reliability of the set up. These modifications 

yielded the results in Table 5. Looking at the column displaying the volume flow rate 

calculations using the cross-sectional area of the 3” pipe, the clear trend of increasing measured 

flow rate with increasing set flow rate indicates that the air leaks are sealed off. However, each 

of the Pitot tube measured flow rates in Tables 4 and 5 is also significantly greater than the set 

flow rates given by Eq. (15). Thus, Eq. (24) is applied to each set point with the results given in 

the right most column of Tables 4 and 5. 

All of the estimated areas in Tables 4 and 5 fall between the estimated Alicat outlet area 

of 0.0024 ft2 and the 0.05134 ft2 cross-sectional area of the 3” pipe. Each flow area estimate in 

Table 5 is additionally roughly equal to the other estimates. Conversely, in Table 4, the 

Equivalent areas increase with increasing sLpm setting and flow pressure. There also appears to 

be an inverse trend in the increase of measured flow rates in Table 4 and the corresponding 

Equivalent area (i.e., as the percent change in flow rates between settings decreases, the 

Equivalent area increases). Thus, it is theorized that the air flow in both versions of the setup is 

still expanding when it reaches the Pitot tube. Using the 50 and 70 sLpm set point readings in 

Tables 4 and 5, it can be seen that the Equivalent area generally increases with the distance the 

flow has traveled from the Alicat as well, consistent with expanding flow. The trend of 

increasing area in Table 4 is additionally likely related to the aforementioned leaks. Air would 

leak from the setup before the Pitot-tube carrying air and energy away from the flow, artificially 

inflating the Equivalent area since the volume flow rate across the Pitot tube is assumed to be 

Equal to the flow rate at the Alicat opening. That is not the case with the setup used for Table 5, 

however, since the Alicat flow is no longer split between the setup’s piping and the leaks to the 

atmosphere. Because it is expanding in this region, the flow will not occupy the full cross-section 
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of the tube, and potential turbulent effects in the expansion region can also contribute to 

inaccuracies in the flow pressure readings and cross-sectional area calculations. 

The previously mentioned shortening of the overall pipe length is suggested in order to 

avoid the potential for flow expansion. However, because of the relatively large diameter of the 

final section, the final shortening may have had the opposite effect, placing the Pitot tube further 

into the region of expansion instead of before it. Thus, in order to effectively utilize this design 

methodology, a smaller diameter pipe are used for the measurement. Accordingly, since the 

current Pitot-static tube would be difficult to fit into a smaller diameter pipe than the current 

design, a smaller diameter Pitot-static tube or smaller diameter Pitot tube and a static measuring 

port would be necessary. 

Dwyer’s literature and website suggest the opposite of the subject matter expert: increase 

the final pipe diameter and extend the setup so that there is roughly 8 ½ diameter’s worth of pipe 

between the Alicat and the Pitot-Static tube (so for a 3” pipe, roughly 30” of length is suggested) 

[54, 55]. Such extreme dimensions are not practical given the current test space, so any future 

flow validation work should take the route suggested by the subject matter expert. The overall set 

up may need to be redesigned to account for a different style of Pitot tube as well, as the current 

style may not be practical to produce in a small enough size to enact the more compact design. 

Do note that Dwyer’s advice regarding the relation between the pipe diameter and the pipe 

length likely still holds for the subject matter expert’s advice. However, since the expert’s design 

utilizes a smaller pipe diameter, the pipe length will naturally be shorter in comparison to a 

design meeting Dwyer’s criteria for the current Pitot-static tube. 
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2.5 Conclusions 

 Combustion optimization is a crucial process to ensure that a fuel is thoroughly burned in 

the most effective and efficient manner possible in a setup or application. One method that can 

be used to ensure that combustion is optimized is to measure the mass of fuel burned using the 

emissions data measured by the FTIR. Comparing the estimated mass of the fuel burned to the 

average mass of fuel added to a basket before combustion will give an idea of how must of the 

fuel’s combustible fraction is burned. 

 The mass burned calculation model presented in this Chapter, although simple compared 

to similar models presented in a later Chapter, yielded more accurate mass burned estimates and 

is faster and easier to implement in an in situ environment. Thus, the above model can be used in 

between individual tests to gain immediate insight into how combustion is being affected by 

changes. This feedback can then be applied to more immediately, effectively, and accurately 

make adjustments to the experiment to yield the desired combustion results. In the future, this 

mass burned model, alongside analysis of individual emissions amounts from FTIR data and 

combustion models presented in later chapters, can be utilized to optimize the combustion of 

pure biomass or coal-biomass fuel blends by improving the thoroughness and completeness of 

the combustion, as well as the energy released by combustion. 

 Although initially prompted due to programmer error in early versions of the mass 

burned calculation model, flow rate validation of the Alicat flow meter is a good idea since even 

small differences in the amount of air provided to the combustion bed have significant effects on 

the reactions that occur. Pitot-tubes, are not necessarily as straightforward to implement as their 

simplicity suggests. Nonetheless, the volume flow rates reported by the Alicat are satisfactorily 

accurate to expected values, and much information regarding design and operation of a Pitot-tube 

flow validation set up is discovered. If further flow validation studies are needed in the future, it 
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is recommended that a smaller diameter Pitot tube be used since they are easier to implement in 

small diameter piping. This, in turn, reduces the required length to produce fully developed flow 

that will provide accurate, repeatable, and reliable data. 
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Chapter 3 – Co-combustion of pelleted woody and algal biomass blends in a fixed bed 

combustor 

 

3.1 Abstract 

 The power generation industry currently relies heavily upon fossil fuels and is a major 

source of carbon, nitrogen, and sulfur emissions. Hence, this industry is a target for biofuel 

applications; however, the sheer amount of fuel required places significant strain on existing 

biofuel sources. In this area, algae are an underutilized source of biomass with high yield 

potential, but whose direct combustion is not thoroughly understood. As a result, a custom-built 

solid fuel combustor is constructed in order to normalize and compare the combustion of algae-

containing solid fuel mixtures to pine (a more conventional woody biomass). In general, the 

algae containing mixtures are found to require less oxygen to combust and produced fewer 

carbon emissions. Moreover, nitrogen- and sulfur-containing emissions increased with the 

addition of algae, which agrees with the measured elemental content of the pine and algae. 

Although significant work still remains in thoroughly understanding algae’s combustion 

properties, the data gathered from these initial experiments provide a solid launching point for 

further investigation. 

 

3.2 Introduction 

Significant effort is currently invested in research for alternative fuels, particularly for 

power generation. This endeavor is primarily motivated by the dual pressures of increasing 

worldwide energy demand and a steadily dwindling fossil fuel supply. According to the U.S. 

Energy Information Agency (EIA), worldwide electricity demand has increased from around 

18.6 trillion kilowatt-hours (kWh) in 2010 to nearly 20.3 trillion kWh in 2013 [28]. This trend is 

mirrored in the increase of world fossil fuel demand for energy production over the last several 
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years [28]. Fossil fuels, such as coal and oil-based fuels, are additionally projected to “run out” 

within fifty years at current usage [24]. Moreover, emissions from fossil fuels present numerous 

concerns, such as greenhouse gases (GHG) and smog formation, along with heavy metal 

pollution [26, 32, 56]. In this area, coal combustion emissions are viewed as particularly 

undesirable, in part because of coal’s popularity in power generation, and comparatively because 

of its relatively high concentration of heavy metals, sulfur, nitrogen, and arsenic as compared to 

other fossil fuels [32, 57]. Thus, much effort is focused on the development of new fuels to 

replace or reduce the coal used in power plants. 

 One promising option for new fuels is the rapidly developing field of biomass and 

biofuels [18, 26, 32, 38, 56]. Biomass refers to any organic matter (typically solid) derived 

directly from plants or other living sources. In comparison, biofuel is a more general term 

referring to plant- or animal-derived energy sources that are either directly derived from the 

original source or from a conversion process [23, 24]. By definition, biomass and biofuels are 

grown, which means that supplies of these fuels can be replenished as long as there is arable land 

on which to grow the feedstocks [24]. The ability to grow constantly is what makes biomass 

renewable and results in its first advantage over fossil fuels. The second advantage is its 

perceived carbon-neutrality [26, 30, 56]. In short, as biomass grows it pulls the carbon it needs 

from the atmosphere. This carbon is released as it is burnt, but since the carbon is already in 

circulation within the environment, (ideally) there is no net change in the amount of carbon in 

the environment [24-26]. Thus, biomass is often considered to be carbon neutral and can help 

reduce mankind’s net carbon and GHG emissions [26, 30, 56]. 

The field of biomass and biofuels is often separated into first, second, and third 

generation fuels. First generation fuels include ethanol, biodiesel, and plant oils [36]. Since crops 
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such as soybeans and corn are the predominant stocks for first generation biofuel production, 

these biofuels often compete directly with human food resources. Attempting to avoid this food 

versus fuel interaction, second generation biofuels are based on lignocellulosic fuels and 

agricultural wastes [23, 36]. Such stocks generally do not compete with food resources, and can 

indeed bolster food resources in certain cases by making otherwise unarable land useful to grow 

food crops [36]. Woody biomass is one of the oldest and most utilized second generation 

biofuels and is especially popular in South and Southeast Asia [24]. Moreover, woody biomass is 

growing in use as a co-combustion fuel for many European power plants, with some adoption in 

the U.S. [30, 58, 59]. Several power plants utilizing coal and wood co-combustion reported 

lower carbon, nitrogen oxide (NOx), and sulfur oxide (SOx) emissions over 100% coal 

combustion [26, 58, 60]. However, nitrogen and sulfur emissions are somewhat variable due to 

the varying composition of different wood species [26, 30]. 

Second generation biofuels are logistically limited and increased demand could make 

certain fuels unsustainable over long-term use [23]. In particular, woody biomass could be fully 

depleted in around nine years if used to completely replace coal in power generation [33, 34]. 

Many other second generation biofuels are waste products and, thus, their supply is dependent on 

the size of the waste industry. From an economic standpoint, second generation fuels are often 

significantly more costly than fossil fuels because of logistical issues [26, 31, 58]. Thus, further 

biomass development has focused on a finding a fuel source with lower utilization and fewer 

logistical demands.  

Investigation of third generation biofuels has focused on aquatic biomasses (micro- and 

macroalgae), which are not widely utilized as food (in most of the world) and typically have 

higher volumetric yields than terrestrial biomass [36, 46]. As an example, brown seaweeds (a 
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macroalgae) averages around 13.1 kilograms (kg) of dry biomass per square meter (m2) of 

farming area per year “under cultured conditions” [46]. Sugarcane only produces an average of 

10 kg dry biomass per m2 growth area per year as a comparison [46]. The yield potential of algal 

biomass is further enhanced by its lack of competition with existing industries and demands. 

Macroalgae is current only significantly utilized in Asian countries, largely in cosmetics or as a 

fertilizer, with some usage in the food industry [44]. Microalgae are even less utilized. Both 

forms of algae have a negligible fuel industries and the non-fuel macroalgae industry is around 

100 times as large as microalgae non-fuel industry, in terms of wet tonnage [44]. Furthermore, 

algae (both macro and micro) can also be grown using resources that are not acceptable for 

growing food crops, similar to some second generation fuel sources [36, 61]. More precisely, 

algae do not require potable water to be grown and can be used to clean brackish water or water 

contaminated with byproducts from certain industrial or power generation effluents [36, 45, 61]. 

Thus, there is potential for algal fuels to be grown on-site in power generation applications, 

reducing the economic cost of the fuel by eliminating transportation expenditures [45]. This 

combination of high yields and ease of growth could make algae a potentially useful fuel source. 

However, there are some concerns regarding algae’s combustion properties and potential 

emissions. Most apparently, water content in algal biomass ranges from 80% to 90% by fresh 

mass, which is greater than even sugar cane’s 75% fresh mass water content, the highest of 

commonly utilized terrestrial biomasses [43, 44, 46]. Previous research shows that biomass 

combustion is only feasible for biomass with less than 50% water content by weight [43, 46]. 

Algal biomass additionally has high ash levels, ranging from 4.5% to 46% by dry weight for 

macroalgae, dependent on the species [46]. Microalgae ash content is similarly variable, but also 

high, ranging from 7% to 35% by weight [43]. This high ash content is one of the more 
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thoroughly emphasized detriments to algal combustion. This is due, in part, to the magnitude of 

the ash content but also because of the severity of the consequences. Firstly, higher ash contents 

severely reduce the higher heating value of a fuel; hence, algal combustion will generally not 

release as much energy as other biomass [44, 46]. Secondly, the ash produced by algal 

combustion, especially with macroalgae, is high in alkali metals [36, 43, 44, 46, 61]. High alkali 

ash content is associated with thicker, and less porous deposits that are both more difficult to 

remove than other ashes and more corrosive in vessels under boiler and heater service conditions 

[24, 30, 44, 46, 61].  

The final differences in comparison to woody biomass are algae’s typically high content 

of nitrogen and sulfur along with its make-up containing heavy and alkali metals. This 

potentially leads to higher emissions of nitrogen and sulfur oxides and increased heavy metal 

pollution [36, 43, 44, 46]. However, little testing has been conducted in the field of algal direct or 

co-combustion with other biomasses or fossil fuels [43-46]. Combined with knowledge of the 

variability of wood and coal combustion products, it is evident that more substantial testing 

needs to be conducted to verify the impact that fuel-bound substances in algae generate with 

respect to performance and emissions.  

 As a result, this current study seeks to expand on macroalgal biomass co-combustion 

knowledge. Using a custom-made, fixed-bed solid fuel burner, pellets of woody biomass and 

wood-algae combinations are combusted. A series of thermocouples along with a Fourier 

Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) device and a Smoke Meter are utilized to gather data on 

the temperature and emissions produced during the combustion process. The ultimate goal of this 

study is to normalize the combustion rate of all mixtures by comparing peak burn times and total 

combustion time. An additional goal involves comparing major emission species produced by 
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the various mixtures, chiefly carbon, NOx, and SOx. The purpose-built and properly instrumented 

burner, combined with proper procedures, will thus add significantly to current macroalgae 

combustion knowledge. 

 

3.3 Experimental Procedure 

 The experimental set up is a custom made, solid fuel combustor described in more detail 

in a previous work with a diagram provided in Fig. 5 [62]. Eleven K-type thermocouples fit into 

slots machined into the combustion tube, starting just above a glow plug ignitor. The overall 

experimental procedure involves pellet making, sample construction, lab set up, and the actual 

testing. The pellet making procedure will not be included here since it is included in the previous 

effort. Note, however, that the pellet materials and the pellets themselves are dried overnight 

using drying ovens set at about 60°C. Drying the material reduces the variability in water content 

 

 

Figure 5 Experimental setup with major sensor attachments labelled. 
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ensuring repeatability when testing. Pellets produced by the pellet-making process are 

approximately 9.53 mm in diameter and range in length from approximately 10.32 mm to 23.81 

mm. Before each test, pellets of the desired mixtures are loaded sample baskets. 

The sample baskets, shown in Fig. 6, are constructed of fine stainless steel wire meshing 

with approximately 34% open area and form a squat cylinder shape roughly 114.30 mm in 

diameter and 34.93 mm in height. A “pre-burn” basket, also constructed of a similar wire mesh 

but made from a single cutout and shaped to fit the fuel bed, is used to hold pre-burn mixtures 

prior to measured experimentation. Shown in Fig. 7, the pre-burn basket is constructed with 

larger tolerances as an iterative step toward the current sample basket design, but these 

tolerances made it less reliable for instrumented tests. For the sample baskets, three tabs attached 

to the side of the baskets allow them to hang from the lip of the bed chamber, placing the bottom 

of the basket just underneath the glow plug when the entire combustor is assembled. Pellets are 

laid into the basket such that circular ends remain perpendicular to the basket bottom, as seen in 

Fig. 8. Note that no sizeable gaps are left between pellets in the layer. Once one “layer” of pellets 

is placed, another circular mesh is placed on top of the pellets. A second pellet layer is then 

placed on this circular mesh (using the same orientation as the first layer) and then covered with 

a final circular mesh. An example of a fully assembled sample basket is shown in Fig. 6.  

As many as six sample baskets are built before every test session and enough scrap 

material for two pre-burns is additionally produced. Before testing can begin, the measuring 

instrumentation must be properly attached and calibrated. For an Alicat MCR-500SLPM-D flow 

controller and the K-type thermocouples, this involves attaching the flow controller or probes in 

the proper connections, as shown in Fig. 5. The thermocouples and flow controller communicate 

with a LabVIEW program developed in-house via three National Instruments (NI) Data 
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Figure 6 (Top) Angled view of a steel mesh sample basket. The mesh circles to the right of 

the basket are the mesh "separators," meant to reduce the ash lost to the upwards air flow 

in the combuster. (Bottom) A fully assembled sample basket. Note that the top separator 

sits nearly flush with the top of the basket sides. 

 

Acquisition (DAQ) modules set in a NI CompactDAQ chassis. The flow controller set-point is 

adjusted through a NI 9265 module while data from the flow controller and the thermocouples 

are read by NI 9215 and NI 9213 modules, respectively. The AVL Smoke Meter needs to be 
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powered on for around fifteen minutes in advance so that it can reach optimum operating 

temperature. The AVL FTIR, however, requires a long calibration process that begins roughly 

twelve hours in advance of testing with a purge of internal lines using high-purity gaseous 

nitrogen. This purge removes any lingering samples from previous tests that could affect the 

emissions analysis of current experimentation. Cooling of the FTIR’s sample lines via liquid 

nitrogen and range calibration of several key parameters is then conducted an hour before 

experimentation. 

 The next step in the experimentation process involves the pre-burns. These pre-burns are 

roughly the same volume of material as a normal sample basket, but instead of precisely mixed 

pellets, they consist of a mixture of newsprint paper shreds and waste material from the pellet 

making procedure. Since pre-burns are meant only to warm up the combustor bed to reduce 

 

 

Figure 7 The pre-burn basket. The single piece construction makes precision sizing more 

difficult, but also increases durability. 
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Figure 8 A top down view of a pellet layer within a sample basket. 

the variation in heat transfer between tests, it is not necessary to tightly control the material 

within these mixes, and an emphasis is thus placed on preserving stores of testable material. Pre-

burns begin by filling the pre-burn basket with material and then securing the basket within the 

combustor bed by hanging it from the top edge of the stainless steel pipe that makes up the top of 

the plenum. The slot in the side of the basket is then aligned with the glow plug hole in the side 

of the pipe, ensuring that the heating element of the glow plug can reach the fuel. Silica fabric 

insulation is wrapped around the side of the pipe. A hole in the fabric is placed around the nut 

welded over glow plug hole. The combustor tube is then carefully placed on top of plenum, 

fitting within the grove machined into the plenum top. To align the tube properly, the glow plug 

hole drilled into the tube is aligned with the same hole in the plenum’s combustor bed. Threading 

the glow plug through both holes and into the fuel in the basket will secure the tube to the 

plenum. 
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 With the tube secured, all instrumentation is attached to the correct positions on the tube 

or plenum. The thermocouples fit through pressure fittings running up combustor tube in two 

columns. Probes for the FTIR and Smoke Meter are then inserted into compression fittings near 

the top of the tube. Lastly, wired connections are attached to the Alicat flow meter. One 

connection provides power from a standard wall outlet while the other, an 8-pin DIN cable, 

connects the flow controller with the NI DAQ board. A USB connection from the DAQ board is 

inserted into a computer loaded with a combination control and data collection program for the 

flow controller and thermocouples. A second computer communicates with the Smoke Meter and 

FTIR, controlling and gathering data as needed during testing. An exhaust hood is placed over 

the top of the combustion tube and fans are activated to help pull all exhaust not used for the 

Smoke Meter and FTIR out of the room and to a dispersal point above the building. 

The final preparatory step involves attaching a canister of compressed carbon dioxide 

(CO2) gas to the black hook-up shown in Fig. 9. If a test needed to be interrupted for any reason, 

this canister and the valves between it and the main airline into the plenum would be opened 

after the flow controller is turned off. This will flood the combustor bed with inert CO2, stifling 

any combustion. After all safety systems and instrumentation is in place, the flow controller is 

activated and set to the desired flow rate. The logging software for the flow controller, 

thermocouples, and FTIR are activated before a 12 VDC lead-acid car battery is attached via 

several leads controlled by a switch to the glow plug. Closing the switch completes the circuit to 

the glow plug, providing enough heat to ignite the pellets. Careful monitoring of the carbon 

monoxide (CO) emissions measured by the FTIR allows the researchers to pinpoint the moment 

ignition is achieved. At that time, the switch is closed and the leads removed from the glow plug 

and the 12 VDC battery. The viewport on the side of the combustor tube is monitored 
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Figure 9 The assembled solid fuel combuster.  

 

and when light from a flame is first seen, the Smoke Meter logging software is activated to 

gather particulate matter (PM) emissions data. 

 Once flames can no longer be seen from the viewport, the FTIR readout is once again 

closely monitored. When carbon emissions reach a near-ambient level, the combustor bed is 

carefully checked by peering through a slit made between the grate at the top of the combustor 

tube and the exhaust hood drawing the exhaust out. If flames, embers, or smoldering ash is seen, 

the exhaust hood is quickly replaced and additional time is allowed before another check. Once 

no flames, embers, or smoldering material is seen, combustion is assumed ceased, data collection 

is stopped, and the combustor is disassembled in the reverse of the process described above, 
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using appropriate personal protection Equipment, such as tongs or insulated gloves as needed. 

The charge/sample is removed from the combustor bed and the ash is either collected for 

analysis or placed down a nearby storm drain to prevent re-ignition or ignition of other 

flammable materials. This burning procedure is then repeated for all pre-burns and sample 

baskets until testing is concluded. 

This method is used to test several distinct mixtures of white pine and macroalgae. The 

pine is collected as shavings from a local wood shop while the algae samples are dredged from a 

nearby lake and are, therefore, not a single species. To provide a detailed view of pine and algae 

combustion and co-combustion, three mixtures (100% pine, 90% pine/10% algae, and 75% 

pine/25% algae) are pelletized and burned. Table 6 provides the carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and 

oxygen content for each of the mixtures as determined by a high temperature combustion 

analyzer with the constituents presented on a percent mass basis. The energy content of the algae 

and pine as pure mixtures, as determined by calorimeter, is also presented in Table 6. 

Estimations for the energy content of pine/algae mixtures are made by multiplying the fractional 

content of pine and algae in the mixture with the respective material’s energy content. These two 

values are then summed to produce the total estimated energy content of that mixture. The last 

column of Table 6 also provides the average mass of fuel in a basket during a test. Since the fuel 

for each test takes up the same volume, the average basket weight gives an accurate measure of 

the average fuel density of the pellets for different fuel mixtures. Tables 7 and 8 present the 

major inorganic and trace element constituents of each mixture. The inorganic constituent data 

come from ablation studies conducted by a Dr. Peltier’s lab, leading to units of percent mass 

based on a 34% carbon mass content. Dr. Peltier’s lab used acid digestion on separate samples 

from the same batches of fuel to determine the trace element in terms of parts per million (ppm).   
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Table 6 Carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, and energy content of several pure and mixed 

fuel types. (* denotes estimated energy contents) 

Sample 

Description 

%Algae Average Composition (% mass basis) 
Energy 

Content 

Average 

Basket 

Mass  

 %C %H %N %O %Misc. kJ kg-1 gm 

Ground 

Algae 
100 33.4 4.0 2.3 34.7 25.6 8983.94 N/A 

75%/25% 

Pine/Algae 

Pellet 

25 46.5 5.8 0.5 40.8 6.4 16078.14* 27.5 

90%/10% 

Pine/Algae 

Pellet 

10 49.9 6.1 0.2 41.7 2.1 17496.98* 23.5 

White Pine 

Pellet 
0 51.4 6.5 <0.1 41.6 0.4 18442.87 20.0 

 

 

Table 7 Major inorganic constituents of three fuel mixtures. 

Pellet 

Composition 

Major inorganic constituents, as % weight (with carbon content of 34%) 

 CaO MgO SiO2 FeO MnO 

100% Algae  
N/A 1.980 1.320 1.720 5.029 

10% Algae, 

90% Pine  

7.279 0.132 0.132 0.132 0.172 

100% Pine  3.705 0.847 0.211 0.132 0.132 
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Table 8 Trace element composition of several pine/algae blends. 

Pellet 

Composition 

Trace elements (in ppm (w), or mg/kg) 

  Cr Cu Zn Sr Pb 

100% Algae  10.8 211.6 2229.0 134.1 493.6 

90% Pine  1.9 7.2 284.8 6.5 N/A 

100% Pine  0.6 4.4 1761.9 0.1 199.6 

 

Note that the macroalgae tends toward less carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen than the pine used, but 

has greater amounts of fuel-bound nitrogen and, in general, possesses more inorganic and trace 

element constituents. 

 

3.4 Results and Discussion 

The detailed experimental procedure, combined with two fuels and the combustor set up, 

allows for burn rate normalization studies and initial comparisons involving pine and algae fuel 

mixtures. Since quantifying the heat output of a sample is difficult with current instrumentation, 

the burn rates of the different mixtures are found using the carbon emissions information 

gathered by the FTIR. Carbon emissions are chosen since its oxides constitute only a small 

portion of the ambient air while carbon is available in relatively significant amounts in both pine 

and algae. Thus, emissions of carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and hydrocarbons can be used 
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to estimate the beginning, end, amount, and completeness of combustion, with the final goal of 

normalizing the combustion behavior of the mixtures. 
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Figure 10 Total carbon emission curves for several 100% pine tests from multiple test 

dates. 

 

 Before proceeding to the primary results of these studies, it is important to discuss an obstacle 

with the described experimental setup: the difficulty of obtaining numerically consistent results. 

Combustion is a complicated and non-linear process, and sometimes even small and unavoidable 

changes in certain systems needed to operate the set up can cause observable and significant 

alterations to the recorded data. As an example, Fig. 10 displays every recorded total carbon 

emission curve for 100% pine baskets at a flow rate of 70 sLpm using the experimental 

procedure described prior. 
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Figure 11 Total carbon emission from three 90%/10% tests at 67 sLpm. 
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Figure 12 Total carbon emission from three 75%/25% tests at 82 sLpm. 
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Despite the carefully controlled air flow, fuel composition, pellet orientation, ignition 

source, etc., it can be seen that the maximum burn rates, total combustion time, and other 

parameters change in sometimes large degrees between individual pine tests. This is the case 

even if those tests occurred within minutes of each other. A similar, though less severe, trend is 

found for 90%/10% and 75%/25% mixtures at comparable flow rates as well, seen in Figures 11 

and 12.  

Notwithstanding the difficulty in obtaining absolute numerical consistency with the 

setup, comparing data of mixtures tested in the same session in situ revealed consistent trends 

between the different mixtures. The figures and analysis in this section are constructed in order  
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Figure 13 Total carbon emission over time from three pine/algae mixtures with a fixed air 

flow rate. 

 

to be true to those observed trends, even with the obvious difficulties of such comparisons across 

multiple test sessions, as illustrated in Figures 10-12. 
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Normalization requires an understanding of how altered tests compare to the selected 

baseline. Thus, testing of pure pine pellets and pine/algae mixtures at the same flow rate is 

necessary to begin the normalization study. A baseline flow rate of 70 sLpm is selected and 

representative total carbon emission curves for all mixtures at this flow rate are measured and 

presented in Fig. 13. Using the 100% pine curve as the standard, it is seen that the 75%/25% 

mixtures reach a peak burn more slowly. While the 90%/10% at first glance appears to also peak 

later than the 100% mixture, the hindering of the 90%/10% mixture’s combustion rate just before 

it peaks are noted. As elucidated prior, comparing results between test sessions can be difficult 

and requires additional attention. In this case, despite the decrease in combustion rate, this 

90%/10% test at 70 sLpm and other 90%/10% tests at similar flow rates tended to burn more 

quickly than the 100% pine tests at 70 sLpm that are conducted during the same test sessions as 

controls. This can be seen in Fig. 14 which contains the 90%/10% total carbon emission curve 

from Fig. 13, as well as the same curve for each of the pure pine tests conducted in the same 

session. In Fig. 14, it can be observed that the 90%/10% mixture matches or exceeds the peak 

combustion time of the 100% pine mixtures at the same flow rate. Additional testing confirms 

these results, specifically the tendency for 90%/10% at a 70 sLpm flow rate to reach peak 

combustion slightly sooner than 100% pine with the same flow rate. 

Thus, in Fig. 9, it is theorized that the stronger adhesive properties of the algae could 

augment its combustion with pine. The relative adhesive properties of pine and algae can be seen 

in Fig. 11, where the 100% pine pellets display a greater porosity and a tendency to fray in 

comparison to the 75%/25% pellets shown beside them. Added adhesion packs the fuel in the 

pellets more densely, allowing the flame to potentially propagate more quickly in the 90%/10% 

mixture than in the 100% mixture. The effect of algae’s increased self-adhesion is clearly 
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overcome by its lower energy content (indicated in Table 6) when larger proportions of algae are 

used. This is observed in the 75%/25% mixture in Fig. 13, which burns at a slower rate compared 

to the other two mixtures. Additionally, the fuel composition and extra adhesion of the algal 

mixtures significantly increases the density of the algae containing pellets. This can be seen 
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Figure 14 Total carbon emission curves for two mixtures from the same test session as the 

90%/10% @ 70 sLpm curve in Fig. 13. 

 

visually in Fig. 15, where fewer gaps observed in the 75%/25% pellets compared to the pure pine 

pellets shows the increased density of the algae-containing pellets while the lower amount of 

dust in the 75%/25% bag shows algae’s effect on the friability of the pellets. Algae’s increased 

density and adhesive effects can also be seen in the average basket masses included in Table 6, 

which increase with increasing algae content.  

These initial measurements provide an indication for the adjustments needed to normalize 

the combustion rates. Normalization is achieved by adjusting the air flow rate provided by the 

Alicat flow meter that directly modulates the oxygen available for combustion. Because the 
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90%/10% mixture had an accelerated combustion rate compared to 100% pellets, the flow rate is 

lowered. Fig. 16 shows a flow rate sweep conducted using 90%/10% pellets. Each of these 

curves is compared to a 70 sLpm curve for 100% pine, as shown in Fig. 17. It is seen that setting 

the 

 

 

Figure 15 Pure pine pellets (on the left) exhibit higher friability through an increased 

number of small pieces and dust than the 75%/25% pine/algae pellets (on the right). 

 

flow rate to 67 sLpm brings the initial slope and the peak of the 90%/10% total carbon emission 

near the same time point as the 100% peak in total carbon emission. It is unknown why two 

peaks for the 60 sLpm test are seen; however, its initial rise followed the trend with 70 sLpm and 

50 sLpm. Hence, it is possible that the fuel immediately around the glow plug ignited normally, 

but that the fuel around this ignition point is less densely distributed than normal, lowering the 

combustion rate until the flame propagated out of this region of lowered density. Similarly, it is 

seen in the 70 sLpm test that after a period of time, the combustion rate of the 70 sLpm sample 
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briefly remains constant and then continues rising at a lower slope than before. Again, the exact 

mechanics behind this deviation are not known.  

Overall, it is generally found that the 90%/10% tests at 70 sLpm exhibited faster 

combustion than the 100% pine samples at the same flow rate conducted during the same 
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Figure 16 Total carbon emission curves for 90%/10% pine/algae pellets under several flow 

rates. 

experimental session. Thus, when comparing the curves in Fig. 17, it is important to consider the 

initial slope of the total carbon measurements, as well as the peak measurement when 

normalizing the various samples. Otherwise, it would be possible to assume that the 70 sLpm test 

of the 90%/10% pine/algae mixtures tended to have a later peak combustion time than the 67 

sLpm. Such a conclusion is not consistent with the overall trends of the combustion tests.  

The flow rate used for the 75%/25% mixture is then adjusted in a similar method to the 

90%/10% mixtures. Since its combustion rate is slower as compared to the purely pine mixture, 
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its flow rate is increased to create a more oxidative environment. A sweep of tested flow rates is 

shown in Fig. 18 and generally the combustion rate grew with an increasing flow rate.  When 
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Figure 17 Normalized total carbon emission curves for three pine and algae pellet mixtures. 
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Figure 18 Total carbon emission curves for 75%/25% pine/algae pellets under several flow 

rates. 
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The flow rate used for the 75%/25% mixture is then adjusted in a similar method to the 

90%/10% mixtures. Since its combustion rate is slower as compared to the purely pine mixture, 

its flow rate is increased to create a more oxidative environment. A sweep of tested flow rates is 

shown in Fig. 18 and generally the combustion rate grew with an increasing flow rate.  When 

compared to the 100% and 90%/10% curves at 70 and 67 sLpm (respectively) in Fig. 17, the 82 

sLpm curve has an initial slope and peak combustion time that agrees well with both. With the 

peak combustion time point normalized, the total combustion time is investigated. 

Total combustion time normally accounts for fuel warm-up, devolatilization, and char 

oxidation [18]. These physical parameters are impossible for the current set up to measure 

directly. There are no thermocouples or other instrumentation in the fuel bed to monitor the fuel 

temperature, flame initiation or propagation, nor the current reaction state of the fuel within the 

bed. Thus, combustion time must be calculated solely from the data gathered. To that end, a 

MATLAB program is created to perform the necessary analysis. To begin, this MATLAB 

program first imported and then filtered the data. As can be seen in Figs. 10-14 and Figs. 16-18, 

the emissions measurements sent by the FTIR at a frequency of 1 Hz do not tend to graph 

smooth lines. Note that 1 Hz is not the sampling frequency of the FTIR itself, but the frequency 

that it sends data to the in-house data-logging program. This frequency is low because the 

program’s initial usage with the lab’s one cylinder compression ignition engine set up, which 

collects data for significantly longer periods of time and requires a low data collection frequency 

to avoid memory issues. Because of how the combustion endpoint is determined (to be 

discussed), the noise present in the measurements will negatively impact the accuracy of analysis 

and a method of mitigation is, therefore, needed for the data. A simple moving averages filter is 
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known to be effective at reducing the noise in low frequency signals without significantly 

influencing the overall trends of the data [63, 64].  

The effects of a 5th order moving average filter applied to the data can be seen in Fig. 19. 

Although the peak combustion time is delayed slightly, the rise and decline in combustion rate 

remained similar in regards to time. Additionally, the graphs exhibit less noise after the filter, 

which is clearly exemplified around the 90 second and 200 second marks in Fig. 19. Not only is 

the sudden spike near peak combustion removed, but a sudden dip in emissions readings on the 

decline is also smoothed. Lessening the dip in the combustion emissions is especially important 

as it drastically improves the application of the MATLAB program, as will be elucidated later. 

First, the physical criteria for determining the start and endpoints of combustion must be 

discussed. 
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Figure 19 Total carbon emission curve for the normalized 100% pine data before and after 

a 5th order moving average filter is applied. 
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To determine these key points of combustion, their physical and mathematical definitions 

must be considered. The fuel warm-up aspect of the combustion start point is particularly 

difficult to describe empirically with the current set up. The absence of a temperature probe in 

the fuel bed, the focused nature of the glow plug ignition system, and the large surface area of 

the fuel as compared to the glow plug means that the warm-up of the fuel cannot be observed and 

that the fuel does not warm up as a single mass. Thus, the start of combustion time is considered 

the “light-off” point of the fuel, or the moment the first fuel pellets begin to combust. In the 

emissions data, this point is found by noting the time at which the slope of the total carbon 

emission curve begins to trend upwards. Furthermore, the ambient level of total carbon emission 

is set to below 1200 ppm. Typically, the ambient total carbon readings remained below 900 ppm, 

but could occasionally spike to above 1000 ppm for a single sample point, even without fuel in 

combustion bed. As a result, light-off of the fuel is calculated by finding the time point when the 

total carbon emission exceeded 1200 ppm with a positive slope and then retreating back toward 

the start point five data points. This retreat accounts for the warm-up period and initial 

devolatization periods of the fuel that precede combustion. 

Combustion is considered complete when the slope of the total carbon emission curve 

effectively reaches zero and total carbon emission are similar to the ambient conditions before 

combustion began. Hence, the slope is defined as being close to zero when its absolute 

magnitude is less than 40 ppm s-1, since the variance between data points even after the filter is 

still significant enough to prevent the slopes from falling below this benchmark. Even in Fig. 19 

where the filtered curve looks smooth from roughly 200 seconds onward, the point-to-point 

slopes of the data can be nearly 80-90 ppm/s without significantly impacting the visual 

smoothness of the curve. Therefore, combustion ended when both the absolute value of the slope 
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is less than 40 ppm s-1 and when the total carbon emission are less than 1200 ppm. The time at 

the start point is then subtracted from the time at the endpoint to determine the total combustion 

time of the sample. 

Seen in Table 9, the total combustion times of the 100% pine samples at 70 sLpm varied 

greatly from test to test, even with the amount of fuel held relatively constant. Despite these 

inconsistencies, Tables 10 and 11 indicate that there is generally a positive relationship between 

flow rate and total combustion time. In other words, as the flow rate increases, the total 

combustion time tends to decrease as to be expected with greater oxygen levels. Investigating the 

trends with algae content at 70 sLpm finds an inverse relationship between the amount of algae 

in the fuel mixture and the total combustion time. As seen in Table 6, algae have a lower fuel-

bound oxygen level along with reduced energy content. Hence, algal-based pellets will burn 

colder and at a richer fuel-to-air ratio if the air flow rate remains constant resulting in a longer 

combustion time. 

 

Table 9 Total combustion times calculated for each of the curves shown in Fig. 14 at a flow 

rate of 70 sLpm. An arithmetic mean is also calculated as the "Average" value of these 

tests. 

Date 23-Nov-15 25-Nov-15 

Total 

Combustion 

Time [sec] 

215 195 217 181 184 206 163 220 255 

Date 30-Nov-15 5-Dec-15 1-June-16 12-July-16 

Total 

Combustion 

Time [sec] 

225 169 230 262 223 234 301 240 204 

Date 19-June-16 
29-June-

16 
18-July-16 Average 

Total 

Combustion 

Time [sec] 

164 281 271 151 188 185 167 213 
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Table 10 Total combustion times for several 90/10 pine/algae samples under separate flow 

rates, corresponding to Fig. 16. 

Total Burn Time [sec] 

70 sLpm 67 sLpm 60 sLpm 50 sLpm 

240 274 255 341 

 

Table 11 Total combustion times for several 75/25 pine/algae mixtures under varied flow 

rates, corresponding to Fig. 18. 

Total Burn Time [sec] 

70 sLpm 75 sLpm 80 sLpm 82 sLpm 85 sLpm 

344 359 347 242 258 

 

Table 12 Total combustion time for several pine/algae fuel mixtures at normalized flow 

rates, corresponding to the tests in Fig. 17. 

Total Burn Time [sec] 

100 Pine 

70 sLpm 

90/10 

67 sLpm 

75/25 

82 sLpm 

206 274 242 

 

Table 12 provides the combustion times for the attempt at normalizing the combustion 

rates between pellet mixtures. Overall, 100% pine is the fastest; whereas, 90%/10% is the 

slowest after normalization. Even though the theorized enhanced adhesion of algae may result in 

a faster light-off, the decrease in O2 available for combustion (both through the flow rate and 

more algae) naturally limits the rate of combustion and lengthens the time of combustion. In 

contrast, increasing the inlet oxygen level (17.1% more oxygen by volume flow rate) for the 

75%/25% pellets in order to overcome its lower energy content (12.8% less) results in it burning 

faster than the 90%/10% pellets. 
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Another parameter supporting this hypothesis is the maximum recorded temperatures of 

the 70 sLpm and normalized flow rate tests, shown in Tables 13 and 14, respectively. All of the 

algae containing mixtures exhibit lower energy content than the pure pine mixture, but also 

higher peak combustion temperatures as seen in both tables. If the increased adhesion of the 

algae-containing pellets interacts positively with the glow plug ignition system, it would keep 

 

Table 13 Maximum recorded temperature from thermocouple data and estimated energy 

release for each pine/algae mixture at a flow rate of 70 sLpm, corresponding to Fig. 13. 

Maximum Recorded Temperatures [°C] 

100% Pine 90%/10% 75%/25% 

265.93 388.39 496.33 

Estimated Total Energy Release [kJ] 

398.70 413.39 250.22 

 

Table 14 Maximum recorded temperature from thermocouple data and estimated energy 

release for each pine/algae mixture at normalized flow rates, corresponding to Fig. 17. 

Maximum Recorded Temperatures [°C] 

100% Pine @ 70 

sLpm 

90%/10% @ 67 

sLpm 

75%/25% @ 82 

sLpm 

265.93 460.92 473.01 

Estimated Total Energy Release [kJ] 

398.70 392.99 391.49 

 

more fuel near the glow plug’s heat and increase the amount of material that lights-off. Then, the 

increased mass burning all at once would release enough energy to heat the algal mixture’s 
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exhaust stream to a higher temperature than the pure pine exhaust. This increase in light-off 

material would also naturally speed the initial combustion rate observed; hence, allowing the 

90%/10% mixture to match the 100% pine combustion with less air-bound oxygen as shown in 

Figure 17.  

Support for this adhesion theory can also be seen in the estimated total energy release 

values presented in Tables 13 and 14. These approximations are determined using a MATLAB 

code for the process as described in Appendix A. At the standard flow rate of 70 sLpm, the 

90%/10% test released more energy overall as compared to the pine tests and significantly more 

than the 75%/25% test. Hence, adhesion due to algae appeared to help the combustion process 

initially, but eventually the energy content of algae became the overriding factor. Interestingly, 

the normalized tests indicate a nearly uniform amount of energy released supporting the 

methodology presented. Decreasing the oxygen flow rate for the 90%/10% pellets reduced its 

energy release; whereas, increasing the oxygen flow rate for the 75%/25% pellets resulted in a 

nearly Equivalent energy release. 

Of note, the temperature readings may not be as accurate as the energy release 

calculations. Comparing the 90%/10% maximum temperatures at both 70 sLpm and 67 sLpm 

indicates that the thermocouples’ positioning may have had difficulty in consistently finding the 

hottest portion of the exhaust stream. Normally, it is expected that a higher air flow rate would 

produce hotter combustion conditions, as indicated by the 75%/25% measurements in Tables 13 

and 14. However, the 90%/10% results in the same tables have the inverse trend showing a 

potential measure of inconsistency of temperature measurements. 

Returning to Tables 6-8 to investigate fuel compositions may also reveal further 

explanations for the 90%/10% mixture’s faster light-off as compared to the pure pine mixtures. 
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In Table 6, it is seen that algae possesses less fuel-bound oxygen and a lower level of fuel-bound 

carbon as compared to the pine used. Algae also have a reduced amount of hydrogen but more 

nitrogen and, in general, more trace and inorganic constituents in their make-up. The larger 

content of inorganics and trace elements means there is less combustible material (on a per unit 

mass basis) in the algae than the pine. Furthermore, the comparative reduction of carbon and 

hydrogen means that less oxygen would be required for complete combustion as well. Increasing 

the nitrogen content would offset this reduced oxygen demand somewhat, but carbon combusts 

into carbon dioxide (CO2) under excess oxygen conditions while nitrogen will react to form 

predominately nitric oxide (NO) with further reactions required to produce nitrous oxide (N2O) 

and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) [65-69]. Thus, the reduced carbon content (which would require 

twice the oxygen per atom as compared to nitrogen) has a greater impact on the oxygen demand 

than the increase in nitrogen content. Therefore, the composition of the algae used indicates that 

less air bound oxygen would be required compared to the purely pine mixtures, subsequently 

reducing the flow rate required for algae-containing mixtures to reach complete combustion 

conditions; hence, faster light-offs. Again, once algae reaches a certain fraction of the pellet, its 

energy content becomes more dominant during the combustion process. 

Another property of algae that helps explain the perceived discrepancies between 

expected theoretical trends and the experimental findings is that algae pellets are denser. Since 

the volume of material used during a test is kept relatively Equal from test to test, more mass is 

available during the 90%/10% tests for combustion (seen in Table 6). The first effect this 

increased mass would obviously have is to raise the amount of time needed for the algae-

containing mixtures to combust since there is more material to be burned, which is consistent 

with the combustion times in Table 9. The second effect is that this greater mass could grow the 
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peak combustion temperature observed during the tests, despite algae’s lower energy content. 

Particularly, if the reduced friability of the algae pellets does allow a greater volume of fuel to 

light-off initially, then a significant amount of additional fuel mass would combust at relatively 

the same time. This bigger release of energy would raise the combustor’s temperature over the 

pine pellets.  Thus, many of algae’s negative thermal properties (compared to pine) appear to be 

offset somewhat by algae’s chemical and physical properties, especially in a pelleted fuel 

application. The tested algae still possesses less than half the energy content of the pine used, 

however, and such a deficit can only be overcome to a degree.  

In addition to conveying combustion rate information, Fig. 17 also shows that algae 

containing mixtures release less carbon than the pure pine mixture. Given algae’s lower carbon 

content, this result is to be expected. Investigating the total NOx emissions of the four samples, 

provided in Fig. 20, appears to follow the nitrogen trends presented in the fuel content data; i.e., 

NOx emissions grow with fuel nitrogen level. However, before a definitive conclusion can be 

made, NOx formation mechanisms must be explored in more depth. 

Previous literature has determined that NOx is primarily formed via three mechanisms in 

combustion applications: thermal, prompt, and fuel [67, 70, 71]. Thermal NOx forms primarily 

through the combination of atomic oxygen and oxygen radicals with molecular and atomic 

nitrogen in the flame front [70, 71]. Often referred to as the Zeldovich mechanism, thermal NOx 

is heavily dependent on the dissociation of oxygen and nitrogen molecules and is rate limited by 

high activation energy of 320 kJ mol-1 for its initial reaction step [71]. Thus, thermal NOx is 

dependent on local temperatures and is found to be the dominant non-fuel NOx mechanism in 

lean mixtures, particularly at elevated temperatures [70, 71].  
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Figure 20 Total NOx emitted by different pine/algae mixtures under normalized conditions. 
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Figure 21 Volume percentage of O2 emissions under normalized conditions. 
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Prompt, or Fenimore NOx forms in the pre-flame-front regions of a combustion event, 

relying on the reaction of hydrocarbon radials (specifically CH) and molecular nitrogen [70, 71]. 

The prompt NOx reaction has a lower activation energy than thermal NOx, but is heavily 

dependent on the composition of the reacting gases [70, 71]. Since hydrocarbon radicals are most 

prevalent in more fuel-rich exhaust gases, prompt NOx favors these conditions, and indeed 

becomes the primary source of non-fuel NOx in sufficiently rich mixtures [70]. 

The final mechanism, fuel NOx, begins with the formation of hydrogen cyanide (HCN) 

and ammonia (NH3), which then reacts with hydroxyl (OH), hydrogen, and oxygen radicals to 

form NO. Fuel NOx, similar to prompt NOx, is strongly dependent on the composition of the 

gaseous environment, particularly on the amount of existing nitrogen compounds in the 

oxidizing fluid [67, 70, 71]. Properly interpreting Fig. 20 and algae’s effects on the major NOx 

mechanisms requires including Table 14, which displays the maximum recorded temperatures 

during the normalized tests. 

 Since combustion is lean with excess oxygen under all scenarios (see Figure 21), it can be 

inferred that prompt NOx kinetics are negligible for all tests. Investigating combustion 

temperatures finds that the 75%/25% mixture has the highest values and, therefore, would 

produce the most thermal NOx. This is providing that the mixtures are well away from 

stoichiometry, which appears to be the case in Figure 17 (note: maximum thermal NOx is 

generated slightly lean of stoichiometry). Coupling the temperature findings with the greater 

amount of fuel-borne nitrogen in algae mixtures (found in Table 6)  illustrates why the 75%/25% 

mixture has the greatest amount of NOx emissions; whereas, the 100% pine mixtures emit a 

significantly smaller amount due to reduced temperatures and virtually no fuel-borne nitrogen. 
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Further review of the O2 emissions in Fig. 21 shows that despite pine’s increased mass content of 

oxygen, it consumes more atmospheric oxygen than the algal containing mixtures. This trend is 

not unexpected, however, because pine has a greater carbon and hydrogen content; thus, it 

requires more oxygen to combust completely. Moreover, pine’s lower inorganic content is  
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Figure 22 Total H2O emitted during normalized testing of several pine/algae pellet 

mixtures. 

important to mention since these species (e.g., silicates) tend not to combust and, therefore, 

would not add to overall oxygen consumption.  

Even though pine’s hydrogen content is greater and it utilizes more atmospheric oxygen, 

it has a lower water vapor emissions level as indicated in Fig. 22. In this figure, one can see that 

the 100% pine mixture has a lower ambient H2O level than any of the algae samples, which 

lowers the water vapor emissions of the 100% test compared to the algal-containing tests, 

regardless of the fuel content. Accounting for this reduction would place pine’s water vapor 

emissions near the same level as the other tests. Hence, here it appears that the increase in 
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hydrogen content of the pine’s pellet is balanced by the reduced amount of fuel mass available to 

be burned. Differences in ambient conditions for SOx emission are not as significant as H2O 

ambient conditions, however, leading to easier comparisons between the SOx produced by each 

blend. 
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Figure 23 Total SOx emissions of several pine/algae pellet mixtures under normalized 

combustion conditions. 

As discussed in a previous section, many forms of algae possess a larger mass content of 

fuel-bound sulfur than woody biomasses. Thus, it is useful to compare the SOx emissions 

produced by the three samples. Shown in Fig. 23, the SOx emissions for the normalized tests 

show that macroalgae used for this study exhibit a greater fuel sulfur content than pine. Both 

algae containing mixtures exhibit much higher SOx emissions peaks and a much greater total 

amount of SOx emissions, as evidenced by the area under the individual curves in Fig. 23. 

However, the exact effect of the fuel bound sulfur and its interaction with other fuel effects is 

unclear from Fig. 23 since the 90%/10% curve processes a higher maximum SOx reading than 
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the 75%/25%, despite the 90%/10% mixture’s lower algae content compared to 75%/25%. Thus, 

more, and more specific testing, are conducted into the sulfur content of algae and its effect on 

sulfur oxide amounts in algal combustion emissions.  

Initial testing conducted with the combustor has revealed significant information about 

the nature of macroalgal co-combustion with pine. With flow rates now determined to provide a 

normalized comparison between several pine and algae mixtures, more specific testing will 

provide even greater insight into algal combustion and co-combustion properties. When 

combined with additional analyses, such as calorimetry and ablation studies, substantial details 

of algae’s application as a fuel can be determined.  

 

3.5 Conclusion 

The numerous environmental and logistical issues of current fossil fuel energy production 

can be alleviated, at least in part, by the utilization of biomass combustion and co-combustion. 

First and second generation biofuels are insufficient to meet growing energy demands, but third 

generation fuels such as macro- and microalgae could augment current biofuel supplies through 

combustion and co-combustion applications. However, since little is known regarding the 

specific combustion and co-combustion properties of algal biomass, a custom solid fuel burner is 

constructed and an experimental procedure developed to consistently burn several varied, 

pelleted mixtures of white pine and macroalgae. The initial goal of this study is to normalize the 

peak burn rates and combustion patterns in order to accurately compare each of the mixtures. 

The normalization studies focused on using comparisons of total carbon emission, total 

combustion times, and total energy release of various pine/algae fuel mixtures to match the peak 

combustion rates of algal mixtures to the pure pine fuel. 
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The normalization studies revealed that the flow rate of air provided to the combustion 

bed must be decreased slightly for a 90%/10% blend of pine/algae but increased for a 75%/25% 

mixture in order to align the peak burn times of these mixtures with the peak burn time of a pure 

pine mixture. The flow rate settings for the different mixtures are affected by the physical 

properties of the pellets, namely self-adhesion and density, in addition to the chemical makeup 

and energy content of the fuels. Specifically, the increased self-adhesion of algae allows the 

90%/10% mixture to light off more quickly, requiring a decreased flow rate compared to 100% 

pine. In the 75%/25% mixtures, the lower energy and oxygen content of algae has a stronger 

influence on light-off and combustion than the self-adhesion of algae, and so air flow rate is 

increased for these tests. Further evidence for these conclusions is found in the total combustion 

times recorded for each test, which increase as the total available oxygen in the combustor bed 

(fuel-bound and air flow) decreases.  

This normalization allowed for some initial observations of the emissions produced by 

each mixture. The pure pine mixture is found to release more carbon during combustion than 

either of the combinations of pine and algae that are tested, which is in keeping with the white 

pine’s greater carbon content. Water vapor emissions are difficult to interpret due to major 

differences in the ambient H2O of the air delivered to the bed during the individual tests. 

However, it appears that the different mass percentages of hydrogen and oxygen have little effect 

on the amount of water emitted during combustion of the biomass materials. Recorded NOx 

emissions are in keeping with fuel chemical composition. Higher NOx emissions are recorded for 

the algal mixtures than the pure pine test, with some variance due to exhaust temperature. The 

SOx emissions also increased from the 100% pine to the algal mixtures, indicating a higher fuel 

sulfur content in the algae compared to pine. 
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Much work still remains in understanding algal combustion and co-combustion to the 

degree where it may be pursued for industrial and commercial applications. The above described 

combustor, pelleted fuel, and developed experimental procedure represents a significant first step 

towards filling this knowledge gap. Future work performed with this step-up, including tests with 

coal and coal/biomass mixtures in addition to more in-depth analysis of fuel content and its 

effect on total emissions, will add a great deal for current knowledge of third generation biofuels. 
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Chapter 4 – Coal-biomass fuel blend accelerant study 

 

4.1 Abstract 

 Coal is specifically targeted by many groups for reduction and replacement as a fuel 

source in the power generation industry. One method of reduction is the co-firing of coal and 

biomass in a boiler. Woody biomass is popular for this role, but has many logistical 

shortcomings that could be eliminated by utilizing macroalgae instead. A combustion 

normalization study is proposed to gain insight regarding the direct co-firing of algae since little 

is currently known. Difficulties in igniting coal-containing fuel pellets are encountered during 

the attempted study lead to the proposal of an accelerant study. The accelerant study investigated 

the applicability of adding a small, measured amount of accelerant is added to the fuel prior to 

ignition to improve the fuel’s combustion characteristics. The amount of accelerant require to 

meet these goals is found to increase with increasing coal content in the fuel blend, but it is 

found necessary to additionally increase the air flow rate provided to the bed in order to observe 

combustion closer to that observed by the purely biomass blends of previous experiments. 

  

4.2 Introduction 

 Fossil fuels accounted for around 65% of the total energy input into the United States 

(US) electrical generation industry in 2016 [1]. Of the fossil fuels, coal consumed the majority of 

this figure, with 30% of the total energy input into the industry [1]. However, fossil fuels are well 

known producers of several gaseous emissions with severe environmental impacts. In particular, 

fossil fuels produce large amounts of carbon dioxide (CO2) and nitrogen oxides (NOx). Carbon 

dioxide is a greenhouse gas (GHG), trapping solar energy that enters the atmosphere and is 

considered to be the largest single contributor to a 0.6°C increase in the average yearly world 

temperature from 1900 to 2005 [16]. Similarly, nitrogen oxides are GHGs, but are more readily 
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known as a key precursor to ground-level smog formation and as a contributor to acid rain 

formation [14]. 

 Coal is one of the dirtier fossil fuels, producing not only large amounts of CO2 and NOx 

relative to other fossil fuels, but also sulfur oxides (SOx) and several trace element emissions 

such as mercury, arsenic, and even uranium [7-10]. These additional emissions are tied to acid 

rain, ground water pollution, and heavy metal poisoning amongst other health and environmental 

issues [8, 11, 14]. Even the mining and refining of coal can create regional environmental and 

human health crises if not properly regulated and handled [8, 11, 12]. Like all fossil fuels, coal is 

a limited resource with a practically finite amount available that some sources indicate will be 

depleted in as little as 50 years [4, 6, 24]. 

 What is not a matter of conjecture, however, is the negative impact that emissions from 

fossil fuels power plants have on the atmosphere and annual world temperatures [16]. Currently, 

it is theorized that anthropogenic global warming must be kept to under a 2°C increase in global 

average temperature compared to 1900 in order to prevent irreversible damage to the world’s 

environments [16, 27]. At current generation rates, this temperature increase could happen within 

three decades [34, 56]. Thus, many countries are seeking to reduce their usage of fossil fuels 

significantly, instead utilizing renewable energy sources that either produce no gaseous 

emissions during operation or are considered “carbon neutral” [13, 16, 40]. In particular, coal is 

targeted heavily for reductions with more extreme plans proposing the elimination coal entirely 

by the 2020s [13, 16, 24, 27, 29]. 

 One proposed replacement for coal is solid biomass [30, 40, 41]. Currently, many plants 

in Europe and the Americas utilize coal and biomass co-combustion as a cost effective method to 

offset a portion of their coal usage while additionally reducing emissions of CO2, NOx, and SOx 
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[30, 40, 60]. At present, biomass replacement of coal is limited to 5-20% (by energy) of the total 

mixture due to concerns regarding boiler efficiency and plant reliability [30, 60]. In this area, 

woody biomass is popular for this service because it is available in many regions, it is cheap and 

easy to store and process, and its energy content is relatively close to that of coal [24, 30, 40]. 

However, woody biomass as a fuel competes with lumber and pulp industries, and only a certain 

amount can be harvested during a specified time period for the resource to be considered 

practically renewable [33-35, 60]. Thus, there is interest in finding a dedicated energy crop that 

does not interfere with other industries or face food versus fuel competition. 

 One promising source of renewable solid biomass is macroalgae. Macroalgae is 

underutilized across the world, with the only significant market being Southeast Asia [46]. 

Additionally, algae does not compete for crop or forestry land like woody biomass, has superior 

CO2 capture properties, does not require potable water, and can even be grown with flue gases 

from fossil fuel powered boilers [41, 43]. These traits have led to significant interest in both 

micro- and macroalgae as biofuel sources [5, 72, 73]. Relatively little research has been 

conducted, however, into algae’s potential application in co-combustion systems with coal and 

air [43, 46]. Compared with woody biomasses, algae tend towards higher ash, moisture, and 

inorganics content while also possessing larger mass fractions of nitrogen and sulfur [46]. These 

compositional differences lead to algae possessing a lower heating value than woody biomass 

while also potentially resulting in increased NOx and SOx emissions from algal combustion (as 

compared to woody biomass). Thus, it is imperative that the co-combustion properties of algae 

with coal be thoroughly investigated. 

  As a result, the proposed methodology for an investigation into algae co-combustion is 

to use a purpose built fixed-bed solid fuel combustor and pelleted fuel mixtures to conduct a 
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normalization study. A similar method is employed in Chapter 2 to uncover the combustive and 

emissive properties of wood-algae co-combustion; however, this study focuses on coal-biomass 

blends, in particular coal-algae and coal-pine mixtures. Before the normalization study could be 

conducted, it is discovered that the experimental setup could not reliably ignite the coal-

containing fuel mixtures. The addition of a small amount of petroleum distillate is proposed as a 

solution to heat and then ignite the coal pellets, similar to a charcoal grill. As a result, this effort 

describes the “accelerant studies” conducted to find the amount of lighter fluid necessary to 

reliably light the coal-containing mixtures for the normalization study. 

 The process used to determine the amount of petroleum distillates required to ensure 

light-off is first described in addition to a brief description of the fuels used. The results of the 

accelerant study are then presented along with a detailed discussion of the results and their 

practical meaning. A brief conclusion provides a general summary of the experimental 

procedures and results before providing paths for future investigation. 

 

4.3 Methods 

 The accelerant study follows the same general combustion test procedure described in 

Chapter 3 and documented in Appendix A. First, the desired fuel mixtures for each test must be 

added to the fuel baskets in accordance with the basket-making procedure detailed in Chapter 3. 

The mixtures used in the accelerant study consistent of varying amounts of sub-bituminous coal 

from the Wyoming River Basin, white pine shavings from a wood shop, and dried macroalgae 

harvested from a local lake. Each of these materials is ground into a fine powder before mixing 

and making pellets. It is important that a consistent volume and orientation of the fuel pellets is 

added for all tests in an experimental session in order to ensure that a similar cross-section of 

fuel is exposed to the air flow. Because of the relatively small amount of coal that could be 
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obtained (in contrast to pine and algae) and the relative difficulty of reducing coal to a suitably 

small particle size, only about half the volume of coal fuel blends are added to a basket as 

compared to the biomass blends in Chapter 3. That is, only one layer of pellets is added for tests 

involving coal-containing fuel as opposed to the baskets with two layers as described for biomass 

fuel blends.  

When constructing the baskets, material for two pre-burn baskets are also be made. Once 

all of the baskets are constructed, the solid fuel combustion set up is prepared as in Chapter 3 

with all instrumentation attachments properly included and the LabVIEW and AVL control 

programs loaded. As in Chapter 3, the experimental test session begins with the combustion of 

the two pre-burn baskets made of approximately 50% newspaper clippings and 50% high algae 

(25-50% by mass) biomass fuel pellets. The pre-burns are designed to heat the combustion bed 

above a threshold temperature in order to ensure consistent combustion results. The pre-burn 

procedure begins by inserting the basket into the combustion bed portion of the combustor, then 

filling the basket with the fuel mixture. Next, the basket is checked for alignment with the glow 

plug insertion hole before the combustor tube is placed on top of the plenum in the shaped 

groove on the top plate. A glow plug then inserts into the hole at the bottom of the tube into a 

similar threaded hole in the combustor bed. This places the tip of the glow plug at the bottom of 

the fuel basket near the center point of the circular cross-section. 

 With the glow plug securing the combustor tube to the plenum, all instrumentation 

connections are checked and made secure before placing the exhaust hood on the top of the 

combustion tube. The flow rate on the Alicat flow controller is set to 70 sLpm, and a 12 VDC 

lead-acid car battery is connected to the glow plug so that current flows to the glow plug and its 

resistive element begins to heat, igniting the fuel in the combustor bed. Once ignition is 
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confirmed, the wires between the glow plug and the battery are removed to prevent damage to 

the plug or injury to the researchers. The pre-burn fuel is allowed to combust completely, and the 

set up is only be disassembled once no embers can be seen within the basket. After the 

combustor tube is removed, the pre-burn basket is taken outside to a storm drain where the ashes 

are dumped to prevent re-ignition in a fuel-rich environment. While the pre-burn basket is 

removed, the top mesh filter of the combustor tube is also removed and taken to the storm drain 

to remove built up ash. When both parts have been sufficiently cleaned, they are replaced, and 

the above procedure is repeated for the second pre-burn firing. 

 When the pre-burns are complete, instead of replacing the pre-burn basket, the first test 

fuel basket is inserted with the top mesh layer left off. While the ash is dumped, a graduated 

cylinder is filled with a pre-determined amount of Kingsford petroleum distillate charcoal lighter 

fluid. Petroleum distillate is a blanket term used to describe several compounds such as mineral 

spirits, kerosene, and Stoddard solvents in addition to solutions containing these compounds. A 

material safety data sheet from the lighter fluid manufacturer is provided in Appendix E [74]. Of 

note, the chemical species in lighter fluid are classified as petroleum naphtha that has a Lower 

Heating Value of 44.5 MJ kg-1 [75]. For the host of tests required for this study, the amount of 

added lighter fluid is set at 5 mL for the first test of a specific coal-biomass mixture. If necessary, 

this amount is then increased as needed up to 10 mL in order to ensure complete combustion of 

the fuel for subsequent tests of the same mixture. As mentioned previously, this lighter fluid 

addition is needed to ensure proper light-off and total combustion of the coal-containing fuel 

mixtures. 

 The petroleum distillates are then spread over the top of the fuel in the sample basket 

placed in the combustion bed, starting in the center of the basket and moving outwards. Care are 
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taken to make sure that at least half of the top area of the fuel pellets is covered with lighter fluid. 

After the lighter fluid is added to the basket, the top mesh layer is replaced and the combustor is 

reconstructed. After the burner’s reassembly, the air flow rate from the Alicat is set and the glow 

plug is powered on, igniting the lighter fluid and relatively small portions of the solid fuel, with 

the heat from the lighter fluid igniting the majority of the solid fuel in the combustor bed. Once 

combustion ceases (or when there are no visible embers in the basket), the combustor is 

disassembled as with the pre-burn runs. All recorded data for the test is saved, and the set up 

through disassembly procedures are repeated for each assembled sample basket. 

Flow rate settings for individual tests began at 70 sLpm for the initial test of a particular 

fuel blend, but are adjusted on successive tests once petroleum distillate addition amounts had 

been determined for the blend. For the accelerant tests, only the set flow rate, the temperature 

profiles from the thermocouples, and the Smoke Meter measurements are recorded. In part, this 

is due to the FTIR being under repairs for part of the study. However, careful visual and timed 

observations are made for each test in order to ensure the study’s accuracy and success. 

 

4.4 Results 

 Similar to the normalization studies, a “baseline” fuel mixture and flow rate setting is 

chosen for comparison to ensure consistent results and conclusions. For the accelerant study, a 

50%/50% (by mass) mixture of sub-bituminous coal and white pine acts as the baseline mixture 

and 70 sLpm is the chosen flow rate setting. Table 15 presents the light-off and combustion 

characteristic observations for several coal-biomass fuel mixtures under a baseline petroleum 

distillate inclusion. Furthermore, the lighter fluid supplements producing the best light-off and  
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Table 15 Observations of combustion behavior for four coal-biomass fuel mixtures with 70 

sLpm air flow rate and 5 mL petroleum distillates addition. 

Fuel 

Composition 

[%mass] 

50%/50% 

coal/pine 

90%10% 

coal/pine 

90%10% 

coal/algae 

50%/37.5%/12.5% 

pine/coal/algae 

Light-off 

Observations 
Fast Fast Fast Fast 

Total 

Combustion 

Time [min] 

4-4.5 10-10.5 10-10.5 5-5.5 

Combustion 

Intensity 

 Pellets orange-

hot 

 Smoldering/no 

flames 

 Pellets orange-

hot 

 Smoldering/no 

flames 

 Pellets orange-

hot 

 Smoldering/no 

flames 

 Pellets orange-hot 

 Smoldering/no 

flames 

 

Table 16 Observations of combustion behavior for four coal-biomass fuel mixtures under 

"optimal" accelerant and flow rate conditions. 

Fuel 

Composition 

[%mass] 

50%/50% 

coal/pine 

90%10% 

coal/pine 

90%10% 

coal/algae 

50%/37.5%/12.5% 

pine/coal/algae 

Accelerant 

Addition [mL] 
5 mL 10 mL 10 mL 5 mL 

Air Flow Rate 

[sLpm] 
100 250 110 150 

Light-off 

Observations 
Fast Fast Fast Fast 

Total 

Combustion 

Time [min] 

3-3.5 4 7-7.5 2.5 

Combustion 

Intensity 

 Pellets 

orange-hot 

 Smoldering/no 

flames 

 Some material 

ejection 

upwards 

 Pellets 

orange-hot 

 Numerous, 

small, 

isolated 

flames 

 Significant 

material 

ejection 

upwards 

 Pellets 

orange-hot 

 Limited, 

small, 

isolated 

flames 

 Some 

material 

ejection 

upwards 

 Pellets orange-hot 

 Small, isolated 

flames 

 Some material 

ejection upwards 
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combustion characteristics are presented in Table 16. Of primary importance here is the 

relationship between coal content and lighter fluid addition; namely, a greater coal content 

requires a more substantial lighter fluid addition necessary to achieve proper light-off and total 

combustion of the solid fuel mixture. Note, however, that observed light-off of the fuel in the bed 

appears to be unaffected by the amount of accelerant added. Since the petroleum distillates light 

off first and subsequently heat the solid fuels to their ignition temperatures, the observed light off 

during these tests is dependent on the heat transfer rate from the glow plug to the petroleum 

distillates, which remains relatively constant. 

Tables 15 and 16 further show that the fuel mixtures containing 90% coal by mass 

require 10 mL of petroleum distillates in order to display combustion characteristics closer to the 

50%/50% coal/pine baseline case. However, simply adding lighter fluid is not sufficient to 

induce combustion of the coal-containing fuel pellets. Experimental observations in Chapter 3 

found that increasing the airflow rate to the combustion bed has a significant influence on the 

total burn time and observed combustion characteristics. Table 16 illustrates that increasing the 

air flow rate shortens the total combustion time and improves the intensity of the combustion of 

the solid fuel mixtures in this study. 

Several discrepancies in the given data and observations (particularly Table 16) require 

further discussion. Perhaps most notable are the flow rates used in the optimal combustion 

performance cases, which vary from 100 sLpm for the 50%/50% coal/pine mixture to as great as 

250 sLpm for the 90%/10% coal/pine mixture. This variation is due in part to the innate 

variability of the combustor and its physical limitations, along with coal’s significantly different 

physical properties as compared to the two biomass fuels (especially in pelleted fuel 

applications). The combustor’s variability is thoroughly discussed and demonstrated in Chapter 
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3, and further elucidation on this subject would not add to this particular discussion. Instead, 

attention are focused on the more significant contributors in the case of this acceleration study: 

the limits of the combustor’s design and the physical differences between coal and biomass. 

As previously stated, a baseline flow rate tense arbitrarily chosen for both the 

normalization efforts of Chapter 3 and the current acceleration study. The reference flow rate of 

70 sLpm is chosen because previous testing demonstrates that this setting produces reasonable 

combustion results with 100% pine samples while also being a low enough flow rate that 

combusting particles would not carry up the combustor tube toward the room exhaust system 

[62]. Such an event is identified as a major safety concern in previous work, and is thus carefully 

avoided [62]. During the accelerant study, however, it became evident that flow rate settings near 

70 sLpm would not be able to produce adequate complete combustion in coal-biomass blends. A 

higher flow rate setting is needed, but testing with these higher flow rate settings revealed that 

material ejection from the combustion bed is still a serious concern. 

 

Table 17 Combustion times and observations for 50%/50% coal-pine mixture tests with 5 

mL petroleum distillate additions under several flow rates. 

Fuel Composition 

[%mass] 
50%/50% coal/pine 

Air Flow Rate 

[sLpm] 
70 100 250 

Light-off 

Observations 
Fast Fast Fast 

Total Combustion 

Time [min] 
4-4.5 3-3.5 6-6.5 

Combustion 

Intensity 

 Pellets orange-hot 

 Smoldering/no 

flames 

 Pellets orange-hot 

 Smoldering/no 

flames 

 Some material 

ejection upwards 

 Pellets orange-hot 

 Smoldering/no 

flames 

 Significant material 

ejection upwards 
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This issue came to the forefront during a 150 sLpm test with the 50%/50% coal/pine 

when a noticeable increase in temperature is noted along the entry of the room exhaust hood. The 

flow rate is immediately reduced to 90 sLpm to avoid damage to the experimental set up but is 

increased to 100 sLpm during the next test, producing the 50%/50% data in Table 16 without 

endangering the facilities. Following this test session, an extra stainless steel wire mesh layer is 

added to the top of the combustor so that its grain is at a roughly 45° angle to the grain of the 

first mesh layer. The opening size of the mesh on the top of the combustor is effectively reduced 

by this change, reducing the size and amount of material that could leave the combustor and 

enter the exhaust system. 

This upgrade allow for application of greater air flow rates during combustion tests 

without risking ignition of the exhaust system. Further experimentation in this direction yields 

the 90%/10% coal/algae test in Table 16, which demonstrates the effectiveness of increasing air 

flow rates to improve the combustion of coal fuel blends. Increasing the air flow rate by 180 

sLpm from the baseline setting of 70 sLpm yielded an approximately six minute decrease in total 

combustion time, as well as visibly improved combustion intensity. Similar, albeit smaller, 

decreases in total combustion time along with a growth in combustion intensity are seen in the 

results from Table 2 for the 90%/10% coal/algae and the two lower coal-content blends as 

compared to their corresponding Table 15 results. 

It is interesting to note that the recorded observations for the 250 sLpm flow rate test 

performed with the 50%/50% coal/pine mixture yields slightly worse performance as compared 

to both the 100 sLpm and the 70 sLpm tests, as found in Table 17. With 250 sLpm of air flow, 

the 50%/50% mixture yields a total combustion time of around 6 to 6 ½ minutes. It is theorized 

that the greater composition of less dense and more friable pine particles in these pellets as 
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compared to the 90% coal mixtures lead to an increase in material ejections, carrying burning 

material away from the combustor bed before it could be completely consumed. These ejections, 

in turn, inhibited flame propagation and reduces the bed temperature to a level less suitable for 

coal combustion than is occurring in the 90% coal mixture tests. Thus, the benefits of an 

increased air flow are counteracted in the less dense, high biomass content fuel mixtures. Hence, 

it appears that coal requires a greater air flow in order to combust completely, and its increased 

density and relatively secure adhesion enables higher flow rates to be used more safely than with 

the biomass-only fuel blends. 

Note that the reduced flow rate settings of the 90%/10% coal/algae and 

50%/37.5%/12.5% blends in Table 16 are not due to poor results, but rather a lack of results. An 

attempt is made for a 250 sLpm test using the 90%/10% coal/algae pellets after the 90%/10% 

coal/pine test listed in Table 16. The newly installed double layer mesh at the top of the 

combustor tube had become choked with soot and ash from previous tests that did not fall out 

when the baskets are changed. As a result, when the AVL Smoke Meter back-flushed during this 

test (as it is designed to do after finishing a set of Particulate Matter measurements), the 

combined blocked exhaust flow and added back flow pushed material from the combustor tube 

and bed out of the setup from the gap between the plenum and the combustor tube. This included 

not only exhaust gases, but also some embers and other combusting materials that rendered 

further testing unsafe. The test is aborted using the emergency stop procedure outlined in 

Appendix A, preventing injury to the researchers and damage to the setup, but also precluding 

useable data and observations from being recorded. Since the 250 sLpm test for the 

50%/37.5%/12.5% mixture is scheduled to occur after this test, it is cancelled due to these safety 

concerns. This incident additionally lead to an update of the burner procedure requiring that the 
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top mesh of the combustor tube be cleaned after every combustion test so that similar exhaust 

ejections are avoided. 

The accelerant study, although relatively limited in scope and analysis capability, 

provided a significant amount of information to hasten the collection and analysis of practical 

results from future coal-biomass normalization studies. It is found that a petroleum distillate 

addition to the combustor bed prior to glow plug ignition is capable of aiding coal light-off and 

combustion. In order to guarantee adequate results for all fuel mixtures with 50% mass content 

of coal or greater, the addition of 10 mL of petroleum distillate are evenly distributed on the top 

of the fuel pellet layer. Beyond its original scope and primary objective, the accelerant study also 

lead to several additional modifications to the original setup and procedure for the coal-biomass 

normalization study. Namely, an increased flow rate (150 sLpm or greater) appears to be ideal 

for ensuring complete combustion of coal. Because of this observation, a small upgrade is added 

to the combustor in the form of a smaller opening mesh filter at the top of the combustor. This 

upgrade, in turn, required an update to the burner experimental procedure. Making these 

discoveries ahead of the normalization study will improve the accuracy of the data collected 

during those experiments while reducing the total number of experiments, subsequently reducing 

wasted fuel material. 

 

4.5 Conclusions 

 Coal combustion in the power generation industry accounts for a significant addition of 

CO2 and other GHGs to the atmosphere. These emissions can be curtailed through the usage of 

biomass as a substitute for a portion of the coal in a process known as co-combustion. Woody 

biomass is currently popular in this application but macroalgae has considerable potential 
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advantages that merit its investigation as a potential co-combustion fuel. Few details regarding 

algal direct co-firing are known, however, prompting the current investigation. 

 A combustion normalization process similar to one outlined in a previous work is 

proposed, but issues arose when attempting to ignite coal-containing fuel pellets. Thus, the 

normalization procedure is modified to allow for a small addition of petroleum distillate to the 

fuel bed as an accelerant to raise the coal to ignition temperature and incite complete combustion 

similar to the combustion observed in purely biomass fuel blends. A new study is undertaken to 

determine the minimum accelerant addition necessary to achieve these goals for all potential 

blends of coal and biomass. 

 It is found that the amount of accelerant needed to achieve proper combustion of the 

carbon in the bed is proportional to the mass content of coal in the fuel blend. As little as 5 mL of 

accelerant could be added to blends containing 50% or less coal by mass, while the 90% coal 

mixtures required larger, 10 mL additions. However, in both cases the lighter fluid, although 

necessary, is not sufficient to incite the same degree of combustion as in the purely biomass tests 

from Chapter 3. Thus, the air flow rates provided to the combustion bed via the Alicat flow 

controller are also increased by varying amounts. Increasing the flow rate to 250 sLpm yielded 

significantly reduced total combustion times for the 90% coal fuel blends. The 50%/50% 

coal/pine blend experienced as slight decrease in combustion time as well up to around 100 

sLpm, but combustion times increases slightly beyond this setting. Currently, it is believed that 

the pine’s more friable nature and reduced density increases the amount of material ejected from 

the bed by these higher flow rates. These ejections are further theorized to be removed before 

complete combustion can occur, removing a significant amount of energy from the bed and 

slowing combustion. 
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 Several weaknesses in the combustor’s design are also discovered during this study, 

leading to a number of small updates in the combustor’s design and operation. Overall, the 

accelerant study provided an extensive amount of information to ensure that the proposed coal-

biomass normalization study will proceed uninhibited in the future. Accelerant additions and 

increased flow rate settings will help ensure that accurate and meaningful data can be collected 

while wasting a lesser amount of resources than would otherwise be expected. The combustor 

upgrades and operational changes aid this same goal, but additionally increase the operational 

safety of the burner. Lastly, observations recorded during this study give a degree of insight into 

how the physical characteristics of coal will alter the expected combustion trends set by the 

purely biomass combustion tests. 
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Chapter 5 – Conclusions and Future Work 

 Coal is an important component in the United States’ current energy portfolio, accounting 

for nearly half of the total electricity generated from fossil fuels. However, coal also suffers from 

numerous environmental and health issues with the capacity to emit more GHG per ton than 

other fossil fuels and the inclusion of multiple heavy metals and carcinogens in its trace elements 

and inorganics composition. Because of these serious issues, replacements for coal are highly 

desired, as are shorter term mitigation solutions. Of the numerous potential competitors for coal, 

solid biomass firing and co-firing has garnered significant attention in recent years as a method 

to reduce, and potentially eliminate, coal usage. 

 Woody biomass in particular has proven a popular choice in many countries, especially in 

Europe and parts of the US. Woody biomass is relatively easy to implement as a co-firing fuel 

since it is easy to dry and process as compared to other biomass sources. Woody biomass also 

processes a relatively high energy content among biomass sources. However, woody biomass is 

utilized by several additional, large industries and increasing the amount of woody biomass used 

for power generation (to further reduce or eliminate coal usage) when combined with existing 

demand from other industries could quickly deplete the world’s woody biomass. Such an 

occurrence would cause negative and likely irreparable environmental changes; thus, researchers 

are looking for underutilized biomass sources that could be used to replace woody biomass in 

coal-biomass co-firing facilities. 

 One potential source is macroalgae, which is generally underutilized in nearly all regions 

of the world. Algae are also relatively easy to grow and possess yield potentials that outpace 

terrestrial biomasses, without needed potable water or arable land to accomplish these yields. 

Algae is more difficult to dry and process adequately than woody biomass, however, and its 

composition tends towards higher nitrogen, sulfur, inorganics, and ash content than woody 
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biomasses, leading to concerns regarding emissions and reliability in algae co-firing facilities. 

Little research has been conducted into the direct co-firing of algae, however, so these concerns 

cannot be adequately discussed. As a result, a fixed bed solid fuel combustor is constructed for 

the purpose of combusting algae-containing fuel mixtures and uncovering the emissions and 

combustion characteristics of algae co-firing. Gaseous and particulate emissions data is recorded 

by an AVL FTIR and an AVL Smoke Meter (respectively) while thermocouples recorded 

exhaust stream temperatures and an Alicat MCR-500sLpm flow controller both altered and 

reported the normalized flow rate of air to the combustor bed and fuel. 

 The primary method of investigation is initially proposed to be a normalization study in 

which the light-off and maximum burn rate times and characteristics of multiple biomass fuel 

blends are adjusted using the air flow rate to the combustion bed to be similar to a chosen base 

case. Later, an optimization study, in which the air flow rates are adjusted to provide the most 

thorough and complete combustion possible for a fuel blend, is additionally proposed. The first 

step in the proposed study is to determine a method by which to measure the total mass burned 

during a test, so that this figure could be compared to the total fuel added to the bed to determine 

the thoroughness of combustion. The resulting method utilized the emissions data provided by 

the FTIR in addition to several known or directly calculable properties of the emission species to 

determine the total mass emitted of carbon containing emission species during a burn. The total 

mass of fuel burned could then be determined using mass fractions of carbon for those species 

and the carbon mass content of the fuel blend being burned. 

 The results of this resulting model proved to be reasonably accurate in air flow rate 

ranges associated with normalized combustion, with non-normalized combustion clearly 

distinguishable by either a large amount of unburned fuel or a falsely large amount of fuel 
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burned. Although not as detailed as a second model developed in Chapter 3, this model is 

slightly more accurate and is easier to use in situ during the combustion tests, which can allow 

for more rapid and accurate adjustments to subsequent tests. Thus, using this model during future 

optimization studies of algae-containing fuel blends can potentially reduce the number and 

length of the testing required to gather accurate and meaningful data.  

Although the final results of the model are promising, there are mistakes made initially 

that lead to the proposal of a flow rate validation study for the Alicat flow controller. Such 

studies are important in order to ensure the accuracy of experimental data and the health of the 

flow controller, so despite the final results of the model, this study is considered to be a worthy 

opportunity. A simple and proven instrument for flow validation is chosen for the experimental 

setup: the Pitot-static tube. However, implementation of the Pitot-static tube proved to be 

difficult, and ultimately it is found that the designing experimental set up utilized too large of a 

final pipe diameter. The diameter of the pipe meant the air flow is still expanding when it met the 

Pitot tube, resulting in inaccurate measured flow rates. The flow rate of the Alicat is validated 

through other data reported by the flow controller and calculations made from this data. 

However, important lessons are learned regarding the design and implementation of Pitot tube 

flow validation experiments, especially in spaces with little usable volume. 

The work completed in Chapter 2 is meant to exist as a tie-in to the original 

normalization study outlined and discussed in Chapter 3. Here, the solid fuel combustor is used 

to burn three pelleted mixtures of pine and algae: 100% pine, 90%/10% pine/algae, and 

75%/25% pine/algae. The pure pine pellets are selected as a base since the power generation 

industry has already accepted woody biomass usage for co-firing and because the combustion 

properties of pine are generally well known and provide a good basis of comparison. The first 
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step of the normalization study is to adjust to flow rates for each blend in order to normalize the 

light-off and maximum combustion rate characteristics of each fuel blend to the base case. A 

flow rate of 70 sLpm is selected as the baseline flow rate for the 100% pine pellets and flow rates 

of 67 sLpm and 82 sLpm for the 90%/10% and 75%/25% mixtures, respectively, are found to 

match the baseline case relatively well. The 75%/25% result is expected because of algae’s lower 

energy content and higher inorganics composition compared to pine, the 90%/10% increased 

flow rate is not expected for the same reasons. The lower normalized flow rate of the 90%/10% 

mixture is likely due to algae’s increased adhesion and density compared to pine, which allowed 

more fuel to ignite initially than the pure pine’s more friable, less dense pellets.  

In general, the emissions results from the biomass normalization study are in keeping 

with expectations based on fuel composition. Carbon containing emissions increased with 

increasing pine content, while NOx and SOx increased with increasing algae content instead. 

Greatly different ambient H2O conditions between tests prevents conclusive analysis of the water 

vapor emissions, however, which are intended as a method to quantify the amount of hydrogen 

burned during combustion. Additionally, the exhaust streams for the algae-containing tests are, 

on average, hotter than the exhaust of the purely pine test. Since NOx formation is highly 

dependent on temperature and can be formed through dissociation as well as fuel oxidation, 

some of the difference in NOx emissions may not be due to the algae’s chemical composition. 

Before further inquiry in those results could be performed, however, it is desirable to 

conduct a normalization study on coal-biomass mixtures. During early attempts to gather such 

data, difficulty is encountered in lighting off the coal-containing pellets. The proposed solution 

for this issue is to add a small amount of lighter fluid to the fuel just before powering the glow 

plug ignition system. The amount of lighter fluid needed, however, in addition to other changes 
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that might be necessary to accommodate the lighter fluid or to further improve the combustion of 

coal in the setup, is unknown. A study is therefore performed by modifying the normalization 

procedure in order to determine the amount of lighter fluid require to ignite coal fuel blends. 

The study itself quickly found that a 10 mL addition of petroleum distillate lighter fluid is 

necessary, but not sufficient, to achieve the desired combustion properties in high coal content 

fuel mixtures. Further experimentation found that coal-biomass blends responded well to air flow 

rates increased to or above 100 sLpm. However, such high air flow rates had a tendency to eject 

matter out of the combustion bed and into the exhaust system, creating a potential fire hazard. 

The open area of the mesh on the top of the combustor tube is reduced to prevent such ejections 

from damaging the exhaust, but the change also means the mesh needs to be cleaned after every 

burn to prevent material ejection into the test cell. Overall, the accelerant study left the 

experimental setup and procedures in good position to complete the proposed coal-biomass 

normalization study once repairs on other instrumentation are complete. 

Much information regarding algae co-firing is gleaned from the experiments reported in 

this work, but more must be known in order to safely and effectively implement algae-coal co-

firing at an industrial scale. The proposed coal-biomass normalization study will add 

significantly to the knowledge gathered thus far. A potential optimization study for both biomass 

and coal-biomass fuel blends will also contribute useful information regarding the conditions 

under which algae co-firing becomes most effective at reducing emissions and/or combusting the 

fuel most efficiently. Compared to established fossil fuels, knowledge of algal biomass 

combustion is decades behind, but could reveal an effective and sustainable replacement for one 

of mankind’s largest GHG producers.  
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Appendix A – Current Experimental Procedure Documents for Experimental Operations 

Burning Procedure 

Samples are made ahead of time. See Pellet Making Procedure for details. 

Before testing, determine what pellet type the basket will contain. Select a Ziploc bag filled with 

that pellet type. Then use the most up to date Ash Measurement Procedure and Pellet Layering 

Procedure to construct the necessary baskets for the proposed test(s). 

Note: When handling baskets, especially near the combustion bed, pliers and/or insulated gloves 

are used to protect the user’s hands from burns. This is especially pertinent after a burn has been 

conducted. 

Installing Pre-Burn Charges: 

1. Lower the pre-burn basket into the plenum, securing the tabs on the plenum top and 

rotating the basket so that the side-slot aligns with the glow plug opening. 

2. Holding the “lid” open, carefully pour the pre-burn mixture into the pre-burn basket, 

ensuring that no material overflows from the basket. 

3. Secure the basket “lid” using the small tabs on the top of the basket wall. 

4. Continue to Step 2 of the section below. 

Installing Sample Baskets and Burning Charges/Samples: 

1. Lower the wire mesh basket and secure the tabs on the plenum tube. Align the slot in the 

basket with the threaded hole in the plenum tube. 

2. Ensure the silica fabric insulation is wrapped tightly around the plenum tube and does 

cover the threaded hole in the plenum tube. 

o If the test does not include coal within the fuel mixture, procedure to Step 3. 

o If the test sample contains coal, then 10 mL of charcoal lighter fluid must be 

added at this point to ensure light-off. Carefully tip and squeeze the bottle of 

lighter fluid to a small graduated cylinder in the area outside of the formula shop. 

Continue to add lighter fluid until roughly 10 mL is in the cylinder. Pour this fluid 

evenly around the fuel in the combustion bed, starting from the center of the bed. 

o Care must be taken when adding lighter fluid to the combustor, especially after a 

test of relatively slow burning fuels. The fluid has a low heat of combustion and 

vaporizes quickly; meaning stray embers or even overly hot combustor surfaces 

may lead to a premature light off. Ensure that all ash has been removed, all 

embers extinguished, and that the side walls of the combustor bed and the glow 

plug are relatively cool before adding the lighter fluid. 

3. Carefully place combustion tube on base. Insert the glow plug into the bottom most hole 

in the combustion tube and then thread into the hole in the plenum tube. This will secure 

the tube. If necessary, rotate the combustion tube to align the holes for the glow plug. The 

silica fabric insulation may block the inner hole, in which case remove the combustion 

tube and adjust the insulation. 
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4. Slide the thermocouples within the appropriate slots in the combustion tube. Note that the 

thermocouples will not be secured to the tube itself, and will be free to slide during 

operation. 

5. Attach the FTIR and Smoke Meter probes in the top two slots of the combustion tube 

(regardless of whether emissions measurements will be taken). Take care with the FTIR 

probe, as it is internally heated, and will be extremely hot. The Smoke Meter probe is 

also heated, but typically will be cool enough to handle with bare hands. 

6. Connect the thermocouples and flow meters to the appropriate computer interfaces. 

Ensure the DAQ board controlling these instruments is connected to the power supply 

and receiving power. Make sure the computer reading thermocouples and adjust flow 

rates to ensure that the flow meter is functioning properly. Reset the flow meter to 0 

sLpm when finished. 

7. Place protective mesh on top of combustion chamber and secure with bracket.   

8. Attach exhaust hose and start the exhaust fan and the room fan. 

9. Secure the CO2 canister to the safety valve. Set the flow rate to the desired number. Begin 

collecting data from the flow control program (note that it may be required to manually 

sync this data collection with the emissions-reading program(s) on a separate laptop). 

10. Attach the safety switch to the small end of the glow plug and the positive (power) and 

negative (ground) terminals of a 12VDC lead acid battery. Initiate glow plug by attaching 

a wire from the base of the glow plug (i.e. the part of the glow plug closest to the hole) to 

the negative terminal of the 12VDC lead acid battery. 

11. Turn off glow plug once combustion begins by removing the connection between the 

plug and the negative terminal of the battery, and then carefully disassembling the wiring. 

The onset of combustion is typically characterized by smell, the presence of smoke 

coming out of the top of the combustor tube, or an exhaust emission reading from the 

FTIR (if used) of 1200 ppm of CO2 or higher. Combustion will not be immediately 

visible, and conflagration will advance very rapidly; do not look down the combustor 

tube if combustion is thought to have started until the visible flame is gone. 

12. If there are any safety concerns during combustion, or if an immediate evacuation of the 

test cell area is required, flip CO2 cartridge and open the valve to halt combustion. 

13. Once combustion is complete (signified by the extinction of the last visible flame in the 

biomass char), turn off air flow and let apparatus cool for approximately 30-45 seconds. 

14. When cooled, begin disassembling the apparatus (in reverse order of assembly). Use 

insulated gloves, as the combustor tube will be hot. Removing the thermocouples is not 

absolutely required, but may make handling the combustor tube easier. At this time, clean 

the overlapping mesh on the top of the combustor tube and replace once finished. 

15. Remove the basket gently and follow the most recent Ash Measurement Procedure for 

further handling. Also remove the mesh cap on top of the combustor and take it to the 

storm drain outside of the garage door to tap out any ash caught in the mesh. 

16. Repeat Steps 1 through 15 for all desired samples. When all samples have been burned, 

disconnect all control devices and electrical inputs. Store the thermocouples, flow meter, 

power supply, and car battery in appropriate areas within the test cell. 
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If determining emissions: 

1. The FTIR must be purged with compressed nitrogen gas for at least 12 hours in advance 

of testing. 

2. Roughly 1 hour before testing, The FTIR must be readied and calibrated for testing. The 

Smokemeter should also be readied during this time, if needed. Steps 1 and 2 will be 

completed by one of Dr. Depcik’s graduate students. 

3. During Step 8 of the Burning Procedure, the FTIR and Smokemeter are connected to a 

separate, appropriate computer with the control software for both instruments. 

4. Data collection for the FTIR are started at the same time as the flow rate and temperature 

data collection in Step 11 of the Burning Procedure. Smoke meter data collection are set 

for 30 second measurements, and must be manually started after light-off of the biomass, 

when flames are visible through the viewport in the combustion tube. No more than 5 

Smoke Meter tests are run per sample. Use the same number of Smoke Meter tests per 

sample during testing. The Smoke Meter can be set up to automatically take consecutive 

measurements after the first measurement request is made. 

5. After the sample has been completely burned, a backflush of the FTIR are performed 

before disassembly of the test rig (Step 16). DO NOT run the black flush during or after 

disassembly as it will release hot exhaust gas and soot into the test cell, potentially 

injuring those within. 

6. After the conclusion of the final test, the backflush should immediately be followed by a 

Purge command of the FTIR. This purge are run before disassembly of the combustor 

tube. 

 

Basket and Ash Measuring Procedure for Solid Biofuel Testing 

This procedure is developed to increase the accuracy and repeatability of the ash mass 

measurements recorded during testing with the Solid Fuel Combustor located in Learned 1109. 

All applicable PPE for this room and the Environmental Science Lab in Learned 1116 must be 

worn at all times in this locations. Review lab-specific trainings available from KU 

Environmental Health and Safety (EHS) for the exact requirements of these labs.  

1) In the Learned 1116, press the On-Off button on the front of the uncovered mass scale on 

the table near the double doors. Wait several seconds for the scale to turn on and for the 

reading on the LED screen to stop fluctuating. If the scale’s resting value is not zero, 

press the red Re-Zero button on the front of the scale and then wait several seconds for 

the reading to zero. Repeat the last step as often as need to reach a zero value while 

unloaded. 

2) Place a sheet of 8.5”x11” sheet of standard printer paper on top of the uncovered scale 

such that it does not cover the LED screen but also with the center of the sheet near the 

center of the measuring plate. Carefully place an empty sample basket with its two mesh 

dividers on top of the sheet of paper, again keeping the center of the basket near the 

center of the sample. 
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3) Allow the readings on the LED screen to stop fluctuating before recording the mass of 

the basket and sheet of paper (around 70.79 g as measured 1-30-17). 

4) Remove the basket and mesh dividers from the scale a fill them with fuel pellets of the 

desired mixture, following standard basket filling procedures. 

5) Carefully return the basket and dividers with the fuel pellets to the scale, placing the 

filled basket near the center of the sample place. Allow the LED screen to adjust and 

record the new mass reading (This will get near and possibly above 100g for the algae 

containing mixtures). 

6) Repeat Steps 2) through 6) for each sample basket to be used. 

7) Follow the Solid Fuel Combustor testing procedure during each basket’s test (Note that 

the printer paper should not be placed in the burner with the basket). After the test, 

carefully remove basket and dividers from the combustor bed to reduce the ash loss 

through the mesh bottom. Gently set the basket aside and allow it to cool. 

8) Once the basket has cooled, gently replace the printer paper underneath the basket and 

return it to the Learned 1116 lab (remember your PPE!). 

9) Repeat Step 1) to ensure the scale is ready for use. Gently place the paper, basket, 

dividers, and ash onto the sample plate and wait for the LED display to stop fluctuating 

before recording the mass. 

10) Take the measured basket, paper, dividers, and ash to a clean, open work place with a re-

sealable bag. Using a brush or similar tool, carefully remove the ash from the basket, 

dividers, and paper, brushing it instead into the re-sealable bag. Seal the bag when 

finished cleaning and secure in a safe location for further testing. 

11) Once the ash has been removed, reweigh the paper, basket, and dividers and record the 

mass. 

12) Repeat Steps 8) through 11) for all tested baskets. 

13) Return the baskets to their storage location and throw away the paper used for the 

procedure. 

 

Coal Fuel Mixture Accelerant Testing Goals and Steps 

Objectives: 

1. Determine if charcoal lighter fluid can be used as an accelerant to light off coal 

containing fuel mixtures in the Solid Fuel Combustor. 

2. If effective, then narrow the amount of lighter fluid needed to a specific amount or range 

in order to reduce waste and improve result accuracy and repeatability. 

3. If able, determine if a meaningful relationship exists between the amount of coal in the 

fuel mixture and the amount of lighter fluid needed to begin light off. 

Procedure: 

Part 1: Objectives 1 & 2 
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All burns should follow the most up-to-date Solid Fuel Combustor Burning Procedure. Carefully 

review this procedure before testing and ensure that all pertinent safety procedures are flowed 

during testing. 

1. Follow the up-to-date Ash Measuring, Pellet Layering, and Burn Procedures to construct 

test baskets of 50%/50% pine/coal pellets as well as mix two burn’s worth of pre-burn 

fuel mixture. 

2. Conduct the pre-burns as normal and then prepare the first coal sample basket for testing. 

After inserting the basket as per the Burn Procedure, carefully lift the mesh divider on top 

of the pellet layer. 

3. In the outdoors area immediately outside of the Formula Shop, carefully measure out 5 

mL of the charcoal lighting fluid into the graduated cylinder stored with the fluid. 

Quickly, but carefully, pour the lighter fluid evenly onto the fuel pellets in the combustor 

bed before replacing the mesh divider. 

4. Rebuild the combustor and test the sample basket as normal per the Burn Procedure. 

Carefully observe the viewport on the side of the tube as well as the temperature data 

displayed by the LabVIEW control program. Timing the total burn time may prove very 

valuable as well. Take notes as necessary. 

5. Compare the observations from Step 4) to the pre-burns and known behaviors of the non-

coal containing fuels mixtures to determine whether the amount of lighter fluid used is 

adequate. 

6. Repeat Steps 2) through 5) as many times as necessary to find the specific amount or 

range of lighter fluid additions needed to initiate light-off in the coal. If the amount added 

is determined to be inadequate in Step 5), add to the next basket an additional 5 mL of 

fluid over the amount added to the previous basket. If the amount of fluid added is 

adequate in Step 5), then it may be reduced in further testing by some amount < 5 mL. 

7. Be sure to record the volume of lighter fluid added to each test so that the proper amount 

of lighter fluid will always be added in future testing. 

Part 2: Objective 3 

Once Objectives 1 and 2 have been met, it may be beneficial to test fuel mixtures with varying 

percentages of coal to see if the amount of lighter fluid needed changes.  

1. Follow the up-to-date Ash Measuring, Pellet Layering, and Burn Procedures to construct 

at least two test baskets of 50%/50% pine/coal pellets as well as several baskets of a 

X%/Y% pine/coal mixture (refrain from using algae to reduce variance). Do not forget to 

additionally mix two burn’s worth of pre-burn fuel mixture in addition to the test baskets. 

2. Conduct the pre-burns as normal and then prepare the first 50%/50% pine/coal sample 

basket for testing. After inserting the basket as per the Burn Procedure, carefully lift the 

mesh divider on top of the pellet layer. Add an amount of lighter fluid to the basket 

consistent with the findings of Part 1 before replacing the divider and reconstructing the 

combustor. 
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3. Conduct the burn of the basket in Step 2) according to the Burn Procedure and then 

repeat the set up from Step 2) for the second 50%/50% pine/coal basket before burning 

the material according to the Burn Procedure. For both tests, be sure to take notes on the 

thermocouple data presented in the LabVIEW control program, visual cues in the 

viewport of the combustor, and the total combustion time of the samples. 

4. After the 50%/50% pine/coal samples have been burned, begin to set up the X%/Y% 

pine/coal samples with the same methodology as the 50%/50%. When adding the lighter 

fluid, begin by adding the same amount of fluid to the X%/Y% mixture as is prescribed 

for the 50%/50% mixture. The amount of fluid added is then varied similar to the process 

in Part 1, if necessary. Suggestions for adjustments (if necessary) are below.  

a. If the percentage of coal is higher than 50% in the new mixture, begin by adding 5 

mL for the first test.  

b. If the percentage of coal in the mixture is less than 50%, lower the amount of 

fluid added, if possible. If the amount of fluid added cannot be lowered, consider 

adding no fluid or increasing the percentage of coal to ensure the test has purpose. 

5. Proceed with testing of the new mixture using the same methodology of Steps 3) through 

6) in Part 1, adjusting fluid addition amounts from test to test based on the recorded 

observations. 

6. Once a specific amount or range of lighter fluid addition is found for the X%/Y% 

pine/coal mixture, record this value into the same reference as the lighter fluid amount for 

50%/50% for ease of use. 

7. If a relationship between coal percentage and the necessary lighter fluid addition is found, 

a simple linear interpolation can be used to approximate necessary additions for other 

mixtures as a function of coal percentage. If/when more specific ranges or values are 

found for these mixtures; make sure to record them for future reference.  
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Appendix B – Sample Calculation for Optimization Study Methodology 

Fuel mass burned approximation procedure 

 The sample calculation for the fuel mass burned procedure outlined in Chapter 2 will use 

the CO2 emissions from the first data point of the 100% pine test used as a normalizing baseline 

in the Results section of Chapter 3. This data point is measured in ppm by the FTIR and must be 

converted to a volume fraction in accordance with Eq. (1) from Chapter 2: 

    𝜑CO2
= 282.230 (

1

106) = 2.8223 × 10−4   (1) 

Note that the volume fraction can immediately be converted into a mole fraction. Now, Chapter 

2’s Eq. (3) can convert from a mole fraction to a more useful mass fraction. It is necessary to 

determine the molar masses of CO2 and the mixture before continuing this process. The CO2 

molar mass can be easily calculated as: 

    𝑀CO2
=  𝑀C + 2𝑀O2

= 12 + 2(16)    (2) 

    𝑀CO2
= 44        (3) 

while the molar mass of the mixture first requires that the mole fraction of N2 be calculated. 

Molecular nitrogen’s mole fraction can be found by employing Eq. (6) from Chapter 2. Since 

there nearly a dozen individual emission species included in this calculation, it is not presented 

here, but for the first data point of the 100% pine emissions, 𝑋N2
 is found to be: 

    𝑋N2
= 0.7618       (4) 

Which is then applied to Eq. (4) from Chapter 2 to calculate the mixture’s molar mass. Similarly 

to Eq. (4), this calculation is not included here due to spatial constraints, but the calculation 

yielded: 

    𝑀𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 = 28.888       (5) 

The mass fraction of CO2 at the sample data point is then: 

    𝑌CO2
=  𝜑CO2

𝑀CO2

𝑀𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒
=  (2.8223 × 10−4) (

44 

28.888  
)  (6) 

    𝑌CO2
= 4.298 × 10−4      (7) 

Before Eq. (5) from Chapter 2 can be used, the density of the mixture under the conditions of the 

sample line must be determined via the ideal gas law as found in Eq. (11) in Chapter 2: 

    𝜌mixture =  
𝑃𝑀air

�̅�𝑇
      (8) 

From Chapter 2, it is known that 𝑃 is 86 psi in the FTIR sample line while 𝑇 is 191°C. For 

solving Eq. (7) above, it is useful to convert these values from psi to Pa and from °C to K. Thus, 

𝑃 becomes 592949.36 Pa and 𝑇 is 464.15 K. Eq. (8) can now be solved to find the density of the 

overall mixture: 
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    𝜌mixture =  
(592949.36)(28.888 )

(8314.5 )(464.15 )
=  4.4385    (9) 

Note that the solution of Eq. (9) will change at each data point, since the mole fraction of 

nitrogen will change as the composition of the exhaust changes. Now, Chapter 2’s Eq. (7) can be 

solved at this data point: 

  𝐶CO2
=  𝑌CO2

𝜌mixture =  (4.289 × 10−4 )(4.4496 )   (10) 

   𝐶CO2
=  1.908 × 10−3      (11) 

A baseline of the CO2 emissions due to the steady flow of air from the Alicat flow controller is 

now estimated as the arithmetic mean of the masses of CO2 per volume of mixture from the first 

thirty-five data points. These data points are measured before the start of combustion (during the 

fuel warming period) and are accurate estimates of ambient conditions during the test period. 

Due to the number of data points needed for the baseline calculation, it will not be given in its 

entirety here. It is calculated to be:   

    𝐶CO2,𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 = 3.5491 × 10−3    (12) 

The baseline value are then subtracted from each mass flow rate calculated for the corresponding 

species at every data point. For the mass flow rate of CO2 at the first data point, given in Eq. 

(10), this calculation yields: 

   𝐶𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 =  1.908 × 10−3  − 3.5491 × 10−3   (13) 

   𝐶𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 =  −1.6411 × 10−3      (14) 

Since the result in Eq. (14) is less than zero, the mass of CO2 per volume of mixture at this point 

is considered to be at ambient conditions and is set to zero for future calculations. The above 

method from Eq. (1) to here is repeated for all data points and for all species, using those 

species’ baseline values in Eq. (12) to find adjusted values for 𝐶CO2
. 

Before using the instantaneous mass flow rate equation from Chapter 2, the volumetric 

flow rate of the air from the Alicat flow controller (an approximation of the total exhaust 

volumetric flow rate) is solved for using Eqs (11) and (12) from Chapter 2. Note that for all tests 

of 100% pine, the flow rate is held to a constant 70 sLpm and that the temperature and pressure 

of the air flow to the bed needs to be used. Hence, the air flow temperature is assumed as 

approximately the temperature of the room air, around 297.039 K (75°F), and the flow pressure 

is estimated as 14.8 psia (slightly higher than atmospheric pressure) making the calculation: 

   �̇�𝐿𝑝𝑚 =  (70) (
297.039 

294.26 
) (

14.696

14.8
) = 70.165    (15) 

   �̇�𝑎𝑖𝑟 =  (70.165) (
10−3

1
) (

1

60
) = 1.169 × 10−3    (16) 

Now the instantaneous mass flow rate of CO2 due to fuel combustion can be estimated at the first 

data point of the 100% pine test as: 
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   �̇�CO2
=  𝐶adjusted�̇�𝑎𝑖𝑟 =  (0)(1.169 × 10−3)   (17) 

   �̇�CO2
= 0        (18) 

Eqs (17) and (18) are repeated at all data points to find the mass flow rate of CO2 due to 

combustion at these points.  

Once the adjusted mass flow rate values have been calculated at all data points, the 

trapezoid rule is applied to the mass flow rate data in order estimate the total integral of the mass 

flow rates for each species, which provides an estimate for the total mass emission for each 

species over the total combustion time. These values are then converted to gm from kg, for a 

more direct comparison to fuel weight measurements, which are made in gm. Since this 

calculation involves more data points that the baseline estimation calculation, it will likewise not 

be provided in its entirety here. For CO2, however, this value is found to be: 

   𝑚CO2,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 37.1885       (19) 

The mass fraction of carbon in CO2 is then calculated using the molar mass of the atomic 

constituents assuming 1 mol of CO2: 

   𝑦C in CO2
=  

(1 )(12)

(1 )(12)+(2 )(16)
      (20) 

   𝑦C in CO2
= 0.2727       (21) 

Multiplying the result in Eq. (19) with the result in Eq. (21) then yields the total mass emission 

of carbon in the form of CO2 from fuel combustion: 

   𝑚C from CO2
= 0.2727(37.1885) = 10.1413   (22) 

The methodology from Eqs (20) to (22) is repeated for all carbon containing emissions and the 

results summed into a total carbon mass emission due to fuel combustion. The result for the 

current test is found to be: 

   𝑚C = 10.446        (23) 

With the total mass of fuel carbon emitted as products of combustion known in Eq. (19), the total 

mass of fuel burned can now be estimated using Eq. (23) and the fuel mass fraction of carbon. 

The fuel mass fraction of carbon can be found in Chapter 3. The estimated total mass of fuel 

combusted during the example test is: 

   𝑚𝑓 =  
10.446

0.514
= 20.323      (24) 

Note that although the result of Eq. (24) is within 0.2 gm of the average fuel mass in a basket 

during a combustion test, this similarity may not throw the accuracy of the above procedure’s 

final results into a negative light. Comparisons with predicted ash masses, the procedure for 

which is outlined in the next section, place this deficit within an expectable range. But the 

difference between the total fuel mass and the estimated mass of fuel burned is still close enough 

to warrant concerns regarding rounding error and statistical errors. Regardless of the accuracy of 
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the individual estimates, the trends produced by this analysis across multiple fuel blend and flow 

rate combinations match well with real world results and observations. Hence, credence is lent to 

the accuracy and usefulness of the model’s estimates in predicting overall trends. 

Ash content estimation procedure for Table 2 in Chapter 2 

 The %wt ash content will be determined for each fuel mixture through a weighted sums 

process: 

   𝑦𝑎𝑠ℎ,𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 =  𝑦𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑦𝑎𝑠ℎ,𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑒 + 𝑦𝑎𝑙𝑔𝑎𝑒𝑦𝑎𝑠ℎ,𝑎𝑙𝑔𝑎𝑒    (25) 

where 𝑦𝑎𝑠ℎ,𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 is the estimated ash content of the total mixture in mass fraction, 𝑦𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑒 and 

𝑦𝑎𝑙𝑔𝑎𝑒 are the mass fraction of pine and algae in the fuel mixture (respectively), and 𝑦𝑎𝑠ℎ,𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑒 is 

the mass fraction ash content in the pine while 𝑦𝑎𝑠ℎ,𝑎𝑙𝑔𝑎𝑒 is the mass fraction ash content of the 

algae. Since the ash contents of both pine and algae are given as a range of values, it is desirable 

to do the same for their mixtures. To this, Eq. (25) will be applied to each fuel mixture twice: 

once in an estimated minimum ash content value and a second time for an estimated maximum 

value. 

 To accomplish this, the corresponding pine and algae ash contents are substituted in to 

Eq. (25); i.e., the minimum pine ash content and minimum algae ash content are used in Eq. (25) 

to calculate the mixture’s minimum ash content. Thus, Eq. (25) becomes: 

   𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛.  𝑎𝑠ℎ,𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 =  𝑦𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛.  𝑎𝑠ℎ,𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑒 + 𝑦𝑎𝑙𝑔𝑎𝑒𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛.  𝑎𝑠ℎ,𝑎𝑙𝑔𝑎𝑒 (26) 

for the minimum ash content case and: 

   𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥.  𝑎𝑠ℎ,𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 =  𝑦𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥.  𝑎𝑠ℎ,𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑒 + 𝑦𝑎𝑙𝑔𝑎𝑒𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥.  𝑎𝑠ℎ,𝑎𝑙𝑔𝑎𝑒 (27) 

for the maximum ash content case. As an example, consider the estimated low ash content case 

for the 90%/10% pine algae mixture. The low value of ash contents for pine and algae are 0.5% 

and 3.5%, by weight, respectively [46]. Note that %wt values are simply mass fractions 

multiplied by one hundred. Thus, Eq. (27) can be solved as: 

𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛.  𝑎𝑠ℎ,𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 =  (0.9)(0.005) + (0.1)(0.035)   (28) 

   𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛.  𝑎𝑠ℎ,𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 = 0.0045 + 0.0035    (29) 

   𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛.  𝑎𝑠ℎ,𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 = 0.008      (30) 

Thus, the low estimate of the %wt ash content for the 90%/10% mixtures is 0.8%. With an ash 

content estimate now made, an estimate for the mass of ash produced during a combustion test 

can be found using the relation: 

   𝑚𝑎𝑠ℎ =  𝑦𝑎𝑠ℎ,𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙      (31) 

where 𝑚𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 is the average mass of fuel in a fuel basket during a single test in gm. Therefore, for 

the minimum ash estimate case of the 90%/10% mixture, Eq. (31) yields an ash mass estimate of: 

   𝑚𝑎𝑠ℎ =  (0.008)(23.5) = 0.188     (32) 
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Thus, the 90%/10% mixtures are theoretically capable of combusting nearly all of their fuel 

mass. Practically, this will likely not be the observed result and the ash mass estimates will be 

closer to the average case, which will use the averaged %wt ash content calculated from the 

mean of the maximum and minimum ash content cases for each mixture.  

 

Flow validation analysis procedure 

 For this sample calculation procedure, the Alicat and manometer values for a flow 

validation test at 50 sLpm are used to demonstrate the process. Beginning with Eq. (15) in 

Chapter 2, the standardized flow rate as set on the Alicat is converted from sLpm to Lpm. Note 

that the air flow is assumed to be at 295.37 K (72°F) with a pressure of 14.8 psia: 

   �̇�𝐿𝑝𝑚 =  (50) (
297.37

294.26
) (

14.696

14.8 
) = 50.1734    (33) 

The solution of Eq. (33) is then converted into ft3 min-1 using Chapter 2’s Eq. (19): 

   �̇�𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝐼𝑚𝑝. =  50.1734(0.0353147) =  1.7716   (34) 

With the set flow rate of the Alicat solved for, the measured flow rate must now be calculated for 

before comparisons can be drawn. 

 Eq. (20) is a relatively simple Equation to solve, however, one variable remains 

unknown: the air density. The flow stream is assumed to follow ideal gas law characteristics and 

is found via Eq. (11) from Chapter 2. The molar mass in this Equation remains the molar mass of 

air while the temperature and pressure are assumed to be the values used in Eq. (34) above 

(converted to the proper units). Thus: 

   𝜌 =  
𝑃𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑟

�̅�𝑇
=  

(102042.4)(28.96)

(8314.5)(297.37)
= 1.1952    (35) 

and the air velocity measured by the Pitot-static tube becomes: 

   𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 =  √
2(𝑃𝑑−𝑃𝑠)

𝜌
=  √

2(24)

1.1952
= 6.3372    (36) 

Since the calculated flow rate is in terms of m s-1, it is converted in ft min-1 for future 

calculations: 

   𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤,𝐼𝑚𝑝 =  6.3372(3.28084)(60) = 1247.4887  (37) 

The solution to Eq. (38) can be used to solve for a “measured” volumetric flow rate that can be 

compared to the set flow rate calculated from the Alicat settings. 

 Before the measured volume flow rate can be calculated, however, the cross-sectional 

area of at the point of measurement must be known. Since the pipe used has a circular cross-

section, its cross-sectional area can be found using the pipe’s interior diameter. The section 

holding the Pitot-static tube is constructed of 3” Sch 40 pipe, with an inner diameter of 3.068”. 
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Thus, using the equation for the area of a circle, listed in Chapter 2’s Eq. (22), the cross-sectional 

area becomes: 

   𝐴𝐶 =  𝜋 (
3.068

2
)

2

= 7.393 (
1

(12)2) = 0.05134   (38) 

Finally, Eq. (23) from Chapter 2 is applied to solve for the measured volume flow rate: 

   �̇�𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 =  (1247.4887)(0.05134) = 64.0461   (39) 

Eq. (39) does not match Eq. (34), so Chapter 2’s Eq. (24) must be applied to determine an 

effective cross-sectional area: 

   𝐴𝐶,𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑡 =  
�̇�𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝐼𝑚𝑝.

𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤,𝐼𝑚𝑝
=  

 1.7716

1247.4887
=  0.001420  (40) 

The result of Eq. (40) can now be compared to the cross-sectional areas of the large pipe and the 

Alicat outlet in order to draw conclusions regarding the state of the air flow inside the flow 

validation set up.  
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Appendix C – Energy Release Logic and Process 

Note: The Tables A through D referenced in this section can be found in Appendix D 

Estimation of the heat of formation of a fuel can be accomplished using the generalized 

heating value relationship: 

𝑄𝐻𝑉 =  ∑ 𝑛�̅�𝑅 ℎ𝑓,𝑖
0̅̅ ̅̅ + ∑ 𝑛�̅�𝑃 ℎ𝑓,𝑖

0̅̅ ̅̅     (1) 

where 𝑄𝐻𝑉 is the molar heating value of the combusted fuel, 𝑛�̅� is the mole fraction of species 𝑖 

in the reaction, ℎ𝑓,𝑖
0̅̅ ̅̅  is the molar heat of formation of species 𝑖, 𝑅 represents the reactant species, 

and 𝑃 represents the product species. The moles of product species can be estimated from the 

emissions measurements by the FTIR; however, another method of evaluation must be employed 

for the fuel composition. The individual species mass fraction information (i.e., carbon, 

hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen aka CHON) obtained from combustion analysis studies will be 

used for this purpose. Combining the mass composition information from Chapter 3’s Table 1 

with the molar mass data provided in Table A can allow for solution of the molar composition of 

the fuel using the Equation: 

𝑋𝑖 =  

𝑚𝑖
𝑀𝑖

𝑚C
𝑀C

+
𝑚H
𝑀H

+
𝑚O
𝑀O

+
𝑚N
𝑀N

      (2) 

which solves for 𝑋𝑖, the molar fraction of species 𝑖 in the fuel, by using the mass fraction of that 

species from Chapter 3 Table 1 (𝑚𝑖) divided by the molar mass of the species (𝑀𝑖), all divided 

by the sum of that calculation for all of the species in the fuel. As an example, consider the 

carbon content of the 90%/10% fuel mixture. Using the mass fraction data from Chapter 3 and 

the molar mass data of each species, Eq. (2) becomes: 

𝑋C =  

𝑚C
𝑀C

𝑚C
𝑀C

+
𝑚H
𝑀H

+
𝑚O
𝑀O

+
𝑚N
𝑀N

      (3) 

𝑋C =  
0.499

12
0.499

12
+

0.061

1
+

0.417

16
+

0.002

14

     (4) 

𝑋C = 0.3229       (5) 

The calculated molar mass fractions for all mixtures are provided with the molar mass of 

each species in Table A. Next, looking at the generalized stoichiometric combustion reaction for 

one mole of fuel: 

C𝑥H𝑦O𝑧N𝑎 + 𝑓(O2 + 3.76N2)  → 𝑏CO2 + 𝑐H2O + 𝑑N2  (6) 

the next step is to translate the calculated mole fractions to moles. To do this, the following 

relationship is established: 

𝑋𝑖

𝑋C
=  

𝑥𝑖

𝑥
       (7) 
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where 𝑋𝑖 is the fuel molar fraction of the species of interest, 𝑥𝑖 is the moles of the species in Eq. 

(6), and 𝑥 is the number of moles of fuel carbon. Eq. (7) can be rearranged as: 

𝑥𝑖 = 𝑥 (
𝑋𝑖

𝑋C
)       (8) 

to solve for the moles of any fuel elemental species in Eq. (6) given a known value for 𝑥. Thus, 

an estimate for the moles of carbon in a mole of biomass fuel is then made. One source points 

towards 1.64 as a reasonable estimate of 𝑥; however, testing of this procedure in MATLAB has 

shown that the actual value of 𝑥 has little impact on the final result [76]. Thus, for the 90%/10% 

mixture, the moles of hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen become, respectively:  

𝑦 = 𝑥 (
𝑋H

𝑋C
) = (1.64) (

0.4736

0.3229
) = 2.405   (9) 

𝑧 = 𝑥 (
𝑋O

𝑋C
) = (1.64) (

0.2024

0.3229
) = 1.028   (10) 

𝑎 = 𝑥 (
𝑋N

𝑋C
) = (1.64) (

0.0011

0.3229
) = 0.006   (11) 

With the moles of individual elements per mole of fuel determined, the molar mass of the 

fuel can be estimated through the relation: 

𝑀𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 = 𝑥 ∙ 𝑀C + 𝑦 ∙ 𝑀H + 𝑧 ∙ 𝑀O + 𝑎 ∙ 𝑀N   (12) 

The calculations for fuel molar mass for all tested blends are provided in Table B. Also included 

in Table B are the molar higher heating values calculated from the Equation: 

𝑄𝐻𝑉 =  𝑄𝐻𝐻𝑉𝑀𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙      (13) 

where 𝑄𝐻𝑉 is the higher heating value of the fuel. Note that the energy content determined via 

calorimetry and presented in Chapter 3 Table 1 is a “gross heating value” which is Equivalent to 

the higher heating value. Eq. (13) can then be applied to the 90%/10% fuel to find: 

𝑄𝐻𝑉 = (17496.98)(0.04149) =  725.95     (14) 

The next step is then to determine the moles of air and products in Eq. (6).These values are 

determined via an element balance, starting with the carbon balance: 

𝑏 = 𝑥 = 1.64 𝑚𝑜𝑙      (15) 

followed by the hydrogen balance: 

2𝑐 = 𝑦        (16) 

𝑐 =  
𝑦

2
=  

2.4054

2
= 1.703     (17) 

then the oxygen balance: 

    𝑧 + 2𝑓 = 2 ∙ 𝑏 + 𝑐      (18) 
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    𝑓 = 𝑏 +
𝑐

2
−

𝑧

2
=  1.64 +

1.703

2
−

1.028

2
    (19) 

    𝑓 = 1.978       (20) 

and finally the nitrogen balance: 

    𝑎 + 3.76 ∙ 2 ∙ 𝑓 = 2 ∙ 𝑑     (21) 

    𝑑 = 3.76 ∙ 𝑓 +
𝑎

2
= 3.76 ∙ 1.978 +

0.0056

2
   (22) 

    𝑑 = 7.440       (23) 

 The calculated moles for Eq. (6) can now be combined with the heat of formation data for 

each species so that Eq. (1) can be solved for the heat of formation of the fuel. Before this, 

however, it is useful to expand the summations in Eq. (1) in application to Eq. (6). This yields 

the relation: 

𝑄𝐻𝑉 =  (𝑛𝑓 ∙ ℎ̅𝑓,𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙
0 + 𝑓 ∙ ℎ̅𝑓,O2

0 + 3.76 ∙ 𝑓 ∙ ℎ̅𝑓,N2

0 ) − (𝑏 ∙ ℎ̅𝑓,CO2

0 + 𝑐 ∙ ℎ̅𝑓,H2O𝑔

0 + 𝑑 ∙ ℎ̅𝑓,N2

0 ) (24) 

which can be rearranged into: 

ℎ̅𝑓,𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙
0 =  𝑄𝐻𝑉 − 𝑓 ∙ ℎ̅𝑓,O2

0 + (𝑑 − 3.76 ∙ 𝑓)ℎ̅𝑓,N2

0 + 𝑏 ∙ ℎ̅𝑓,CO2

0 + 𝑐 ∙ ℎ̅𝑓,H2O𝑔

0   (25) 

Solutions for Eq. (25) for each of the fuels are given in Table C. The stoichiometric combustion 

reaction Equation is useful for estimating several parameters of the fuel itself but is not an 

accurate portrayal of the in situ conditions inside the combustion bed. As evidenced by the O2 

emissions figures in the results sections of Chapters 3 and 4, there is excess oxygen in the bed, 

and a lean combustion reaction is more accurate. The lean combustion reaction Equation is 

written as: 

𝑛𝑓C𝑥H𝑦O𝑧N𝑎 + 𝑔(O2 + 3.76N2)  →  xCO2
CO2 + xCOCO + xH2OH2O + 𝑥NONO 

+𝑥NO2
NO2 + 𝑥N2ON2O + 𝑥THCTHC + 𝑥O2

O2 + 𝑥N2
N2    (26) 

where 𝑥𝑖 is the moles of product species 𝑖 per mole of exhaust, 𝑛 is the moles of fuel, and 𝑔 is 

the moles of air available for combustion. Note that Eq. (26) is in a per mole exhaust basis since 

the moles of product species are calculated from the emissions measurements provided by the 

FTIR. These measurements are in ppm, which are directly convertible into molarity 

(molmolexhaust
-1); thus, on a per mole exhaust basis. Also of interest is the total hydrocarbon 

(THC) emissions measurement. This measurement is useful for calculations because it accounts 

for several chemical species that individually have almost negligible values but together 

represent a significant portion of the reacted carbon. The only value that is not known is 𝑥𝑁2
 

since nitrogen is used as a purging medium in the FTIR and is, therefore, not measured by the 

device. However, assuming ideal gas behavior allows for the relation: 

∑ 𝑥𝑖 =  1      (27) 

allows 𝑥𝑁2
 to be calculated from the known exhaust species via: 
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   𝑥N2
= 1 − 𝑥CO2

− 𝑥CO − 𝑥H2O − 𝑥NO − 𝑥NO2
− 𝑥N2O

− 𝑥THC − 𝑥O2
(28) 

With all of the exhaust mole fractions now known in addition to the fuel molar composition, the 

values of 𝑛 and 𝑔 can be found via the appropriate element balances. The carbon balance works 

well for 𝑛: 

     𝑛 ∙ 𝑥 =  𝑥CO2
+ 𝑥CO + 3 ∙ 𝑥THC   (29) 

     𝑛 =  
𝑥CO2+𝑥CO+3∙𝑥THC

𝑥
     (30) 

while the oxygen balance finds g with relative ease: 

  𝑛 ∙ 𝑧 + 2 ∙ 𝑔 =  2 ∙ 𝑥CO2
+ 𝑥CO + 𝑥H2O + 𝑥NO + 2 ∙ 𝑥NO2

+ 𝑥N2O
+ 2 ∙ 𝑥O2

 (31) 

   𝑔 =  𝑥CO2
+ 𝑥NO2

+ 𝑥O2
+

𝑥CO+𝑥H2O+𝑥NO+𝑥N2O+𝑛∙𝑧

2
   (32) 

Note that 𝑥𝑇𝐻𝐶  in Eqs. (29) and (30) must be multiplied by three because the THC measurements 

are presented in a moles of propane basis (and propane has three carbon atoms). From the first 

data point of the FTIR data file for the normalized 90%/10% test, this yields: 

𝑛 =  
(4.591×10−5)+(1.120×10−6)+3∙(6.840×10−6)

1.64
    (33) 

𝑛 =  4.119 × 10−5     (34) 

 𝑔 =  
(1.120×10−6)+0.0087+0+(1.400×10−7)+(4.119×10−5)(1.0280)

2
 

+(4.591 × 10−5) + (3.700 × 10−7) + 0.225 (35) 

𝑔 =  2.347      (36) 

The next step in the solution is to convert the air flow rate from a normalized volume flow rate 

(sLpm) to a molar flow rate so that it can be used to calculate a molar rate of fuel combustion. 

As a first step, the normalized volume flow rate must be converted into a non-normalized 

volume rate. The standard liter per minute (sLpm) normalizes the volume flow rate measurement 

to standard temperature and pressure via the Equation: 

    �̇�𝑠𝐿𝑝𝑚 =  �̇�𝐿𝑝𝑚 (
294.26 𝐾

𝑇𝑔𝑎𝑠
) (

𝑃𝑔𝑎𝑠

14.696 𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑎
)    (37) 

where �̇�𝑠𝐿𝑝𝑚 is the normalized flow rate in sLpm, �̇�𝐿𝑝𝑚 is the actual volume flow rate in liters 

per minute (Lpm), 𝑇𝑔𝑎𝑠 is the air flow’s temperature in Kelvin (K), and 𝑃𝑔𝑎𝑠 is the average 

absolute flow pressure in pounds per square inch (psia). For all tests, the flow temperature and 

pressure is assumed to roughly Equivalent to the ambient conditions inside of the test area with 

𝑇𝑔𝑎𝑠 around 297.039 K and 𝑃𝑔𝑎𝑠 at standard atmospheric pressure (14.696 psia). Eq. (37) is then 

rearranged into: 
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    �̇�𝐿𝑝𝑚 =  �̇�𝑠𝐿𝑝𝑚 (
𝑇𝑔𝑎𝑠

294.26 𝐾
) (

14.696 𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑎

𝑃𝑔𝑎𝑠
)    (38) 

and the sLpm flow rate of the tests of interest is then substituted for �̇�𝑠𝐿𝑝𝑚 to find �̇�𝐿𝑝𝑚. For the 

normalized 90%/10% test used in sample calculations thus far, this yields: 

    �̇�𝐿𝑝𝑚 =  (67) (
297.039

294.26
) (

14.696

14.696
)    (39) 

    �̇�𝐿𝑝𝑚 = 67.6       (40) 

The volume flow rate is converted to a mass flow rate by multiplying it by the density of air at 

standard temperature and pressure: 

   �̇�𝑎𝑖𝑟 =  𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟�̇� =  (1204.1)(67.6)(1. 6 × 10−5 )   (41) 

    �̇�𝑎𝑖𝑟 = 1.357        (42) 

Now, this mass flow rate of air needs to be converted into a molar flow rate before it can be used 

to find the molar combustion rate of the fuel. 

 To begin, the mole fractions of air’s constituent molecules are found. As can be seen in 

Eqs. (6) and (26), the number of moles of both O2 and N2 in air are known, and their mole 

fractions can be calculated similarly to the fuel CHON balance in Eqs. (2) through (5): 

    𝑋𝑎𝑖𝑟,O2
=  

1

1+3.76
= 0.21     (43) 

    𝑋𝑎𝑖𝑟,N2
=  

3.76

1+3.76
= 0.79     (44) 

From Eqs. (43) and (44), the molar mass data from Table A can be used to calculate the molar 

mass of air: 

    𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑟 =  𝑋𝑎𝑖𝑟,O2
∙ 2 ∙ 𝑀O + 𝑋𝑎𝑖𝑟,N2

∙ 2 ∙ 𝑀N   (45) 

    𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑟 =  0.21 ∙ 2 ∙ 16 + 0.79 ∙ 2 ∙ 14    (46) 

    𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑟 =  28.84       (47) 

and from the results of Eqs. (42) and (47), the molar flow rate can be found: 

    �̇�𝑎𝑖𝑟 =  
�̇�𝑎𝑖𝑟

𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑟
=  

1.357

28.84
= 0.047     (48) 

The molar combustion rate of the fuel can then be obtained at each time step from the 

Equivalency: 

    
�̇�𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙

�̇�𝑎𝑖𝑟
=  

𝑛

𝑔
       (49) 

which can be rearranged to isolate �̇�𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙. With �̇�𝑎𝑖𝑟 found through Eq. (48) and 𝑛 and 𝑔 known 

for each time step from Eqs. (34) and (36), respectively, Eq. (49) can be used to find �̇�𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 as: 
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    �̇�𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 =  �̇�𝑎𝑖𝑟
𝑛

𝑔
= (0.047) (

4.119×10−5

2.347
)   (50) 

    �̇�𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 = 8.249 × 10−7     (51) 

Multiplying the molar fuel combustion rate by the estimated fuel molar mass yields: 

  �̇�𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 =  �̇�𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙𝑀𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 =  (8.249 × 10−7)(0.0415)    (52) 

    �̇�𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 = 3.423 × 10−8     (53) 

At the first data point in the FTIR emissions file, the glow plug would have just been activated, 

and only small particles of biomass may be sufficiently heated to ignition. Thus, the relatively 

small result of Eq. (53) is expected. The same process described for Eq. (26) through (53) should 

now be applied for all time steps of the emissions results files to find the fuel mass flow rates at 

these time points. To find the total mass burned (𝑚𝑏𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑑), the integral of this fuel mass flow 

rate curve is estimated via the trapezoid rule: 

   𝑚𝑏𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑑 =  ∫ �̇�𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙(𝑡)𝑑𝑡 =  ∑
1

2
(�̇�𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙,𝑘 + �̇�𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙,𝑘+1)∆𝑡𝑡−∆𝑡

0
𝑡

0
 (54) 

where 𝑡 is the time in seconds of the final data point, ∆𝑡 is the time step between data points 

(which is 1 sec for all FTIR emissions files), 𝑘 is the current data point, and 𝑘 + 1is the next data 

point. Since there are hundreds of data points per emissions file, a sample calculation for Eq. 

(54) will not be provided, but the results of Eq. (54) for the 70 sLpm and normalized tests of 

100% pine, 90%/10% pine/algae, and 75%/25% pine/algae are provided in Table D.  

The total burned mass of fuel calculated from Eq. (54) can now be used to estimate the 

total energy release (𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒) during a test: 

     𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 =  𝑚𝑏𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑑𝑄𝐿𝐻𝑉,𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙    (55) 

where 𝑄𝐿𝐻𝑉,𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 is the lower heating value (LHV) of the fuel. As stated above, only the higher 

heating value (HHV) of the fuel mixtures has been directly determined through experimentation. 

However, the LHV can be estimated from the HHV by removing the energy gained through the 

condensation of water vapor: 

    𝑄𝐿𝐻𝑉,𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 =  𝑄𝐻𝐻𝑉,𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 − 𝐻𝑣 (
𝑚H2O,𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑚𝑏𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑑
)   (56) 

In Eq. (56), 𝐻𝑣 is the heat of vaporization of water, which is the energy addition required for 

water to change state from liquid to vapor or the energy removal required for water to change 

state from vapor to liquid. The total mass of water produced by combustion is represented by 

𝑚𝐻2𝑂,𝑜𝑢𝑡 and is found by applying the trapezoid rule in Eq. (53) to the molar water emissions 

data and then multiplying the result by water’s molar mass (twice hydrogen’s molar mass plus 

oxygen’s molar mass). For the 90%/10% mixture, Eq. (56) is calculated as: 

    𝑄𝐿𝐻𝑉,𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 = 17796.48 −  (451.9) (
127.7679 

25.7603
)   (57) 
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    𝑄𝐿𝐻𝑉,𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 =  15555.112     (58) 

Thus, Eq. (55) can be calculated: 

    𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 = (25.7603)(15555.112) (
1

1000
)   (59) 

    𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 = 400.704      (60) 

The 𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 results from Eq. (60) are provided in Chapters 3 and 4 for the fuel blends, but the 

results for the primary test blends of Chapter 3 are additionally provided alongside the results of 

Eq. (54) in Table D. 

Without experimental data that can confirm these results, the 𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 calculations for all 

tested fuels cannot be taken as absolutely accurate to real life and have a relative uncertainty. 

However, the described model in this Appendix is consistent between all tests, and can be used 

to find trends between different fuel mixtures and air flow rates. Thus, this heat release model is 

a relative analysis tool for the work contained in the Chapters of this report.  
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Appendix D – Data Tables for Appendix C 

Table R Molar masses of C, H, O, and N and their mole fractions in different fuel mixtures. 

 Carbon Hydrogen Oxygen Nitrogen 

Molar Mass 

[gm mol-1] 
12 1 16 14 

Mole Fraction 

(100% pine 

mixture) 

0.3199 0.4854 0.1942 0.0005334 

Mole Fraction 

(90%/10% 

pine/algae 

mixture) 

0.3229 0.4736 0.2024 0.0011 

Mole Fraction 

(75%/25% 

pine/algae 

mixture) 

0.3161 0.4731 0.2080 0.0029 

 

Table S Calculated fuel molar mass and molar higher heating values from the process in 

Appendix C. 

 Calculated Molar Mass of 

Fuel [gm mol-1] 

Molar Higher Heating 

Value [kJ mol-1] 

100% pine 38.1359 703.3354 

90%/10% pine/algae 41.4946 725.9497 

75%/25% pine/algae 39.6118 636.8841 

 

Table T Calculated fuel heat of formation values for several fuel mixtures corresponding to 

Eq. (25) in Appendix C. 

Estimated heat of formation of fuel mixtures [kJ mol-1] 

100% pine 90%/10% pine/algae 75%/25% pine/algae 

-297.71 -406.22 -359.30 

 

Table U MATLAB calculated total mass burned and total heat release figures. 

 
100% Pine 

@ 70 sLpm 

90%/10% @ 

67 sLpm 

75%/25% @ 

82 sLpm 

90%/10% @ 

70 sLpm 

75%/25% @ 

70 sLpm 

Total Mass 

Burned [gm] 
23.57 25.76 28.34 26.76 19.64 

Total 

Energy 

Release [kJ] 

398.70 392.99 391.49 413.39 250.22 
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Appendix E – Example MATLAB code developed from Appendix B 
%Brian Gessler 
%Energy Release And Fuel Estimate 
%5/24/17 

  
clear 
clc 

  
%Define known values 
filename = '9010_Norm.xlsx'; %file name of test data 
raw_data = xlsread(filename); %emissions in ppm (O2 in Vol %) 
[len,wid] = size(raw_data); 
raw_data(:,(wid+1)) = zeros(len,1);  
raw_data(:,1:(wid-1)) = raw_data(:,1:(wid-1))*(10^(-4)); %all emissions in 

Vol% 
raw_data = raw_data*(10^(-2)); %all emissions in Volume fraction/mole 

fraction 
[len1, wid1] = size(raw_data); 
t_step = 1; %time step in sec of data 

  
%mpellets = 20; %mass of pellets placed in basket for 100% 
mpellets = 23.5; %mass of pellets placed in basket for 90-10 
%mpellets = 27.5; %mass of pellets placed in basket for 75-25 
%Comp = [0.514 0.065 0.001 0.416]; %fractional CHNO composition of 100% Pine 
Comp = [0.499 0.061 0.002 0.417]; %fractional CHNO composition of 90-10 Pine 
%Comp = [0.465 0.058 0.005 0.408]; %fractional CHNO composition of 75-25 Pine 
M_CHON = [12 1 16 14]; %Molar masses of C, H, O, & N [g/mol] 

  
X_CHON = zeros(1,4); %preallocate matrix for mole fractions of C, H, O, & N 

in fuel 
denom = 

(Comp(1)/M_CHON(1))+(Comp(2)/M_CHON(2))+(Comp(4)/M_CHON(3))+(Comp(3)/M_CHON(4

)); 
X_CHON(1) = (Comp(1)/M_CHON(1))/denom; 
X_CHON(2) = (Comp(2)/M_CHON(2))/denom; 
X_CHON(3) = (Comp(4)/M_CHON(3))/denom; 
X_CHON(4) = (Comp(3)/M_CHON(4))/denom; 

  
%For CxHyOzNa, find y, z, and a in terms of x 
%Assume a number of moles for C 
x = 1.64; %Assumed number of moles of C 
y = x*(X_CHON(2)/X_CHON(1)); 
z = x*(X_CHON(3)/X_CHON(1)); 
a = x*(X_CHON(4)/X_CHON(1)); 

  
%QHHV_fuel = 18442.87; %HHV [kJ/kg] energy content of 100% Pine fuel from 

calorimetry tests and/or estimates 
QHHV_fuel = 17496.98; %HHV energy content of 90-10 
%QHHV_fuel = 16078.14; %HHV energy content of 75-25 

  
sLpm_air = 67; %sLpm flow rate of air for test 
%convert from sLpm to Vdot 
T_amb = 297.039; %ambient temperature in Rankine 
p_amb = 14.696; %atmospheric pressure in psia 
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Vdot_air = sLpm_air*(T_amb/294.26)*(14.696/p_amb); %volume flow rate of air 

in Lpm 
Vdot_air = Vdot_air*1.66667*(10^(-5)); %Vdot of air [(m^3)/sec] 
%convert from Vdot to mdot for air 
rho_air = 1.2041; %density of air @ STP [kg/(m^3)] 
mdot_air = Vdot_air*rho_air*1000; %mdot of air [g/sec] 

  
hfo_CO2 = -393.522; %heat of formation of CO2 [kJ/kmol] 
hfo_H2O = -285.840; %heat of formation of H2O (gaseous) [kJ/kmol] 
hfo_O2 = 0; %heat of formation of O2 [kJ/kmol] 
hfo_N2 = 0; %heat of formation of N2 [kJ/kmol] 

  
ash_content = 0.30; %estimated fractional ash content of fuel 
mburned = (1-ash_content)*mpellets; 

  
%Determine molar mass of fuel 
M_fuel = (x*M_CHON(1)+y*M_CHON(2)+z*M_CHON(3)+a*M_CHON(4))/1000; 

  
%Determine Qbar_HHV of fuel 
QbarHHV_fuel = QHHV_fuel*M_fuel; 

  
%Use soichiometric combustion reaction 
b = x; %Carbon balance 
c = y/2; %Hydrogen balance 
f = b+(c/2)-(z/2); %Oxygen balance 
d = (a/2)+3.76*f; %Nitrogen balance 

  
%Use Qbar_HV Equation from ME 636 notes to calculate hfo_fuel 
hfo_fuel = QbarHHV_fuel+b*hfo_CO2+c*hfo_H2O+d*hfo_N2-3.76*f*hfo_N2-f*hfo_O2; 

  
%Use full lean combustion Equation to convert from ppm to energy released 
%Nitrogen balance 
raw_data(:,wid1) = 1-raw_data(:,2)-raw_data(:,1)-raw_data(:,3)-raw_data(:,4)-

raw_data(:,(wid1-1)); 

  
%Calculate n and g using the calculated fuel molar composition 
n = (raw_data(:,2)+raw_data(:,3)+3*raw_data(:,(wid1-2)))/x; 
g = raw_data(:,(wid1-

1))+(raw_data(:,3)/2)+(raw_data(:,4)/2)+raw_data(:,2)+(raw_data(:,1)/2); 

  
%Use mdotair to find ndotair 
XairO2 = 1/(1+3.76); 
XairN2 = 3.76/(1+3.76); 

  
Mair = M_CHON(3)*2*XairO2+M_CHON(4)*2*XairN2; 
ndot_air = mdot_air/Mair; 

  
ndot_fuel = ndot_air*n./g; 

  
%Determine mass of fuel burnt 
mdot_fuel = ndot_fuel*(M_fuel*1000); %[gm/s] 
traps = zeros((len1-1),1); 
traps_H2O = zeros((len1-1),1); 
for j = 1:(len1-1) 
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    traps(j) = (0.5)*(mdot_fuel(j)+mdot_fuel(j+1))*t_step; 
    traps_H2O(j) = (0.5)*(raw_data(j,1)+raw_data((j+1),1))*t_step; 
end 
mfuel_burnt = sum(traps); %[gm] 
%mfuel_burnt = median(mdot_fuel)*len1; 
n_H2O = sum(traps_H2O); %[mol] 
m_H2O = n_H2O*(2*1+16); %[gm] 

  
disp('Mass of fuel burned [gm]: ') 
disp(mfuel_burnt) 

  
Hv = 0.4519; %latent heat of vaporization of water [kJ/gm] 
Q_LHV = (QHHV_fuel/1000)-Hv*(m_H2O/mfuel_burnt); %estimated lower heating 

value [kJ/gm] 
Q_release = mfuel_burnt*Q_LHV; %[kJ] 

  
disp(' ') 
disp('Total estimated heat release [kJ]: ') 
disp(Q_release) 
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Appendix F – Material Safety Data Sheet for Kingsford Lighter Fluid 
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